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FOREWORD
James Brooks was born in Portland, Maine, in the first decade of the
19th century. His early years were marked by the loss of his father at
sea, and the family's consequent financial difficulties. In overcoming
these obstacles, he showed himself to be a prototypical "self-made man"
— rising from apprentice to college graduate and attorney-at-law, from
essayist and journalist to newspaper editor and owner, and culminating
as a United States congressman.
In the course of a European tour in 1835-36, James Brooks documented
his travels in an extensive series of newspaper articles, which were
widely reprinted in the U. S. press. His personal accounts of events,
combined with observations on foreign manners and social systems,
were a rich source of information. However, in the world of news reporting, one day's sensation is inevitably swept aside by the next day's
wonder. His European travel writings became just such a passing phenomenon and, despite encouragement from enthusiastic readers, were
never published in book form.
Yet, merit is not diminished by transience. Viewed from the perspective
of the 21st century, the articles acquire a fresh, historical significance.
They provide first-hand examples of sentiments that are deeply embedded in the American psyche. Their author fully symbolizes "Young
America": forthright, oratorical and intensely proud of what his nation
had already accomplished. Many of the topics he touched upon, such as
political, religious and press freedom, are still current to this day.

SYNOPSIS
In early May 1835, the young newspaper editor boarded the packetboat Toronto in New York Harbor, bound for Portsmouth, England. In
just four weeks' time, months of preparation would start to pay off.
Armed with letters of introduction, bank instructions, a recently issued
U.S. passport and a leather suitcase to hold his books and clothes, James
Brooks was poised to visit old England—his father's homeland; and the
powerful colonial power which had founded New England—his own
birthplace. To while away the hours of enforced idleness, he talked with
fellow passengers and read voraciously. The French coast was spotted,
then the Isle of Wight—landfall at last!
The British Isles were top of his list: first England, then Scotland, by sea
to Ireland and back to Wales, returning to London. Political interests
came to the fore, in visits to both Houses of Commons and Lords and a
spirited public meeting in support of a controversial parliamentary bill.
Law Courts were visited in Dublin and Edinburgh. Cultural differences
caught his eye at once, such as the servant class, and the widespread
practice of tipping — such is human nature: first impressions are typically the strongest. Knowledge of the local language was advantageous,
although regional dialects left him metaphorically speechless.
Two months after arrival, Brooks moved on to the Continent, taking ship
for Rotterdam. Henceforth he would be less of a communicator, more of
an observer. Still, he could converse in passable French, the lingua
franca among educated European travelers; and there were other English-speaking tourists—more than he would have wished — both British and American. Many hours would be spent riding in efficient, but
slow, horse-drawn carriages.
Travelling up the Rhine valley, visiting city upon city, with their centuries of history, their academies of science, their museums of culture and
palaces, Brooks could not but acknowledge the comparative insignificance of the United States at that point in its development. A world
imagined previously from book-reading was made real for him — both
its glorious accomplishments and its irksome restrictions on the free
movement of people. Pausing briefly beneath the battlements of Heidel-

berg's mighty castle, he was captivated by a cultured society that apparently understood how to enjoy life's simple pleasures: it was a lasting
impression, which was to draw him back in later life.
On reaching Switzerland, expectations were high, and he was not disappointed. Yes, there was an insurmountable language barrier at the
mainly German-speaking national assembly in Bern, but elsewhere he
found romance and orderliness. Geneva, he judged to be a model democracy, worthy of study by the U.S. Appropriately for a mountainous
region, Brooks and companions enjoyed much of the country by the use
of his own two legs. At Chamonix, he finally acknowledged that the rugged scenery of mountains and glaciers surpassed anything that the
Eastern U.S. could offer the tourist.
And last of all, fittingly, came Italy, the pièce de résistance, once the cradle of Roman culture and power. Venice, the city on the sea; Vatican,
seat of popes and heart of a global religious empire; Florence and
Naples, whose painting and sculpture galleries were world-famous; and
Milan; and Pisa and more besides — all called out to be visited. For long,
the purlieu of the British aristocracy, it was now the turn of the young
American to complete his personal Grand Tour, by way of Paris, Antwerp and London, before making the long journey home.

1. Life at sea
On board the "Toronto" at sea,
Off the Banks of Newfoundland,
May 18, 1835.
After a week of horrible misery, from a quiet but most vexatious seasickness, we are scudding along here, over the Banks of Newfoundland.
Why, in mercy for the human race, don't the physicians discover some
remedy for this terrible nausea, which, next to the toothache, is the most
afflicting of man's ills? But, thank our good destiny, there is an end,
sometime or other, to all the troubles of this earth. Our heads are all up
now; a new face every now and then appears on deck, some hapless
creature emerging from the empire of his berth, to the pure upper air.
The seasickness is gone or is going—and we are doubly happy from
having so long been miserable.
The icebergs too give us occupation. We gaze intensely upon these icy
mountains of the deep, as they move in majesty along, turreted and
towered, like some mighty city, drifting from its moorings. On this one
now just before me, I think I see with a glass, churches and steeples, glittering gorgeously, now and then, in the misty sunshine; and here a valley and there a ravine; but, how easy it is, when the mind is idle on the
sea, almost aching for action, but without the resolution to act, to picture anything one chooses to picture. Last night we shortened sail and
moved along cautiously, for fear of meeting one of these thus most unwelcome islands amid the darkness; but there is not much danger, for if
the eye fails, the thermometer will do its duty, and our mate often used
it, thus testing the near approach of the ice by the great change it made
in the temperature of the water for miles around; and then we have just
had music, as a further occupation. Well-trained fingers, with a master's
skill, have swept over the keys of our piano, (for nowadays all the
packet ships have pianos on board,) accompanied with a female voice
that our whole country has pronounced as one of the most charming of
the day. Is it not a fine idea this, of having such a concert on the turbulent Atlantic; using old Orpheus,1 as it were, to lull the ocean, and to
1
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propitiate the foggy deity that reigns about Newfoundland! Indeed, music can never sound so delightfully elsewhere—for though all is sea
about us, and all is sky above us, yet music carries us all homeward, as
we hear the same notes struck on a like instrument as that we have so
often heard, each in our own homes. Associations make the charm.
I have been peeping about to look at our ship, studying fore-sails and
studding-sails, maintop-gallant-sails, halyards, &c., with now and then a
brisk look in Bowditch's Navigator,2 so as to understand the lingo of the
sailors. But how the rascals bite the words off and chew them up! Studdingsail is stud-sail, and maintop-gallant-sail is maintop-gal'n sail, with
many other yet worse abbreviations that defy all orthography on paper,
unless you can tell me how to print the whirr of a spinning jenny or the
buzz of a bumblebee. I have formed an acquaintance with Jimmy Ducks,3
the well-known personage who has the care of the livestock on board.
Hens, chickens, ducks, and turkeys he has on hand, as the auctioneers
say, too numerous to mention, with a variety of pigs, sheep and goats.
To what use the cow was to be put, I was for a long while puzzled, after I
was informed she was not to be the victim of our appetites, and it was
quite a relief to learn that all that was demanded of her, in her passage
over the Atlantic, was her milk, for which she was paid, when onshore,
with rich pasturage just out of London and New York. Thus, we have all
the eatable and drinkable comforts we could have onshore. There is an
icehouse on board for the preservation of meat, and to furnish ices. Everything, even to soda and the best of cider, is in the steward's larder. No
better dinner is served up in any New York hotel, than is daily on our
table, with a dessert as fine as the appetite can desire. Our breakfast
hour is half past eight. A lunch is given at half past twelve. Dinner at half
past four; and tea about eight. The price of a passage in the cabin with
wines is $140; without $120; but at least ten dollars must be added to
each as perquisites for the steward, stewardesses, &c. &c. The return
passage is thirty guineas ($150;) more is charged there because the passage is longer. These are the terms in all the packet ships to London and
Liverpool. In the steerage, a most uncomfortable den, an outward passage is only $15; a return passage, five pounds sterling, or about $24;
but each passenger must then find and cook his own provisions, and his
promenade on the deck is very limited.
2
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Nathaniel Bowditch. Original author of American Practical Navigator. (1802)
Jimmy Ducks — Generic term for the sailor in charge of livestock onboard ship

And now for a view of our ship, for so many have their eyes on an Atlantic voyage in a packet ship, that I am quite sure such will thank me for
some particulars. Never was there a finer ship in America than this, we
are told. Apart from the sea-sickness, and the necessary pent-up air of
the berths in the cabin, to which one's senses are uncommonly acute
when on the water, all is as it would be in one of our best-built hotels.
The cabin of the "Toronto" is pre-eminently beautiful, of superb wood
with the highest polish, so that it almost resembles a fairy ground. There
are two cabins, a large one for gentlemen, which is also used as a dining
room, and a parlor for ladies, with doors partially folding so that the two
cabins can readily be made quite into one. The ladies' cabin is ornamented with a large mirror that doubly shows off, by reflection, the cabins in front. In the center, there is a center table for books and engravings, as in our parlors on land, and around are sofas and seats, luxuriantly cushioned. Opposite this apartment, the ladies have their berths.
Many of the staterooms, in which there are two berths, are connected by
a door, that can be fastened or kept unfastened, at the pleasure and convenience of the occupants. Each stateroom has a bell, as in houses on
land, leading to the steward's rooms, a luxury which one well knows
how to appreciate, when the little strength he has left, on the early part
of a voyage, is just enough to reach for the bell-rope near his berth, and
summon whatsoever he wishes to his aid. The staterooms are well supplied with all the comforts one can have in his own chamber at home.
True, they are not large, but they are large enough for a chest of drawers, with all necessary appliances for washing, and with some conveniences for writing. They are much more comfortable, the loss of a window excepted, (supplied, however, in part, by skylights above,) than
many of the bedrooms in which a traveler is thrust in some of the hotels
of our cities and large towns; for they are so kept with such clean linen,
napkins and beds that, in a calm, one really feels as if he were in the best
house upon the land. At least, I feel unusually happy just now, probably
because I am forgetting the misery of seasickness just over—the joy of a
contrast, I suppose.
The "Toronto" is a ship of 650 tons and cost, I am told, about 56,000 dollars. But, notwithstanding this expenditure, and the cost of ship stores,
which cannot be small where such outlays have been made as here,
money is gained in the business, else so many superb ships would not
be put upon the Liverpool and London lines. A superabundance of eve-

rything is on board, so as to provide for all accidents. For example, we
had 5,500 gallons of water, with a poultry yard in proportion, I believe—and this, though there are but fourteen passengers in the cabin
where there are excellent accommodations for forty, and but about 40
or 50 in the steerage, who find themselves in all but water. By the way,
the London packets seldom have as many passengers as the Liverpool.
Men of business generally seek the latter, as leading them to the quarters where they have their chief business to transact, and objections being made to a long route up the English Channel—objections, however,
easily obviated by landing at Portsmouth, whence the voyage is as short
as to Liverpool.
In crossing the Atlantic, I should ever prefer a thin to a crowded cabin,
as, in the first week, nothing can be more uncomfortable than forty seasick passengers, all hating the sight of each other; not that that hate can
exist long, for I find that we are already growing wonderfully friendly;
but, somehow or other, it is (why, I cannot tell,) that seasickness, one of
the most miserable diseases which old Neptune4 exacts from us as a
tribute on venturing on his domain, all of us are more or less ashamed
of; for everybody, you know, laughs at a seasick sufferer and considers
him fair game for all honorable sport. Our captain was a very gentlemanly and excellent man, but I never shall forgive him for telling me the
second day out, that "I should feel better in two or three days." Two or
three days! as if one could endure such misery two or three days. Never
attempt to administer consolation to the man who is seasick, or who has
the toothache. They are kindred plagues, beyond medicine or consolation.
May 20. The fogs are thick yet, on and about these banks. The icebergs
are seen no longer, but the weather is cold. I have taken possession of a
mattress upon the sofa in the roundhouse, on deck, and I find that, by
taking the full and equal motion of the vessel in this prostrate position, I
can read with care and pleasure. This is the time for devouring novels.
One cannot take the trouble to think on shipboard, but he can take in the
thoughts of others, if they are easy of digestion. Book after book is read
through, for my fellow passengers are not yet sufficiently attuned to
talk. I am afraid my stock of books will not hold out, for I read so rapidly,
with so much leisure time at my disposal; but all must be finished before
4
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I reach England, as there I intend to let the custom house take them for
duties—for a passenger tells me that at Liverpool, they made him pay a
duty, even on his pocket bible. Mine are worth nothing to me after they
are read—and a few Yankee books will do John Bull's5 officers no injury
at all. By the way, always lay in a good stock of light reading when you
leave for a voyage. One can relish nothing else, and the days are so long,
and there is so much of nothing to do, that one will suffer much without
good reading matter. Irving's6 Tour of the Prairies I have been reading. It
is a delightful book, but Irving wanted enthusiasm for such a journey.
Compare him with Chateaubriand,7 when he was in our forests, and see
how far he lags behind him. His young Swiss companion ought to have
dictated the book, and Irving ought to have been the scribe. Think of a
man hunting buffaloes on a prairie in such cold blood, when elsewhere
we read even of rabbit hunts as of the rout of an army. By the way, all
Englishmen, and we have some on board now, always speak of Irving as
the great writer of America. His descriptions of the best part of English
society when in England, undoubtedly fascinated them. He has never
shocked English prejudices, and in this, as only a literary man, he has
probably been wise. I had rather read Cooper,8 however, for though but
few Americans have written more trash than he, yet he has also written
what no other man in the world has written, or as I believe, can write. I
speak of his sea scenes, one of which would redeem whole acres of trash
and vanity.
May 22. We have sailed onward most merrily under full sail, the wind
just abaft, with studding sails all out—the wings of the ship, I call
them—larboard and starboard, having made about 230 miles, the last
24 hours. The fog of the Banks is now far behind us. A bright sun is over
our heads, and a wild sea all about us. How wonderful that science is,
which tells us just where we are on the broadest ocean! Everything
about and around looks as when many days ago I left New York and
stretched my eye in vain for a last peep at the hills and shores of my
own land. The same water is under us, the same sky apparently above
us, the same home and the same companions are with us—and yet we
John Bull — Character symbolic of an Englishman
Washington Irving (1783-1859) — American writer and historian
7 François-René de Chateaubriand (1768-1848) — French writer and historian; visited America in 1791, later publishing Voyage en Amérique
8 James Fenimore Cooper (1789-1851) — Popular American author
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are half over the Atlantic, rapidly approaching Europe! Our captain daily
tells us where we are, and we trace our course and our progress on the
chart, just as if we were upon the roads between our Atlantic cities. The
compass points our course, the quadrant gives our latitude at noon, and
our chronometer enables us to decide upon our longitude toward evening, while our log tells us the progress we hourly or momentarily
make, as often as we choose to drop it into the ocean. What an astonishing difference from that day when Columbus9 tremblingly launched
upon his great voyage of discovery, or when the navigator fearfully
crept from cape to cape, shuddering as he lost sight of land! What a
stride it is in the advance of intercourse, and thus in the advance of
knowledge; and now, when steamboats go over the deep, insuring a
regularity of communication, Europe will be to us just what she ought to
be—though separated by an ocean, yet near enough for all to visit her,
and to study with profit what she has worth studying. Steamboats are
already talked of in N. Y. as packets, I see. We have, as yet, had no
weather that a steamboat would not easily buffet. But, after all, I should
be loath even for the certainty of a shorter passage, to exchange so
beautiful and so graceful a companion as ours, even for the steamer that
defies the winds and the waves.
Nothing can be more beautiful than the gallant ship with her sails gently
swollen by the wind, as one sits on her quarter at night, and watches the
path of phosphorescent fire that her prow cuts in the water. The very
ocean seems proud of bearing on its bosom such a freight, and Neptune,
as it were, plays his fireworks in honor. For hours, I watched the mock
moons that we had some days ago, the ten thousand reflections of light
from every variety of surface, from the lofty and curling wave, and the
broad-spread ripple, extending for miles and miles, as if the whole
ocean was one magnificent Vauxhall.10 Men talk of the sublimity of the
storm—but give me the calm, and I so often prayed far calms, that our
mate has almost believed me the Jonah11 in the early part of the voyage,
when that gave him "ill luck" with the winds. Give me the calm, I say, on
the ocean, when I can admire in peace, with the moon and the stars
Christopher Columbus (c.1451-1506) — Genoese; "discoverer" of the Americas in
1492
10 Vauxhall — The first pleasure gardens in New York City, opened in 1767; their
name echoed an earlier one in London.
11 Jonah — One believed to bring bad luck
9

about me, reflecting their glorious imagery from a quiet mirror as broad
as the whole horizon, when our way is sparkling with living light, so
bright and so joyous, while the sailor is singing his merry ditty, or playing some fantastic sport, as if he were onshore in the circle of the family,
from whence he has roamed to make his home upon the waters. These
calms are happy hours for all but the anxious officers of the ship, happy
to all, if they do not often come too often upon us, for then we can take
note of what we have done, and sport and play, and let loose the bark in
all the buoyancy of unemployed and exuberant spirits.

★

2. On board a packet ship
On board the "Toronto" at sea,
Off Belle Isle, Coast of France,
May 30, 1835.
We have had a gale, calms and squalls, and here we are on the ocean,
3,000 miles off; and it is just nineteen days since we lost sight of the Jersey shore. During the gale of 24 hours, with the wind directly aft, our
captain tells us that we went over 270 miles. The gale it was well
enough to have, just for variety's sake—but my curiosity is quite content; I don't like the sample. What dreadful dreams a poor passenger
has, as he is tossed about in his berth at night from side to side—of falls,
and leaps from precipices, of terrible cliffs and of deadly contests with
man and beast! The swimming head rouses up one's worst imaginations—and, if I could believe my dreams, I have leaped from shelving
mountains, down cataracts, and waged mighty war with most ferocious
monsters.
I pray louder than ever for the calms—and we are enjoying them now
off the sunny coast of France, amid the groans of our captain and mate,
who are whistling with all their might to raise a breeze. But look out for
these calms. They are sometimes but treacherous deceivers. Our whole
party was gathered in the cabin the other night, listening intently to the
softest and sweetest strains of music, and anon, old Boreas12 set up the
angry opposition of the squall—and the winds furiously whistled
through every shroud, threatening to tear our sails, which were all set,
to rags, and the white waves curled in anger, and foamed, and groaned,
as if to devour us—but our little ship suddenly stripped off her canvas,
leaped over the waters with only a sprightlier grace, amid the loud and
quick "heave-yo-ho" of the sailor, and the trumpet cry of "luff! luff!" from
the captain. This was a scene, and I reveled in it as soon as I felt that
there was no serious danger. The excitement stirs up the sluggish blood,
more sluggish than ever upon the water. Thick darkness, of a sudden,
approached. A storm stole upon us—and we rushed from the soft vocal
concert of the brilliant cabin to hear only the discord of the howling
12
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winds, reveling in midnight darkness there, making every shroud shiver,
and the ship, for a while, sadly reel and toss and groan, as if in furious
agony.
I have amused myself at times in watching the porpoises that jump out
of the water and dash by the bow of the ship. I am already out of books,
and have read all I could borrow, even the monstrous volume of Vidocq,13 through and through. It is amusing to mark the many ways our
passengers contrive to kill time. Chess and checkers soon grow tame.
Mock marriages are got up. Police reports are made. The ladies give
fetes. The gentlemen smoke, (such as take a fancy to making their
mouths a steam engine,) or doze over a bottle of wine, or discuss the
merits of a mint julep. Then there are promenades, plays, and parts to
be acted. All is done that can be done in so limited a theater, and yet
time hangs heavily on our hands. The truth is, we begin to be weary of
each other—not that we dislike one another, but that we have talked
each other, and each other's topics, all out, and hence we sigh for new
scenes, new objects and new faces. Fancy is picturing out the happiness
we shall have onshore—the fine treats, the fine prospects, and the fine
dishes that Old England will give us, in this her golden season of the
year. I think I could leap in an ecstasy of joy, if I could see but a single
human being from the shore, or look at one green field. Here, on the Bay
of Biscay, at times, we amuse ourselves with watching the watercraft of
the Frenchmen, as they sail not far from the shore, or the galliots14 of the
Dutchman, who is making to or from the Mediterranean, or the blacksided hulks that gather wealth for England from every isle of the ocean. I
see no ships like our American ships here, on this thoroughfare of
Europe. We test our superiority, at least in our case, as we rapidly pass
by everything. Our captain insists that naval architecture is better understood by our countrymen that by any other nation—and judging
from the specimen that conveys us, there can be no doubt of the fact.
May 31. This evening we saw a revolving light off L'Orient in France. Our
strong-eyed passengers during the day have had some views of Belle
Isle. All I have seen of it, as yet, is its history, which I have just read in
the Gentleman's Magazine. But the revolving light, all of us could see disEugène François Vidocq (1775-1857) — Founder of French national police crime
detection force; autobiography published 1828
14 Galliot — A long narrow shallow-draft Dutch merchant sailing ship
13

tinctly, and as the new moon sank behind the horizon, the light was
clearer and clearer. This was something, even to see a light that was
kindled up on the land. But yet we have a long course to run before we
shall reach Portsmouth, in the English Channel. The winds have driven
us very far south from our regular route. Ushant is to be doubled; and
as, what wind there is, is dead ahead, we make but slow progress, going
three miles or more to advance one. During the day, a line was put out,
as we were on soundings, to catch fish, but in vain, while the French
fishermen seem to be doing good business at a distance.
June 2. Calmer and calmer the weather is. We are now in the English
Channel, yet off the coast of France. An English vessel hailed us—and we
cried out for news. Lord Melbourne,15 we were told, was prime minister,
and the French stocks (with a sarcasm) were the same. By the way, we
did not know but that the Frenchmen might take us as prisoners of war,
and carry us to some port of France, for how matters had gone was
quite unknown to us. Anon, a French pilot boat came along and offered
to take us into Havre, where we don't choose to go. We asked the
Frenchman who were the ministers in France, but asked in vain, even
after he had consulted the Almanac, of course for naught. All of us now
were eager to see a newspaper, so long had we been without knowledge
from this side of the water. But our Frenchman had none of them. I began to make ready for shore, as the English boats began to heave in
sight, warning us of our proximity to England. Pounds sterling, shillings,
pence, crowns and sovereigns, have been an anxious object of study, for
nothing is more vexatious than not to know how to reckon with a people among whom you are going. By the way, the exchange between England and America is now a serious drawback upon the purse of a man
who takes out money to England. A sovereign that costs 487 in New
York brings but 444 in England, the value of a pound sterling. The rate of
exchange was nearly ten per cent, when I left, and this reduces a man's
money about one tenth. There is no sport in thus disposing of money,
one knows hardly how, and without return.
June 3. It is remarkable that the first land I should see in England was
that of Portland,16 so famous for the Portland stone. Here an English piLord Melbourne (1779-1848) — William Lamb, 2nd Viscount; British politician;
Home Secretary 1830-1834; Prime Minister 1834-1841
16 Portland — Same name as Brooks' birthplace and home town (in Maine)
15

lot came on board, with newspapers, which we read most eagerly. I
stretched my eyes well, to mark its chalky cliffs in the distance; but
nearly all I could see was the shore and the lighthouses; for the excellence of which, the English Channel, and the whole of England, in fact,
has so great a reputation, surpassing all others in the world. This evening we anchored off the Isle of Wight, in its narrow channel—a dead
calm making it necessary, so as to prevent our being drifted upon the
shore. For the first time, then, I am near England, and never did a man
look more anxiously for the shores of another country than I have
looked for these. But it is darkness now, and the lofty banks of the Isle of
Wight can be seen only by the pale light of the moon.
June 4. I rose by daylight, which was soon after 3 A. M. Old England is in
full sight. The British flag is flying all around us. The fishermen and
boatmen in myriads beset our ship. The people, it is true, speak the
same language that we speak; but how many things are new! How odd
the idea of being a foreigner where one's own language is spoken, and
spoken too, 3,000 miles or more from home! What a magnificent conception even this gives of the extent of territory where the English language is spoken, and how it is magnified when we add the wide-spread
colonies of the English themselves! What a vast people have sprung
from the loins of our English forefathers! What a sway one little island
has exercised over this mighty earth! Can it be so, I often exclaim, that
England has this power? This little island on my map, this but a speck in
the ocean, peopling all quarters of the globe, spreading the British renown everywhere, and carrying the English language everywhere, with
British arms. If I were not an American, I would, next to that proud
claim, be an Englishman: for, England, with all her faults and insults, an
American must ever love, as the land whence his fathers came. What a
people she drove from her when she alienated us! What ties of affection
and sympathy were then sundered!
Our anchor is up. The signal of a line packet is at our masthead, and a
boat will meet us off Portsmouth, as soon as it is seen. A merry breeze is
carrying us forward. Already are the lawns, and castles, and the palaces
of England, within sight. I am too overjoyed now, with the beauty, the
surprising beauty and grandeur of everything about me, to trust my pen
to paper. All I see is a garden, a paradise on earth. A single hour of the
delicious enjoyment I have this day received, by the eye alone, in silence

and apart from the crowd of our ship, amply and doubly repay me for all
I have suffered in getting here. I will soon write you further.

★

3. Scenery, novelty etc.
England,
June 1835.
Every heart beat quicker and louder, as we sailed along the channel,
with Old England itself on one side, and the Isle of Wight on the other.
This is England then! With what joy does an American visit the land of
his fathers, in whose glory, in whose triumph over man and matter, he
shares! Shakespeare17 is ours as well as theirs, and so is Milton,18 and
that bygone host of the mighty dead, who in aforetimes have consecrated almost every hill and glen that dots or marks the surface of Old
England. An American, more than all other strangers, is just the man to
feel and share in all the pride of England—and so is an Englishman, if he
would but shake off his narrow political prejudices, the very man to love
us and ours, as we are bone of their bone and flesh of their flesh. A
community of language and of literature makes us thoroughly understand each other. But what adds more to the charm, is that an American,
wherever he goes, exchanges the new for the old, and an Englishman the
old for the new. We step from the forest, the mighty river, and the terrific cataract to a scenery as unlike ours as one can fancy; so soothing, so
quiet, so cultivated, so deliciously beautiful that I would hardly exchange all mere enjoyments of years for the one single day of unutterable delight, that the eye alone had when I first put foot upon the English shore.
I did not believe that I saw Nature. I fancied that I was in a fairyland. It
was so unlike, for miles and miles, (as I rode on an outer seat of the
coach from Portsmouth to London) the scenery we have, that it did not
seem to me possible that ever Nature herself could cover the earth in
such beauty. The lawns were so verdant, the parks of the nobles and
gentry so beautifully adorned with trees and walks and bridges; the cottages so tastefully in-wreathed in flowers and ivy; all, and all Nature, in
such a holiday attire, that moving, as we did, more than ten miles an
hour over a road as perfectly made as Pennsylvania Avenue in Washing17
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ton, or the macadamized way in front of the old State House (Boston)—
in a stagecoach with twelve persons outside and four in, that I could not
persuade myself it was aught else than delusion; and even now, I enjoy
all over again, in the narration. The very horses as they galloped over
the well-watered road, (and here is a luxury for the traveler: the roads
are kept sprinkled for miles, on some lines, sixty miles out of London,
from wells, filled with iron pumps, by the wayside,) the very horses, (so
superbly groomed!) as they shook the flowers that festooned their
heads, did, indeed, in their light trappings, "share with their master the
pleasure and the pride."19 What could be fresher or more novel than all
this to an American—and my delight was doubly increased by the contrast; for, when I left New York, a tardy spring had hardly warmed the
earth or leafed the trees, and a long stretch of ocean had prepared me
for the full enjoyment of a summer, that burst upon us, as if by magic. I
could not have selected a happier time to enjoy such a contrast, for it
was, as it were, awakening from the frost of rough and surly winter to
the sudden warmth of a Lapland summer.
I have said that Englishmen and Americans are the very men to feel in
the highest degree the peculiarities of each other's home. I have in part
told you why, and as I have now seen England quite thoroughly, Scotland and Ireland some, I will tell you why. The horror—the utter detestation I have—of much that is done here in manners and matters, no
language can express. Of them I will speak anon—and I can very well
see in what way a "well-bred Englishman" must be shocked every step
he takes in the United States. But I am now going to speak only of the
first impressions of scenery and associations—the delightful part of
traveling, which it is well only to think of, forgetting its afflictions as
much as one can.
I have said that an American, when he visits England, exchanges the
New for the Old—but here, antiquity has one charm for an American
that no European can feel. The Old is not only old to us, but it is new
also—something fresh, and for the first time seen and felt. We have a
new sensation all at once, a new soul as it were, and ideas, that never
before thronged the brain, throng there now. We have not grown up
among it as the European has, and lost the novelty of the sight by a constant gaze—but we have come from a far-off land, whose cathedrals are
19
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the arched forests of a thousand years, with an antiquity beyond the
stretch of history—the builder of whose temples has been God himself—working for ages in sublimity, and silence, and terror, amid the
mountain, lake and river—and we exchange this magnificent luxuriance
of Nature for what has history—for the land where the Briton, the
Saxon, the Roman, and Norman dwelt; for the Gothic pile, the lofty battlement, overgrown with the yew and the elm, and the tower buried in
ivy—for a scenery beautiful, soothing and quiet, as I have said, but as far
removed from the awful grandeur of ours as the sun from the least
twinkling star. I have laughed till it was painful at English waterfalls,
kept for show, (sights sold at sixpence! over which, it is fashionable to
have spasmodic enthusiasms)—and I have been sad and cast down at
the pitiful ambition of man, as I have wandered over ruined abbeys, and
the broken-open stone coffins of great men and kings, which the peasant now kicks from his pathway. Oh, what lessons for the young American! how fruitful with moral instruction, and how solemnly impressing
upon him the meanness of vulgar ambition!
The peculiar charm of English scenery, in an American eye, is its cultivation. What we dislike most, an Englishman loves most. The trees that we
hew down with barbarian recklessness, he plants with assiduous care.
Forests that are bores to us, are as mines of gold to him. With just as
much avidity as we (of the North) seeks to build on the road, he seeks to
build from it. As we of the cities dislike country life, so he loves it. As we
cluster together in villages, so he avoids them. As we seek the heart of a
town, so he abhors it. These facts, and the possession of landed property
in few and noble hands, lead to some remarkable differences in the two
countries. Hence, though we may say in America, with a semblance of
truth, that "God made the country and man made the town,"20 he cannot
say it here with any truth at all. Man here has as much to do in making
the country as in making the town. Wealth seeks it, and lavishes there
its possessions. The chief ambition of almost every merchant is to have
his country seat. One is quite necessary to a nobleman's rank. Thus,
even the humblest farmer catches this most delightful taste. His cottage
is often covered all over with flowers. The hedges are often beautifully
trimmed about it. Fine walks are laid out. All that is unpleasant in farming life is concealed as much as possible from public view; and it would
be a disgrace for a farmer here to have such front doors, and such public
20
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barnyards, as two-thirds of our farmers have. By the way, this is important, and the farmer who will reform, will do great service to his neighbors; important I say, for such a taste has more influence upon the character of a people than many suspect. Hence, too, there is a love for the
country all over England; and with it, there is a taste for, and an appreciation of, cultivated scenery, of landscape, that we have not.
The gentleman here seeks for his house a prospect as well as a foundation. The mountain and the little lake, he always looks for when he can.
A rivulet, that we would think nothing of, I have often seen made everything that is beautiful. The cliff, that would be wild forever with us, is often adorned with walks, and flowers and hedges. Even the little cascade
is fashioned and shaped to make it yet prettier than it is. Wealth luxuriates in such a taste. The poor here are not driven, as with us, into the
suburbs of towns, for wealth seeks the suburbs, there to build its walks
and its gardens; and the heart of the town is left for the poor. Let then,
the setting sun, or the midday sun, as softened and mellowed by the
overhanging cloud of an English sky, fall upon a landscape thus ever
kept verdant and thus richly cultivated, and an American can hardly believe that he sees aught else than a mighty picture. Fancy struggles hard
with fact. We enjoy such things more than all other people when we see
them here, because our country is so new, and the contrast is so great.
What an ecstasy of delight, then, an Englishman must feel, rocked and
cradled in a scene so quiet, so soothing, so mild—when, taken from his
little rivulets and brooks that he calls rivers, his hills that he calls mountains and fells and pikes, his ponds that he calls lakes and lochs, his
woods and parks, that he calls forests, his cascades and bubbles, that he
misnames waterfalls; what depth of emotion he must have when going
from home, he sees what is a river, a lake, a mountain, a fall of water.
The Father of Waters,21 or the roar of Niagara, are wonders to him
which we can hardly share with him, born, as we are, within their influence. Some scenes in Western Virginia, which, by the way, I think the
most impressive of all our American scenery; or many in Maine, in her
woods and fastnesses that I could mention, which, by and by, will be the
"Lake George"22 of America, would be fortunes, immense fortunes, as
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mere shows in England. By the by, we differ as a people from the English
just as our scenery and our localities differ.
A curious essay, I think, might be written upon this, but I am at, what
ought to be, the end of a letter, lost already in the mist of an essay indoors, and a London coal smoke, if I go out. I will send you letters
enough, and to spare, anon.

★

4. Portsmouth to London
London,
June 1835.
A truce to essays. I am on the wing again. You may consider me on the
road to London, as entering London, mounted on an English coach—
they never say stage here; that's a Yankeeism, and marks an American
in England. Stagecoach, they sometimes say—never driver, but always
coachman. Yes, you may consider me on a stagecoach, a being galloped
off to London from Portsmouth, 72 miles in 7½ hours, including stoppages; fare 12 shillings, about three dollars, without the coachman, who
comes in for 50 cents more. You see, I am as particular as a guidebook.
The fact is, these are the very little things that everybody wants to
know, and therefore I have treasured them up—and now, if anyone will
take the trouble to draw comparisons, he will see that land motion is
about the same in England as in the northern States, and cheaper than it
is in the southern. Steamboat fare is dearer. In land carriage, the English
are a century ahead of us, in comfort, expedition, certainty of motion,
&c. &c. In steamboat carriage, we are a little more than a century ahead
of them—and as much better as their carriages and horses are than
ours, so much the worse are their steamboats.
One of the new sights that first strikes an American eye is the number of
redcoats—of officers and soldiers that he meets with in the Old World.
Having been in Halifax23 and in New Brunswick,24 I was partially prepared for such an exhibition. The red-coated soldiers and blue-coated
officers throng the streets of Portsmouth. One meets with them every
turn he takes. Indeed, it is no wonder that the English find little difficulty in procuring recruits, and the best of them too—for the poor fellow here must have a very bad taste not to exchange his doubtful condition in life, and his rags, for a red broadcloth coat, and cap, and trimmings, with enough to eat and but little to do.

Halifax — Capital city of the Canadian province of Nova Scotia, formerly a British
colony; Brooks visited the Atlantic provinces in 1834
24 New Brunswick — Canadian province, adjacent to Nova Scotia
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Another of the new sights is the servants in their rich liveries. The gentlemen's servants of England look very like our dandies, and the gentlemen somewhat like our waiters. Indeed, one's ideas of propriety are
wonderfully puzzled. These servants are such well-dressed fellows, in
such fine broadcloth, with so many trappings, that I have to pucker up
my mouth twice before I can ask them to do a job. I cannot tell servant
from master, and therefore I often go wanting. Opposite my hotel in
Portsmouth, a fellow has often popped his head out, who interests me
much. He has on a powdered wig, scarlet breeches, silk stockings, silver
buckles, and a coat covered all with embroidery and spangle buttons. If I
had not had a hint or two, I should have taken him for the Duke of Wellington.25 He looks very like, the wig excepted, our major generals of militia on a muster day. It would be a long while before I could make up
my mind to ask such a piece of furniture to do anything in a servile way.
His master, whom I have since seen, dresses very like some of our plain
men—and herein is a lesson for a man-lover of fine dress—that he is
playing in America the very same part that a master makes his livery
servant play in England. And here is another lesson too, for us. How ridiculous is that silly imitation of livery in the northern States—it is well
enough in the southern, in another condition of society—when an
American livery is such a miserable beggarly imitation of the rich and
costly dresses one sees here—when an Englishman too, can put on his
livery the crest of the arms of his family, whereas we republican Americans cannot for the life of us tell what families we come from—a large
majority of us having no families at all. When we have the coat of arms,
let us don the livery, and not before.
The coachman of an English coach is almost always a fat man. Ours happens to be not overfat, but he is the only lean one I have seen. We have
eleven passengers outside, and four in. Four or five outside are ladies;
and ladies, by the way, ride on the outside as well as in. The quantity of
baggage—they never say baggage in England, everything is luggage—is
immense. A coach on our roads would upset in a very short time with
such a load. Nor could an English coachman drive an American coach on
an American road. He would break the necks of all his passengers in a
very short time; for such furious driving, as will answer over a macad25
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amized road here, would be ruin over our roads. I have been often
amused to see the wheel put in an iron shoe, to go down a little hill that
an American driver would never think of at all. The inside seats of a
coach cost nearly double the sum that the outside seats cost—and they
are not half so pleasant, unless it be in a shower; but this is another invention to keep a certain class of people from all possible approach to
another class. This classification is indeed amusing, all over Great Britain. In some of the steamboats they have three cabins, graduating the
price accordingly. On some of the railroads they have three classes of
cars. These are little things, as specimens of many others, more important. One sees this legal classification, as it were, so novel to us, the moment he enters England; and it is visible in almost everything, so numerous and strong are the barriers that aristocracy girts itself with.
English coaches are all licensed—which is an excellent plan—to carry so
many passengers, and no more.
As we approached London, two of our inside passengers, who, after paying for an inner seat preferred riding outside, were driven in, as the
coachman was afraid to carry thirteen passengers outside, his license
extending to but eleven; and I marked that as we went along, many of
the cabmen in London put out their whips as they were counting us. The
coach starts, too, at the very moment allotted it. At every stage, the
horses are all ready. The time at which the coachman shall be at all the
principal towns is marked upon the waybills, and the exact time of his
arrival is marked too by the agent there. Thus, the punctuality of movement is wonderful. It is like clockwork. The guard—when there is one,
and there is one almost always—keeps the time, and whistles to the
coachman to make him drive faster, and every guard has a watch, if he is
too slow. The milestones on the road, with his watch, let him know his
exact progress.
The mail coaches all leave London at 8 o'clock in the evening (all in Ireland leave Dublin in the same manner,) for all parts of the kingdom; and
it is a pleasant sight to see them, as they all start at the same moment
from the General Post Office, their guards in their red coats all sounding
their horns, and driving at once for the different roads all over England
and Scotland. They drive about twelve miles an hour, and average ten
miles, including all stoppages. Indeed, in any part of England, you can
count upon the arrival of a coach for a certainty, within five minutes of
the time allowed. As this furious driving would be somewhat dangerous

in many parts of London, light carts with a single horse take many of the
mails to the suburbs. The number of their passengers is limited. In this
admirable arrangement, there are many hints for our coach proprietors,
though upon our roads there can be no such certainty of movement as
there is in England.
There are many little things all along the road, to remind me that I am in
a foreign country. The eagles no longer answer my purpose. The sovereign and the crown have taken their places. Instead of dollars and cents,
the talk is all of shillings and pence. A different law of the road prevails,
directly the reverse of ours. The coachman passes all carriages on the
right hand instead of the left. A river now and then appears. The bridges
are all of stone, magnificently made. Not a house is built of wood; all are
of stone or of brick. The villages are ugly when compared with ours. In
the beauty of those in the northern States, we far surpass the English.
Window blinds and verandahs are never seen. And then the hotels have
such odd names that they really amuse one: for here I have passed the
"Great Devil" and the "Fighting Cocks," am bound in the coach to the
"Bull and Mouth," by the "Brown Cow" and the "Hen and Chickens", to say
nothing of the "Cross Foxes," the "Jolly Butcher," the "Boar's Head," and
the "White Crows," all names of English public houses—odd enough, to
be sure. Every town in England, I believe, has a "George Hotel" in it—to
say nothing of the "Royal Victorias," &c. &c. The best hotel in a place is
called the "Head Hotel,'' but, by what law it has this claim, which all acknowledge, I cannot say; but it often blazons the claim publicly enough.
For miles and miles, out of London, there is, as it were, almost a succession of houses. At last, I could see the black cloud of smoke that ever
hovers over this immense hive of human beings. I stretched my eyes
long before I came to the Thames, or the Tems, as they call it here (but
these English do not speak English, as I shall prove by and by, rascals as
they are, for abusing us for our Yankeeisms), the far-famed Thames, to
see this river; and when I first saw it, and that not far from London, it
was a pretty little rivulet, as we should call it, with low banks that the
Penobscot would take in at a gulp. And this was the Thames, the renowned Thames, bearing on its little bosom all the commerce of the
richest, and Pekin except, the greatest city of the world. Then Windsor
Castle was in sight, the residence of the king, and the royal family, with
the British flag floating over it to denote the presence of the king, as our
flag floats over our Capitol, when Congress is in session.

But all my eyes were for London. Anon we were engulfed in this whirlpool of human beings, swallowed up in the mighty vortex; in the city of
the growth of centuries, where man has been dying for hundreds and
hundreds of years; and other men have filled the reservoir where battles and the plague had strived to see which should work direst havoc
with human life; where the great dead had thronged, and the mighty living were thronging; and here I am, one solitary man, knowing not a human being among one million and a half, like myself! And here, even
here, over the very dust of the host slain by the plague, and the mightier
host slain by time, palaces are up: the wild reckless laugh is heard.26
Commerce is boisterous, pushing its wealth; the beautiful lady and gallant beau were driving with their high and proudly-decked steeds—and
the golden-embroidered livery of servants is flashing in the sunset. Oh,
there is something painfully sad on entering such a city! Where are the
men who years and years ago figured so lustrously, the kings and the
nobles, the orators and the poets? and where such men as Johnson,27
and Goldsmith28 and Burke,29 and Sheridan30 and Fox31 are gone, with
the other dead within the walls of yonder Abbey. I am writing this
within the sound of Westminster. What is fame or wealth that this host
now boisterously trampling the streets should seek it thus? Does Wellington or Peel,32 within the walls of St. Stephen's,33 either promise himself an existence that a Marlborough34 or a Canning35 has not, that each
struggles so fiercely in the conflict of parties? What confusion this is
here! What involutions of streets and lanes! What piles of brick and
mortar and stone! What a wilderness of men! What a hell of thoughts
Footnote in original: "Regent Street is now the fashionable street of the city. Here
the dead who died with the plague were buried. There the women of the town
now thickly congregate."
27 Samuel Johnson (1709-1784) — ["Dr. Johnson"] English author, compiler of A Dictionary of the English Language
28 Oliver Goldsmith (1728-1774) — Irish novelist and playwright
29 Edmund Burke (1729-1797) — Irish politician and philosopher
30 Richard Brinsley Sheridan (1751-1816) — Irish playwright and politician
31 Charles James Fox (1749-1806) — British opposition politician of radical opinions
32 Robert Peel (1788-1850) — British politician, Prime Minister 1834-1835
33 The House of Commons, located in the Palace of Westminster, occupies a space
which originally held St. Stephen's Chapel.
34 Duke of Marlborough — (perhaps) 5th Duke, George Spencer-Churchill (17661840); British politician and peer
35 George Canning (1770-1827) — British politician, Prime Minister 1827
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and actions, and I, among them all, am but the millionth and five hundred thousandth part! Good God, how utterly insignificant we are.

★

5. First impressions
London,
June 1835.
Everything is an incident to a man who has been long upon the ocean.
The reception of our pilot on board was an era in our history. We
scanned his person well, from top to toe. We asked him a thousand
questions, many more than he could answer, for he knew little of the
politics of his own land, and less of ours. We read his newspapers
through and through, advertisements and all, and then clamored for
more. The next character who figured among us was the port physician,
with his yellow flag, who read, for our captain to answer, a score of
questions, two columns of them, or more—inquiring into our health, the
number of passengers, diseases, &c. &c.; many, most amusing and ludicrous questions, in our estimation, for the answers to which our captain
vouched by an oath on a bible enclosed in a brass covering, and handed
to him by a long hook, so that the physician might be kept free from all
contagion! Then we had a bill of health to carry the ship up the channel;
and, after the interchange of a few glasses of wine, the port physician
left us, of course averring that it was the finest ship that ever entered
the English Channel. Next, there fell upon us scores of boatmen, who
clung to the sides of the ship like so many mosquitoes to a southern
straying Yankee, all seeking employment. Such a little fleet upon the water first reminds an American of the fierce competition that an overcrowded population will make. On the quay at Portsmouth, for example,
if you are a stranger, and it is even suspected that you want a boat, you
cannot well escape them, for they importune you in flocks, following
you, perhaps, from one end of the town to the other; and then again,
every step you take, a new one will spring up and assault you with his
question.
With some other of the passengers, I left our ship off Portsmouth, where
British ships of war, as it is the principal naval depot of the kingdom, lay
in abundance. Of course, the English ensign was almost all that met our
eyes, save the solitary flag of the States that fluttered from our own ship.
I never shall forget the strange and new emotions, as I left the ship in a
small boat for the shore, my eyes running from the bright and painted

sides of our own vessel to the deep black and frowning hulks of Britain,
the flag of my own land then streaming in the distance, as a brisk wind
carried the ship up the channel for London; then, for the first time, feeling that I was bidding an adieu to the last relic of home, and a farewell to
the flag, its emblem. Indeed, it is a beautiful flag, beautifully designed,
apart from all these associations that make one watch it so tenderly
when in a foreign land—and for mere beauty, I see none among all the
nations that go in the Channel by which we could improve it. It is so emblematic of our country, so light, so airy, so confident as it were—fresh
and new too, as we are—and I sometimes think almost boastful of what
it has done; for it seemed to me, in my fancies, to flutter the more as it
passed the ships which had so long made England the mistress of the
ocean. As we neared the shore in our little boat, the huge fortifications
of the harbor were in full sight, and then, many ships, far and wide, celebrated for what they have won in battle. Among them was the "Victory,"
Lord Nelson's36 ship, the Ironsides37 of England, which every Englishman adores just as our countrymen adore the old "Constitution." A terrible hubbub there was, a while ago, when the Admiralty talked of breaking her up—and the project was abandoned. I have been on board of
her. She is now kept only as a store ship—but a fine ship she is even
now, kept almost solely for show; and, what is remarkable in England,
shown without pay for a score of attendants. The very spot where Nelson fell is marked with a plate, and this simple inscription, "Here Nelson
fell."
As we approached the landing place, our chief boatman gave us some
lessons for landing. "If you wish," says he, '"to get your luggage tonight,
and to escape the bother of a passport, you must pass for British subjects."
Really, thought I, this is tough for a republican Yankee to pass for a subject, when we boast of being subject to nobody, not even the church,
much less the state; and who can tell what an unpardonable sin it would
be, in the minds of all our countrymen, that "a freeborn American"
should pass for a British subject? A subject! Really, I'll take it into consideration, as it is a new thing for a man to pass for a subject on our side
of the water. But I wanted my baggage over much! I hate bother—and
Lord Nelson (1758-1805) — Horatio Nelson, 1st Viscount; British naval commander, famous for his unconventional tactics, gained major naval victories during the Napoleonic Wars
37 Old Ironsides — nickname of "USS Constitution", launched 1797
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really, I hope in afterlife nobody will hang me, if I did make up my mind
to pass through the custom house as a British subject. Two Frenchmen
who were with us wanted to pass for British subjects also; but as one of
them could only say sare for sir, and th was altogether too much for him
to mouth, the other British subjects among us remonstrated, as it would
be carrying the joke too far, unless Messieurs would pass for French Canadians; but as the French Canadians never wander from home thus far,
the project was abandoned, and French passed for French. We were all
taken to the watch house, as is called the place of debarkation, and there
our baggage was examined by some of the fattest looking custom house
officers I ever saw. One of them said to me, with a wink, as he began the
fingering of my clothes and other notions in my trunk, "you have no objections I suppose, to" (and here was a look with a very significant stutter, the winks in the meantime thickening) "to—If I'll pass your luggage
easy?" "Oh no," I answered, "if you'll ask me no questions, after I tell you I
have nothing dutiable." "Ah! I understand you," was the reply. and the
ugly question "if I were a British subject," was dodged—and my luggage
only touched, just for form's sake; for which especial favor, I only gave
him the last American half-dollar I had, worth but little to me this side of
the ocean. This bribing indeed is absolutely necessary to get along
through the custom house with any ease at all. A friend of mine told me
that when he resisted it in Liverpool, they handled his clothes most unmercifully, and made him pay duty even on his pocket Bible, adding,
they "always suspected a man who carried a pocket Bible."
The porters, hoary-headed, antique-looking men, next fell upon our
baggage, after we were marked as passed; and as we were yet green
upon the English shore, sponged us out of about six times as much for
the carrying as we should pay after three days' knowledge of English
customs. At last we were housed in the hotel called "The George,"—a superb hotel, unlike, in its management and construction, anything we
have in America. A cordon of chambermaids—quite old maids, by the
way, whom I first thought to be ladies of rank, so highly dressed were
they, so polished in their manners compared with ours in like situations— surrounded us, and we were shown to bedrooms superior to
anything I have seen in the best hotels of America. Indeed, I may here
insert, by way of addenda, that though I have since been in the wildest
parts of England, I never entered a public house where a good meal
could not be obtained, a good bed, a foot-bath if necessary, and cleanli-

ness and comfort as ample as a reasonable man can desire—so infinitely
superior are the English public houses to the two-thirds of ours. So
luxuriously fitted up are some of these bedrooms, that one hardly
knows what to do with some of the comforts proffered. I remember
puzzling myself a long while as to the use of a little case or pocket over
my pillow, and I never should have guessed, if a friend had not told me,
it was for the watch: so that you could have it at your ease, early in the
morning or at night. In many parts of England, clean nightcaps make a
part of the furniture. All beds have canopies, which are often exchanged
for the newcomer. The English must be most luxurious sleepers.
I could not endure existence for a long time in an English hotel. I sigh for
the common table—the table d'hote. A lone breakfast is very passable—
very desirable at times; but a solitary dinner in a coffee-house, save me
from. I had rather share my meal with a dog. Lest all of your readers
may not know what an English coffee-house is, I will be more particular;
and when I am over-particular, the better-informed in such matters
must pardon me, for it is the little things that a majority of travelers
never see to describe, taking that as universally known, which very few
in fact do know. An English coffee-room, or commercial room as it is often called, differs from the dining room of an American hotel in having—not one long table, running longitudinally where all sit down at
once—but as many short tables, running laterally, as the room will
hold—tables often boxed up around as high as your head, to save you
from contact with your neighbors. A man wants a breakfast, and he goes
in at any hour from six to noon, and calls for just what he wants, and
pays for just what he calls for, and no more. His tea is seldom, or never,
put in the teapot for him, but he puts it in himself. The water is ready—
and he does the mixing. So with the dinner. It is ready almost at any
hour—and one pays for just what he calls for, and no more—so that his
dinner may cost 25 cents or $1.50 or more. The result of this is that,
every decent dinner a man gets, which almost any American hotel will
give him for fifty cents, here costs him three or four times as much. Such
dinners as the Tremont38 in Boston serves up quite every day, would
cost a man in England two dollars or more; and this, partially, because it
costs the landlord more, as he, instead of making one grand preparation
for an eating match, makes forty, fifty or sixty, according to the number
of his guests. Another result of this practice is, that the hotels are
38
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thronged with servants, whom the guest and not the landlord pays, as
with us. English hotels are thus enormously expensive. If one puts up in
them for a night, and takes breakfast and tea, he can hardly escape
without paying three dollars for what would cost him in America but
half the sum; and if he tarries for a dinner, his pocket is lighter by the
pound sterling, which is about five dollars of our money. One, of course,
may get along in a cheaper manner by management, as here he pays for
only what he calls for, and never, as with us, for dinners that he does not
eat. In this mode of life there is this pleasure—that you are perfectly independent of everybody; and this great drawback—that you have none
to converse with, even in the crowded hotel—that you are solitary,
travel where you may—that you can see but little of this sort of public
life; and that an unsocial, growing selfishness, which too much distinguishes the English people, is created and encouraged. Of the coffeehouses in London and elsewhere in the kingdom, I will write by and by,
elsewhere.39
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No further information about coffee-houses is found in Brooks' letters.

6. Servants in England
[no place or date]
There is one thing beyond description annoying to an American traveler—a perfect nuisance, when he first enters England, and ever while
he is in the kingdom, for which his previous habits of traveling at home
have never educated him, as is the case with the people of the Continent; and that most annoying of all things is, that he never knows when
his bills are paid, such is the universal custom amounting to a law, of
feeing every form and description of servants. I had heard much of
this—but I had no idea of the extent to which it was carried, and the
variously curious ways in which it manifests itself. The truth is, England
is divided into two great classes—the big plunderers, and the little
plunderers, with a various corps of rangers between—and the chief difference between the two is, that the big plunderers legally plunder the
little, on a magnificent scale, and the little plunderers revenge themselves as well as they can on a little scale, making up in ingenuity what
they want in law. The big plunderers are the nobility or the aristocracy,
and the little plunderers are their servants and the servants of others.
Hence there is a constant war among them, and hence the great origin of
parties in England; the little plunderers having an immense majority of
numbers—which avails them nothing, as they cannot use it—and the
great plunderers having an immense majority of the wealth, with almost
all the landed interest and the church at their disposal.
Bearing these facts in mind, an American, when he lands upon the English coast, will move along very harmoniously. He must expect to endure
perpetual vexations, unless he lays in a large stock of good temper—and
if he is wise, he will attempt no reforms, but give in cheerfully to all the
customs he finds. The fact is, the servants have no other way of living,
and they ought to plunder. They are very excusable. A porter as he calls
himself, brings a portmanteau downstairs, and tips his hat, and cries
"don't forget the porter, sir"—and another hands it up two feet to the
guard of the coach (a most useless animal with two legs, in a red coat,
that the English perch up in a back seat of their coaches, and make their
horses haul,) and then this second porter repeats the cry of "don't forget

the porter, sir,"—to which, if you demur, he adds "this is the way I get my
living, sir." Waiters, one certainly—two or three perhaps—rush to the
door as the coach prepares to go away, and these must be settled with;
and then there is the chambermaid, and a humble personage who calls
himself "the boots," which in American English means the bootblack.
When you change the coachman, which is twice or thrice in twenty-four
hours, he expects his fee; and, last of all, comes that good-for-nothing
animal called the guard, asking for his fee. Wherever you eat, the waiter
is to be paid; and to such an extent is this carried, that my hand almost
involuntarily rushes into my pocket whenever one even casts his eyes
towards me. I have heard a good story of an American, who, when he
first landed, after a summons or two from some of the servants, called
all together and ranged them, beginning with the chambermaid; then
parading the waiters, the boots, the porters, and the ostler40 in a regular
platoon, and as they all claimed pay for something, he gave them a
hearty cursing for their impudence, and then departed—much to their
astonishment, of course. This custom of feeing prevails wherever you
go, whether you are on land or water. Where there are no porters and
chambermaids, stewards and cabin boys take their places. As the masters plunder the servants out of their wages, or, what is worse, make the
servant, as they often do, buy his place, the servant must of necessity
plunder wheresoever he can. Whenever you remonstrate, the answer is,
"we have no wages." Indeed, no one can calculate upon his expenditures
or his bargains. If he enters a coach, he knows not how many there are
to fee about it; or, if he enter a boat, even if the bargain is made, he
knows not how much it will cost him when he escapes.
I have dealt thus long on these matters, not so much because they are
money matters, as to show the American reader something of the men
and manners in England. They exhibit a picture of society. When we are
called ingenious in extortion, the answer with truth can be, no people in
this equal the English. The cunningest Yankee, on a peddling voyage, is
far, very far behind the hangers-on of an English coach office, or an English coachman in all the devices of extortion. But there is another point
of view, which makes these facts yet more interesting. The observing
man must see in it an effect—the moral servitude which it creates—the
habit of depending, in a large mass of society, upon the caprice of every
variety of temper. An ingenious aristocracy could not have devised a
40
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more cunning way of impressing upon men, in a humble state of society,
habits of servility which an American does not ask even of his slave—
feelings of unnecessary humility among his fellow men, that degrade
him as a thinking man. Instead of service, as with us, claiming its honest
pay, service here begs its pay, and receives it as if there was something
more than reciprocity. Better attention may thus be secured, it is true,
by better pay, but bribery will, in many cases, do with us what this bribery does here—though here, unless the bribe is given, a man is almost
sure to be insulted. But how much is human nature degraded—how
much of that honest pride, that ought ever to distinguish man, is extinguished the moment he is made a beggar, even for his honest due? I
would not utter one word against the politeness, the civility which is
due from the employed to the employer, and so reciprocally—but if
there is anything revolting, it is the ever thickly-showered and unmeaning "thank 'ees," the profuse expenditure of bows, that an Englishman
harasses you with when you have paid him for what he ought to be paid.
The master of a hotel in Edinburgh bowed us to death almost, when we
left him. Now, one or two bows are civil enough when one man leaves
another—but if there is any object over-ridiculous in my eye, it is that of
a man making such gyrations, automaton-like. So it is everywhere; the
tradesman kills you with kindness and "thank 'ees." For the time being,
he considers himself your slave, and acts accordingly; and his English
employer looks upon him as his property, at least till the job is done.
The great difference in this respect between the two countries [is:] an
Englishman marks the moment he puts foot in the United States, and an
American marks it whenever he comes to England. Which is the better
system, a reasonable man would soon decide upon. Our system advances and elevates the man. Theirs degrades and humbles him—and if
we would but adopt in the United States the practice of feeing waiters in
our large hotels, ours would be as attentive as theirs, as they are now,
whenever a secret fee is given them. If I were an English Radical, the
first attempt at reform with me should be a reform of this system, so as
to enable a man to respect himself, and to expect and demand a fixed
and sure compensation for service.

★

7. Magnificence of London
[no date]
I have been traveling to and fro about this immense city for a week—
and I have seen neither the beginning nor end. I have walked for miles,
and then I was miles from the end. I have sought the end in long rides in
omnibuses, but, wherever they carried me, all was city, city—one perpetual glittering of shops—one continual trampling of feet—one endless
rattling over the pavements. Not yet have I been over the Thames, and
there is a great city over there. Not yet have I seen a single show, and yet
I have run about till I was wearied and flushed with sights and novelties
innumerable. In all other cities that I have been, one can find at least a
place for the beginning of an observation—but there seems to be none
here. The very magnitude of the distances to be run over deters one
from attempting it at all. There is so much to see that one does not know
where to begin to see it. Six New Yorks would make but one London.
The whole of Maine crowded upon one continuous territory, and then
multiplied by four, would not make one London—so thickly is man jostled by man—such is his love for society! How would Daniel Boone41
feel here—he who could not endure the sight of his neighbor's smoke,
or to hear the barking of his dog?
The Penny Post,42 which is established here, is a most admirable contrivance for connecting together the parts of this great metropolis. For
two pence (about four cents) I can send a note to an acquaintance six
miles off—and receive an answer the same day. The offices of the Penny
Post are scattered all over the city—and then there is a traveling man
with his letter bag, who jingles his bell under almost every window. The
accuracy with which business is done in this miniature post office establishment, proves that it is under good regulation—and I have been told
that it is profitable, as it must be, when the notes of so many people
daily run through it.
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Daniel Boone (1734-1820) — American pioneer, woodsman and folk hero
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The first day I was in London, I delivered myself up to street reveries,
going just where a fancy carried me, without caring much where it
was—and though I started as soon as breakfast was over, night was
upon me before I dreamed of its approach. Much of the architecture was
novel, such as an American never sees at home—the huge pile of Westminster for example—the Tower of London—the images about TempleBar—the lofty St. Paul's—the many antique churches in the middle of
the most crowded streets. Equipages, the carriages, the rich liveries of
servants, with their flashing caps and plumes, outriders, &c. &c., were all
new. Here were a tribe of them in deep black, with cockades on, as sign
of mourning; and there were others in flaming red, and forcibly contrasting white. All looked like a grand parade day of the officers of an
American militia. The club houses, magnificent structures, attracted my
attention. I gazed with surprise upon the massive bridges of stone over
the now smoked and dirty Thames. I fell upon St. James's Park; and indeed, I thought I was in a paradise. Here in the heart of a city is the rus in
urbe43—a charming lake, artificial though it is—the most beautiful lawn
I ever saw—walks as delightful as fancy can desire—trees of magnificent foliage—a little wilderness, even of wild bushes—ay, all the fascinations of country life, and this, too, open to the public in the heart of a
city! You have but to wander a short way from the turbulence of the
Strand, or the bustle of Pall Mall, or Pell Mell, as they call it here, and you
are all alone, with the wild birds chirping most merrily over your head,
the lamb frisking about you, and the fish with his shining sides, in the
lake at your feet.
Before I had seen prettier things, I fancied Boston Common to be the
most charming place on earth of the kind; but St. James's Park is as
much its superior in beauty, as that is the superior of the common field.
About it there is a most delusive regular irregularity. Art has so managed as to conceal itself in Nature. The trees have seemed to come up as
they pleased. The bushes apparently have had their own way. The margin of the lake is not as on Boston Common, of regularly laid stones, but
of stones apparently tumbled in by some chance or other. In all these
things, the English so much excel us, that we have the lessons of years to
learn.
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The parks in and about London are many—some public, more private—
but all little Edens, made admirably beautiful by art, and enjoyed the
more, as in such a widespread city. I wandered over Hyde Park, by the
house of the Duke of Wellington, over Green Park, and by Regent's Park,
the largest in the city, much of which, however, is private property.
Wherever the English soul could reserve a green spot to be ornamented
with walks and shaded by trees, much to their credit, they have reserved it; and this it is which has made the West End of London, the
fashionable end, so charming a residence. Regent Street seemed like a
street of palaces; and many of the people in it, and about it—in the fashionable hour, such is the rush of carriages, the display of pomp and tinsel—appeared as if they had dropped from some more dazzling sphere.
There is a place in it called the Quadrant, in form of a quadrant; and a
prettier place for effect, architecture could not well design at an equal
expense. And then the shops (they never say stores here, as we do)—I
cannot describe the wealth they display, such is the profusion of it, of
silks and jewelry, of silver and gold, of all that can attract or fascinate
the eye, set forth in unrivalled tastes. An American woman (I never say
lady when I can help it, except in a certain case, for woman is a better
word) would grow frantic here, unless she had money enough to spend;
and then, if she had, have mercy on her husband's pocket, amid so many
temptations! Indeed, I can hardly avoid purchasing almost every cheap
portable thing I see, and everything is cheap here, compared with our
prices, as I see by the labels of prices in the windows; everything in the
silk, woolen, and linen line; of hosiery, and stocks, and neckcloths, and
jewelry, &c., but as to what is leather, or of leather, the price here is
nearly double what it is in America. Of books, I make no purchases,
guidebooks except. The price is enormous: Fanny Kemble's work,44 for
example, selling for about four dollars—for there is an excise of about
six cents a pound on paper; and the expense of advertising, without
which a book will not sell here, is monstrous. But, the splendor of the
shops of London, I could not exaggerate in description, if I were to make
the attempt. All the wealth and splendor of the world seems to center
and sparkle in some of them. For money, a man can have everything he
wants, almost anything he can fancy, whether it be of comfort or of lux44

Frances Anne ["Fanny"] Kemble (1809-1893) — British actress and popular
writer; moved to the U. S. in 1832; published first volume of memoirs in Journal
(1835)

ury. I love to wander among them for hours, and I often find myself lost
from my way, as I have been tempted from street to street.
But adieu for the present. To send this by the next packet, I must send it
immediately. You shall hear from me again, profusely, too, when the
next Liverpool packet comes.

★

8. Political meeting
London,
[July 1835.]
I must anticipate the order of things a little, to give you an account of the
great meeting in London, at the "Crown and Anchor," (another pretty
name for a tavern, but not quite equal to the "Bolt-in-Tun"45)—a public
meeting to obtain the repeal of the stamp duties upon newspapers; over
which Lord Brougham46 presided, and where many of the British lions47
made a figure. A prodigious multitude rushed into a hall not so large as
Faneuil Hall,48 full an hour before the time. When Lord Brougham came
in to take the chair, loud and boisterous enough was the cheering, and
hundreds of hats were flourishing in the air. I knew him by his nose.
There is no missing that figure, if anyone has ever seen an English caricature; but, really, I never fancied him to be that sort of an exquisitelooking man, thus decked out in the fashion, so sleek, and so well
trimmed. The applause, there was no quieting. The more he put forth his
well-gloved fingers, as if to hush the storm, the louder it was, and the
higher went up the caps. At last, "my Lord," as all the subsequent speakers called him, obtained a hearing; and admirably well-timed were a few
remarks, so cool, and so fluent, and so graceful, that they were just unlike what I should have fancied Lord Brougham would say. He does not
resemble any of our public men in his manner of speaking. This day he
had the fluency of Grundy49 with the dignity of Webster;50 but little action, and no extraordinary enthusiasm. He evidently did not put forth
half his power, and I must see him again to know what he is. Brougham,
(it is said he would now give anything if he could doff his title of Lord)—
"Bolt-in-Tun" — Inn located in Fleet Street, London.
Lord Brougham (1778-1868) — Henry Brougham, 1st Baron; British politician;
Lord Chancellor 1830-1834
47 Lion — Brooks uses this term to describe outstanding persons and artworks.
48 Faneuil Hall — Building erected in Boston (Mass.) in 1743, serving as marketplace
and meeting hall
49 Felix Grundy (1779-1849) — American politician; represented Kentucky and
Tennessee; later, US Attorney General
50 Daniel Webster (1782-1852) — American politician; represented New Hampshire
and Massachusetts; later, US Secretary of State
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is acting a strange part in English politics at present. He evidently is falling back upon the Radicals. Two pamphlets, supposed to be his, have
lately attacked the nobility with a fierceness that but few pens, other
than his, can command; and the consequence is, that many of the nobility have thrust him from their society, as it was their society and manners that he attacked. The English women, in particular, have taken him
in hand; and he, as you see, I think in revenge, is threatening to keep
them out of the House of Lords. Alas for him in such a warfare! Upon
this, however, he is turning Radical. The Radicals are re-taking him up.
The Whig ministry is distrusting him; and he, by his measures, is annoying them. Another such thorn in their sides, as he can be, they cannot
find in all England. Such is the partial reason why the multitude showered forth upon him so much of their enthusiasm; for the multitude of
England is a Radical multitude; and if free suffrage prevailed here, both
Whigs and Tories would be tumbled overboard tomorrow. As it is, I
think the Whig ministry will go, for the Tories are growing stronger, and
the Radicals distrust them; though no Tory ministry, unless it be by
some cunning mélange of Peel, who is not so hot-headed as the silly majority of his party, can stand a year, or even half a year. The Radicals
only want proper parliamentary leaders soon to get into power. Now,
they are woefully deficient in ability, the aid of O'Connell51 except, all
whose efforts, however, are palsied by the fact that he is an Irish Catholic.
Hume52 was among the speakers today. This Mr. Hume is well known on
our side of the water as a cutter-down of lavish expenditures here. He
had much to say of America and American newspapers, in connection
with his subject of the repeal of the stamp tax. He unfolded the immense
sheet of the New York Courier and Enquirer, which the Members of Parliament for some days have been handing about as a monster—
curiosity—and this he displayed as a specimen of what an unstamped
press has done for America. When he said the price was but three half
pence, as he unfolded the colyumns, as he called them, (you see these
Englishmen always speak perfect English) the multitude who give
nearly five times as much for smaller papers (their price is 14 cents) absolutely roared with surprise. "Hear," "hear," "hear," a thousand voices
Daniel O'Connell (1775-1847) — Irish lawyer, politician and powerful orator,
supported the cause of Irish Catholic emancipation
52 Joseph Hume (1777-1855) — Scottish doctor; British Member of Parliament
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were screaming—and the very roof of the house seemed to shake.
"Hear," "hear," "hear" was all I could hear for many seconds. And as
Hume went on to speak well of America, and of the progress of her institutions, the applause gathered again—and when he called them his
countrymen, it burst forth in peals of thunder. I never saw a more
spontaneous tribute from a great multitude than was given to us at that
moment. I was near the speaker—and I could have given him my hand
and my heart—the tears gushed in my eyes, for if there is anything
sweet to a stranger in a strange land, it is such a tribute to one's own
home on such an occasion, thus responded to. Oh, how unlike the sneers
and contempt an American must even now witness in some quarters of
England from other classes of men, who believe us, from the misrepresentations of Tory travelers, to be but little better than brutes. I did indeed, in proper time, take an opportunity to tell Mr. Hume that if all
Englishmen were like him, we should in truth be countrymen—with one
heart and a kindred feeling. America is now alluded too here at all times,
and on almost all occasions.
The machinery of our government intensely interests all Britons, and
yet strange to say, the best-informed among them are woefully ignorant
of almost everything appertaining to us. New York is about the only
State they have heard of as yet. Their geography runs no further than
the place where the packet ships come from. Of our public men, almost
the only one whom they have heard of is Webster, and his speeches they
have never read, but they have caught his name from the Edinburgh Review. Major Downing53 and Niagara are the only Tory conceptions of
America. Mississippi, they say, is a large river—and when I tell them I
came from Maine, they exclaim—"how such a river must look!" The only
Maine they have ever dreamed of, is the Main of the continent, notwithstanding they have three great territories on its boundaries. Why, I have
had well-informed men in other matters look upon me with surprise,
when I told them I was an American, because I had eyes and ears like
theirs; and their surprise was redoubled when they found I spoke English as they did, while they watched me narrowly all the time to catch
some such phrase as "nation fine," or "tarnal slick:' and when I spoke of
a Mississippi snag, they thought they had me, and roared outright. No
man's language here is watched more than an American's. So much have
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English travelers drawn attention to this matter, that a man, after
watching me long, could only remark that I differed from him in saying
hapenny instead of happeny! A monstrous difference, to be sure. My
countryman Willis,54 who is really a gentleman, and a man of taste as
well as a man of talents, passes for a wonder in the circles here, for he
speaks English as all well-educated Americans do, and is neither a bear
nor a man "to lick his weight in wild cats," as the Trollopes55 and Hamiltons56 have made many silly people believe we all are.57
But—I have been wandering. There is no other way, however, in rambling letter-writing than that of tumbling your thought in, wherever you
can get a chance. I hate to write on stilts. But—to return, however, to the
"Crown and Anchor." Among the orators of the meeting was a Mr. Fox,58
a Unitarian clergyman, who began in a most unpromising manner, but
ended most brilliantly—talking politics with a freedom that would ruin
an American clergyman, as we tie them up, (unwisely enough I think
too,) to theology only, thereby making them know much of women and
children, and christenings, and burials, but little of the world they have
to reform. This Mr. Fox spoke in a species of theatrical chant, now up
and down—but he is just the man for the multitude, and they cried out
"hear," "hear," "hear," at every turn of his thick-thoughted periods, and
now and then gave him rounds of applause. The Duke of Wellington, he
lashed unmercifully, and the audience bore him out. Then we had some
Members of Parliament—a Mr. Wakley,59 whose gun, though somewhat
notorious here, would not be considered of mighty caliber with us: then
Mr. Grote,60 a member from London, or Lonnon, as "My Lord" Brougham
Nathaniel Parker Willis (1806-1867) — Author, born in Portland, the same city as
his contemporary Brooks; lived several years in Europe
55 Frances ["Fanny"] Trollope (1780-1863) — (Mrs. Trollope) English author, published Domestic Manners of the Americans (1832)
56 Captain Thomas Hamilton (1789-1842) — Scottish author; published Men and
Manners in America (1833)
57 Brooks repeatedly chastises popular British authors for misrepresenting American habits and "incorrect" pronunciation of English. Examples include Mrs. Trollope (Letter 12), Captain Thomas Hamilton (Letter 12), Captain Basil Hall (Letter
33) and Fanny Kemble (Mrs. Butler) (Letters 37 and 52).
58 William Johnson Fox (1786-1864) — English religious and political orator; for a
time, prominent Unitarian
59 Thomas Wakley (1795-1862) — English surgeon, social reformer and Member of
Parliament
60 George Grote (1794-1871) — English political radical and historian
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calls it.61 (you see what correct speakers even English scholars always
are!) But Mr. Grote would stand in our third or fourth congressional tier.
And then Col. De Lacy Evans,62 who is going as commander of the British
recruits, to fight Don Carlos63—a gentleman better for fighting than for
speaking; and then Dr. Bowring,64 a leading Radical, who talked sensibly
enough, but with a most nonsensical rant of manner, screaming louder
than Chilton65 of Kentucky can, and not half so fluent.
O'Connell, however, brought up the rear. A queer man he is, with a
funny social face, alive with frolic, ready at any weapon, too, or wepon as
he calls it—whether it be the keen piercing shaft of wit, the healthiest
and most tasteful declamation, or the most outrageous and profuse
abuse, or the heavy-laden bolt of wrathful sarcasm. A specimen of all
this varied eloquence he gave us now. Fifty years ago, such words as he
used would have cost him his head. He was the only orator who made
me forget, by the freedom of his sentiments, that he was a British orator;
for he alone advanced opinions as liberal as an American orator would
advocate—dodging narrowly around the throne itself, denouncing all
that we consider abuses, advocating free suffrage, and pouncing upon
the very principle of hereditary legislation—save, however, that great
lottery, as he called it, the kingship, which he expects to keep hereditary
without an hereditary prop! "I do not care so much," said he, "that a lord
should beget a lord; but I do care that a judge should beget a judge—the
wig, the robe, the ermine, and—the all." "What should you think," he continued, "of a tailor, who because he was a tailor, should undertake to beget a tailor too, and yet how much easier is it to beget the hereditary
makers of our coats than the hereditary makers and judges of our laws?"
The loud response of the audience warmly approved the sentiment.

Footnote in original: "I have heard Lord Brougham say in the House of Lords Lonnon—Brummagun (Birmingham) and me luds for lords—the last always."
62 George De Lacy Evans (1787-1870) — Irish-born, British army general, commanded British military force during the First Carlist War (1836)
63 Don Carlos — Nickname of the Infante Carlos of Spain, pretender to the throne, at
war 1833-1840
64 John Bowring (1792-1872) — English politician, writer and linguist
65 Thomas Chilton (1798-1854) — Baptist clergyman, Kentucky politician and congressman
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When O'Connell first came into the meeting, he was most boisterously
cheered. When he arose to speak, the noise was yet greater. The multitude tried to make him mount a chair so that he could be seen far and
wide, but he held on to the floor, exclaiming that he liked that best, and
had no inclination to mount above the people—whereupon there was
another roar, as a matter of course. O'Connell in person is very large,
almost as large as Mr. Lewis,66 M. C. from Alabama, but not so tall. He
has a thick full face, and a laughing eye. His appearance is quite coarse.
His handkerchief hung about his neck in a most slovenly manner—and
all his garments seemed to have tumbled upon him. No man better understands that most difficult of all undertakings, the art of haranguing
masses of men. When argument became heavy, he fell upon amusement.
When "eloquence beautiful and grand" had been heard and felt, he made
his audience feel more the force of the contrast by something of coarseness, and perhaps vulgarity. Sarcasm was tempered with wit, and wit
was pointed by sarcasm. O'Connell is undoubtedly now, as an orator
(only,) the greatest in Great Britain. None of our distinguished speakers
resemble him. Grundy has more wit, but no such eloquence and chaste
declamation. Forsyth67 has more bitterness, but no such power. Clay68
has a far richer and sweeter tone of voice, and a much more natural
manner, which in general would produce more effect; but he no such
command of language, nothing like O'Connell's fluency. Webster has
more dignity and power, and would elevate the sentiment of an audience much higher, but he cannot tickle the ears of people as O'Connell
can. He cannot thus play upon the passions. Preston69 unites many of
O'Connell's gifts—but Preston loves metaphors more, and uses them not
in so natural a way; and therefore, by overstraining, loses O'Connell's
power. O'Connell hits the exact nail upon the head, and fits his wares to
his market. An Irish barrister, in Dublin, told me that he had seen
O'Connell go from the Inns of the Court, where he had been displaying in
beautiful language the highest power of intellect, to a public political
meeting, and there harangue an Irish mob in the most blackguard slang.
He evidently has great knowledge of all the springs that move men.
Dixon Hall Lewis (1802-1848) — Member of Congress; American politician, born
in Virginia, represented Alabama as U.S. congressman and senator
67 John Forsyth (1780-1841) — American politician, governor of Georgia 18271829, U. S. Secretary of State 1834-1841
68 Henry Clay (1777-1852) — U.S. politician, senator from Kentucky
69 Francis Preston (1765-1835) — American lawyer and politician, from Virginia
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Nevertheless, he can never inspire confidence. His face, his air is not an
honest one. If he says fine things, one can't help feeling as if he were to
see a blackguard reading a homily in a pulpit. Brougham, now, is just the
reverse in the impression he leaves. By the way, O'Connell has a curious
seal, befitting his life, that of a ship on a rough sea, under a strong wind,
the helmsman crying out "luff," "luff." Immense service he has done in
Ireland, by awakening the attention of the English people to this most
unhappy nation, and in the turn parties in England must take, by and by,
I shall not be at all surprised in hearing that he is a "peer of the realm."
An American, for the first time witnessing a British popular assembly,
has one ever-present thought with him, and that is, how far behind us
this great people are, in the simplest political truths! Here, in 1835,
there is a dispute about taking off a tax of 200 per cent upon the vehicles
of all political intelligence! for the tax is 200 per cent; a newspaper
worth 4 cents paying 8 cents for stamps! Here, there is a necessity for
arguing against hereditary legislation! Here, a fear of speaking of the
sovereign as the servant of the people! Here, hardly an acknowledgment
that all government is instituted for the people's benefit, and that they
have a right to alter or modify it on their pleasure! The orators, too, address the people as if they were wild beasts, fierce and mad, who need
caging, Brougham cautioning them "not to agitate too much." O'Connell
giving them just such a length of rein and forbidding them to [go] further, others promising them good leaders, &c.! The tone and manner of
address, are in such a different strain, that the contrast forces attention—and yet this was one of the most liberal assemblies ever met in
England. Nevertheless, I don't believe our form of government would fit
this European market, even some years hence—and is there no danger
of ours, if property holders in America do not make more efforts than
they are now making to educate the whole people—by the whole—not
by the half70—as they are now educated? The great mass of English society is not so far behind us in education, as some dream, and as I for
one dreamed before I came here; while there are many more welleducated men than with us—men of intellect—of taste, of character too,
with all the virtues—who adorn and invigorate English society, and who
make this little island the mistress of the world. Alas, that I have to tell
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such truths. They lie—excuse me—who tell us that we are the most enlightened people on earth.

★

9. York Minster
York,
June 11, 1835.
I am now in what was once the northern Metropolis of England—where
the Barbarian and the Roman had alternate sway—where the Roman
standard has been planted and the Roman emperor has lived, and
where the feudal lord has summoned his vassals and his villeins71 for
watchful contest. The dead of many centuries here lie commingled.
Briton, Roman, Saxon, Dane, Pict and Scot, and Norman, have had here
divided sway. The blood that has been spilt in battle, round its walls, for
their possession, would flood this little river Ouse, that now runs
through the city. Who would have thought that this, now at best but an
ugly town, with many shabby houses and narrow streets, could ever
have been thus erected, thus made a Roman capital, as it was, vying so
much in splendor with the "lone mother of empires"72 on the Tiber, as to
be entitled Altera Roma! A Roman palatium was here—here yet are Roman tumuli, that even time cannot tumble down, and the ruins of Roman towers and Roman walls—and here, too, were temples for Roman
idols—and Bellona73 and Woden74 and Thor75 were worshipped, long
before the Christian God was known in the aisles of the towering and
massy cathedral before me.
I left London on the 15th, after but a short tarry. The heat and smoke together were far too much for me,76 after I had so long been breathing
the pure air of the ocean, and I therefore determined to make my trip
into the country, in the company of a friend from Connecticut. I left London in a steamboat for Hull in the early morning, when, perhaps for the
only hour, there is silence in this vast den of human beings—a silence
Villein — A medieval peasant, totally subject to a feudal lord
Byron. Rome (adapted)
73 Bellona — Roman mythological goddess of war
74 Woden — German mythological god of death and healing
75 Thor — Norse mythological god of storms and strength
76 For further remarks on London's air pollution, see Letter 29.
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then unbroken, save by the degraded woman returning from her revelries, or the start of a solitary cab-man, who is slumbering on his post,
seeking, watching for early employ. The streets then are empty. A wandering policeman in his dark uniform may be seen, or an early-rising
newsmonger—but one feels as if he were in a vast charnel house, and
that the few moving spirits were but the spirits of the dead.
After riding near three miles in a cab towards the steamboat, a boatman,
with his ticklish wherry, skillfully twirling himself in the tide, landed us
safely on the boat, then fastened to buoys in the stream—fastened as
almost all vessels are here, which seldom or never are on the banks of
the river, but fastened in ranks, side by side, bow and stern, to buoys
fixed fast in the river, so that there is a free passage on either side of
them. This is necessary to preserve order amid such fleets—else in such
narrow navigation there would be no passing at all. The Tower was in
our sight, and we passed this ancient home of the kings, and the more
modern prison of freemen. Anon, the famous London docks were in
view—those immense reservoirs of water made for the reception of
whole fleets of ships—and then, every form and variety of building—
every form and variety of watercraft, too—one thick confusion of commerce, as if the trade of the whole world was clustered here. I cannot
understand the art of such various navigation as this. We wind snakelike, in mysterious contortions. We turn and re-turn—dodge and
pause—and yet we are safe, and all is safe about us, though the wake of
the boat and the swash of the paddles produce a wild disturbance of the
water. The best "whip" could not guide his horse more skillfully—and
were a pilot not thoroughly acquainted with his art, he would smash to
pieces half of the craft in the river, and himself with them. As we went
down, there seemed for miles to be but a succession of buildings and of
shipping. Many of the quick and light steamboats that ply on the Thames
passed us, moving at a rate yet more rapid than we moved, in spite of
the law and the fine, for they make up in the increase of passengers
what they lose in fines. Some of the boats were well-built and pretty for
such a navigation. Among them was one called the "Sylph," of a sylphlike form, and painted in a sylph-like manner: but, generally speaking,
they would not compare with ours in neatness or beauty, employed for
like purposes, dark, black monsters as they were, saturated with smoke
and grease.

I was right glad to be free from the smoke and heat of London; so smoky
that your bedroom in the morning was full of it, and in so heavy an atmosphere that the soot of the chimneys will blacken your shirt collar, as
if you had been living in a coal pen; so hot, too, that New Orleans would
almost lose her patent right for hot weather, (a very unusual circumstance however, and one which the inhabitants so mourned over as to
show they had never felt much of the like.)
I was right glad once more to see the phosphoric foaming of the salt water, and to breathe the ocean air as we neared the mouth of the Thames.
But, even there, vessels were thick, almost as thick as ever, and when
they were anchored—as they were not anchored in rows, or in any order, but in the common way—the navigation, (say at Gravesend) was
more difficult than ever. At last, we were off in the German ocean, and
incident was over, save that in one of the thick fogs, for which the English coast is so remarkable, we passed a large English frigate in tow of a
large steamship, bound for some southern port. In thirty-four hours
from London we were in the Humber, passing up a not very interesting
shore toward Hull, or Kingston upon Hull—uninteresting, save the
windmills, which stretched in lines all along the banks of the river, and
the steamboats, which were numerous, even here.
I did not stop at Hull: we could not contract with the tide for a halt. An
election for a Member of Parliament was going on here, and some of the
boatmen, who came off to us, were cursing some great man for "turning
blue"—blue being the insignia of one of the great parties here, as yet I
don't know which, and as yet I won't enquire, for I now pass for John
Bull, and if I make such an enquiry, displaying such ignorance on such
an important matter, forthwith I shall be set down as a foreigner. But
turning blue has something monstrous in the boatman's eyes, though
turning blue here is evidently a different thing from the turning blue of
America.
Hull has a dock too, and some American trade, to say nothing of the
whale fishery it carries on, in which it excels any other place in England.
But Hull was soon out of our sight, and by dark we were at a place in the
river Ouse called Goole, a little town just springing up, with a dock too,
and many warehouses on the bank of the river. The next morning, we
left Goole in another steamer, and were going yet further up the Ouse.
Here the river began to be so narrow that an American would hardly

think it navigable—and indeed it would not be, even to an Englishman,
were it not for the strong tide. But the river was full of vessels of all descriptions, many as mere river vessels trading to and from Hull, curiously constructed. Soon we came to Selby, a town of some importance,
whence there is a railroad from the Ouse to the manufacturing town of
Leeds, whence there is a canal to Liverpool, thus connecting the North
Sea with the Irish Sea—Hull with Liverpool. By and by, a railroad will be
completed—now under way—to connect Newcastle with Carlisle, the
Tyne with the Solway Firth. Thus, in the way of railroads, the English
are progressing, but of them now, young as we are, we probably have
ten miles or more to their one already made, and fifty miles to their one
under way, or at least under contemplation. The scenery, the landscapes
all along the banks of this little river, are very beautiful. Highly cultivated, and highly adorned are the lands, not so much, to be sure, as in
other parts of England, but quite enough to please an American eye. We
met parties of pleasure in other steamboats, with music and flags, as
happy on this little rivulet as if they were on the magnificent Hudson.
Meandering and crooked enough, even rivaling the Raritan,77 was the
river, the more we ascended, now running us backwards, and now shoving vessels more forward than we, yet behind us. Some miles below
York, there is a lock on the Ouse to keep the water in, so as to make it
navigable for boats and little steamers. Anon, the lofty towers of the farfamed York Minster were in view, starting as it were from the earth to
the heavens. Soon we passed the Bishopthorpe Palace, which is quite on
the banks of the Ouse, an edifice built about the year 1230, now belonging to the See of York, with pleasure grounds, and all the other accompaniments of a palace. In a few minutes, the beautiful promenade on the
banks of the Ouse, near the city of York itself, and open to all its citizens,
was at the side of our steamer. What a praiseworthy taste this is of the
English—this love of trees, and flowers and walks! Here are long rows
of lofty elms trained over a walk, and with their luxuriant foliage forming an avenue that much resembles the long vista of a cathedral, all open
to all the people, planted by their ancestors for them, now just a century
ago. We passed Clifford's Tower, the work of William the Conqueror78 in
1068, standing upon a mound, thought to be the artificial work of the
77
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Raritan — River in New Jersey
King William I of England (William the Conqueror) (1028-1087) — Duke of Normandy; invaded Britain in 1066; first Norman king of England

Roman. Here is an idea of antiquity, for Clifford's Tower is naught but an
interesting ruin.
All I could think of, however, was the cathedral, whose colossal towers
had long been in my eye—the far-famed York Minster, as I have called it
before, the wish to see which was one of the earliest of my youth—for if
anyone has a hunger and thirst after such sights, it is an American who
can never appease such a hunger at home. I left the steamer with my
friend, baggage and all, and we rushed toward the tower that had so
much captivated our eyes, far down the Ouse. I can describe no such
thing as this. I can tell you how long, how wide, and how high—but such
an overpowering mountain of rock, thus regularly hewn out, thus regularly piled up, thus sculptured and carved, the eye must see, for the
mind ever to feel the magnitude of the undertaking. The first question in
the reveries of the spectator is, who can have put together on this plain
such a mountain for a church—it must be the growth of centuries. It
must take the wealth of worlds. And then a long train of reflections
arises—of the power of the Catholic priest to extort such labor in the
darker ages from the rude and poverty-stricken peasant, obedient to his
control; or if not from him, from the refined baron or king, who feared a
God that he did not know. Such a work now, it is said, could not be
erected without a sum nearly as large as the whole annual expenditure
of the government of the twenty-four United States, nor in less than fifty
or even a hundred years. The estimated expense of merely repairing it,
after the lunatic Martin79 destroyed all the carved oak wood by setting
fire to it in 1829, was nearly 325 thousand dollars. We could not tarry
long to look at the outside of the majestic pile, for the view is but a narrow one at its base, huddling around as there do, so many miserable
buildings in narrow streets; and our curiosity too was rapidly urging us
onward and inward. The door was open and I pushed by its guardians.
By heavens, it seemed as if it was not made, but as if the very stone had
grown up in trees and tracery, with arms in-locked with arches, as if
some day or other, upon some rows of mighty oaks then filled with men
and kings, a sudden petrifaction had come, and left all as they were for
ages: for here are columns resembling trees, images resembling the men
of ancient days, and the kings from William the Conqueror to Henry the
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Sixth,80 all in a stone screen, as large as life, carved, not as if it were the
work of man, but as if they had stood there when they died, with their
royal insignia on, and become stone! I feel as if I had left the land of the
living, and was already in the abyss of the dead. Even the echo of my
footsteps, along the aisle and the vault, disturbs me, for I seem to tread
on holy ground. There is a sad solemnity overcoming one—an awe that
makes him speak in whispers and tread the pavement with a fear. I
moved cautiously along the nave and transept (the cross aisles of the cathedral.) I went into the choir and gazed at the lofty organ and its immense pipes. I stared with astonishment at the high stretching windows
of stained glass, representing I know not how many saints of the calendar, the first I had ever seen. I wandered among the tombs, and the
monuments upon them, but this new sensation was soon over, thus do
we rapidly change, and a new one came upon me.
The service of the day was about commencing in the cathedral, and one
of the officers delivered us to the care of a guide, who, after we had listened a while to the sounds of the organ as they swelled and rolled from
aisle to aisle, and from pillar to pillar, renewing yet more warmly all the
solemnity such a scene is calculated to inspire, began his operations of
guidance. Our guide, though of the cathedral, was one of those men who
have but a single knowledge—a single idea, and this so magnified, so
ever effervescing, that he bursts whenever he delivers it. "You must admire," he commenced, "you must admire, gentlemen," with all the gravity
of an owl, while I was oppressed with admiration, which from that moment was turned to ridicule: "you must admire," with a yet louder voice,
the more he repeated it, "that incomparable vista of 524 feet in length.
You must admire," he went on, "that majestic window 75 feet high and 32
broad—the grandest object of admiration in the world!" Whew! for this
was said with a flourish unequalled even by Mr. McDuffie's81 best, even
in his greatest oratorical spasms.82 And by this time, as my companion
was in convulsions of laughter, I can assure you I was in no condition to
admire anything at all. But, he continued, aroused by the importance of
Henry VI of England (1421-1471) — reigned 1422-1461 and 1470-1471; disputed king of France 1422-1453
81 George McDuffie (1790-1851) — Lawyer; Governor of South Carolina; member of
U.S. House and Senate
82 Spasm — Brooks uses this deprecating term to denote excessive excitement
("spasmodic enthusiasms").
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his office: "you must admire Gen-tle-men, the amazing solidity of these
clustered piers, and the vastness of the span of the arches," and all this
too, with a rotundity of enunciation that made me roar outright with
laughter. The honest guide believed that the greater the spasms into
which he threw himself, the greater would be ours, and so he continued
to have these spasmodic oratorical affections till the whole cathedral
was served up in regular order. In the same tone, he gave us the measurement of the organ, which it appears has 4,500 pipes. One can judge
then what glorious musical festivals there are at times, within the walls
of the cathedral, with 600 vocal and instrumental performers, as there
have been, all at once, and what a crash of choruses this must make, and
what melodious long-drawn notes of softness through such a space!
Our guide took us into many other parts of the cathedral, among the
monuments—into the crypt—and showed us the wonderful reflection
of the stained windows over its entrance—but I will not weary you with
more particulars after I have spoken of the vestry. There, in this antique
room, he showed us a silver crosier that the queen dowager83 of Charles
II84 brought from Portugal—then a large ivory vessel called Ulphus'
horn, a drinking horn belonging to this prince,85 by drinking wine from
which before the altar of God, he enfeoffed86 this church with all his
lands and revenues, by which relic the church holds valuable lands to
this day. Then he set forth a wooden head, found in the grave of an
archbishop—silver chalices also found in archbishops' graves, a canopy
of state carved over the head of James I,87 when he visited York; but,
which was the most interesting, an antique chair that used to stand
Catherine of Braganza (1638-1705) (royal house of Portugal) — Wife (later
widow) of King Charles II of England, Scotland and Ireland
84 King Charles II of England, Scotland and Ireland (1630-1685) — Son of Charles I
[born 1600, reigned 1625-1649, executed for high treason], and grandson of King
James VI of Scotland; embroiled in English Civil War; his religious tolerance towards Catholics met strong opposition in Parliament; reigned 1649-1651 (Scotland) and 1660-1685 (England, Scotland and Ireland)
85 Ulphus — 11th century Viking nobleman; his horn was carved in Salerno (Italy)
from an elephant's tusk.
86 Enfeoffment — Transfer of land that gave the new owner the right to sell it, as
well as to pass it on as an inheritance.
87 King James I of England [and VI of Scotland] (1566-1625) — Son of Mary Queen of
Scots; King of Scotland (as James VI) from 1567; King of Scotland and England after Union of the Crowns in 1603
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within the rails of the altar, in which several of the Saxon kings were
crowned, and in which Richard III88 and James I were also crowned; a
chair that bears about it all the marks of time, for, were it not fastened
together by bars of iron, it would have tumbled to pieces long ago.
After this display of antique relics, we dismissed our grandiloquent
guide, and ascending 273 steps, came to the summit of what is called the
Lantern Tower, on which in 1666 a turret of wood was erected to serve
as a beacon, to alarm the country if the Hollanders or French should attempt a landing. The turret is gone now, and hence we had the whole
range of the summit, a view of the grand pile under our feet, the red tiles
of the dwellings of York, and a prospect, as far as the eye could reach,
over a plain of highly cultivated country, with tasteful country seats in
the distance, on the long stretch of the Ouse and the Fosse. And then,
what a rush of history in one's mind, for, over this now fertile plain,
Briton, Scot, Roman, Saxon and Norman have here shed rivers of blood.
Upon almost every spot, some man has bit the ground in death. But now
a sweet peace reigns over this former scene of desolation. All is as a
garden. No hostile Scot threatens to plunder the crops luxuriantly growing. The cattle graze in peace. Man wanders abroad fearless and unawed, with no war armor on, no spear nor arrow in his hand. Such are
the fruits of religious civilization!
I left the cathedral to look at other things in the city of York, but all is
tame, after such a sight. I idled about the ruins of St. Mary's abbey, a fabric founded by William Rufus.89 I moved along the walls and the walks
about it. I peeped into the windows of the old churches, of which York is
full—and the old, the narrow, and antique-fashioned lanes of the city;
but, as this was the first cathedral I was ever in, I could think of but little
else. At eleven o'clock at night, in company with my friend, in the then
yet luminous twilight, (mark what a contrast in time with ours,) we took
a survey again of its outward proportions, for a misty light looms up the
more, even such a prodigious pile.
We met the watchman of the cathedral with a lantern in his hand (for a
watch has been kept ever since the incendiarism of 1829,) just entering
King Richard III of England (1452-1485) — Ascended English throne in 1483;
killed at the Battle of Bosworth Field
89 King William II of England (William Rufus) (c.1056-1100) — Third son of William
I of England; reigned from 1087
88

the door upon his round. We solicited permission to enter, and he gave
it. The dark lantern was kept closed, and the least whisper of ours could
be heard all along the arches. My softest footstep seemed like heavy
trampings of some huge beast. I clung to my friend, if not in terror, at
least in awe. There was a shivering of horror in the whole frame. We
went among the tombs and monuments once more. A little misty twilight entered the stained window. My fancy was wrought up. I thought I
saw the feudal lords spring to life, with all their armor on. The mitered
bishop, with the crosier, seemed to stand before me, as did his statue.
The sculptured images were ghosts. The stony angels seemed to stretch
their wings and blow their trumpets with a real life. I never before felt
such a terrible illusion, such an awful sense of loneliness. I would not
take the watchman's office for a cathedral, and yet I have no fear of
graveyards nor of ghosts; but I fear the antiquity there is here—I dread
these hideous forms of sculptured stone. I could not forget the thousand
superstitions of the days in which they lived, and which I half believe,
philosophy in spite. I went home to a troubled bed, dreaming all night of
mitered bishops and ugly barons.

★

10. Studley Park
Pateley Bridge (Yorkshire),
June 18, 1835.
I write you from a place called Pateley Bridge—a little English village,
ugly enough to the eye, as almost all their villages are—on the river
Nidd, a river with something more than a thimbleful of water in it. It was
quite dark, made so by a Scotch mist, when we reached here on foot, and
made for a little public house, in which there was a collection of Yorkshiremen, discussing something or other over their mugs of beer—but
in a tongue which was all Greek to me, for I could not even guess out one
word in forty, as they rattled off together word after word, in amazing
volubility. This is England then, thought I—this the place where such
pure English is spoken, that English travelers come over to us, and ridicule the mass of our countrymen who don't speak by line and rule—not
one of whom, however, cannot be easily understood. This is the boasted
English language of an Englishman's home—this gibberish here, this
broad-mouthed jargon, that an Englishman himself cannot understand
at all; I listened with astonishment. I had no idea that there was a race of
men on earth, who pretended to speak English, that spoke such English
as this. Upon my word, I could not even guess what was the topic of
their earnest conversation, for the rattling of their "clog-shune", as they
call them, (shoes with wooden soles) was as intelligible to me as the
music of their throats. But more of this, by and by.
At York, I resolved upon a new way of traveling. In coaches and steamboats, everybody travels—but I came to England to see the people of
England, and them I mean to see, cost whatsoever of labor it may. I
therefore sent my portmanteau on to Edinburgh, (a portmanteau or valise is all I ever take in traveling, and that holds twice as many things as
are necessary to go over the world with, if one has a depot in some principal places—the top of one's hat is quite large enough, and a portmanteau will hold an entire change of clothes, Sunday-dress and all,) and
then I bade adieu to coaches and made for the by-ways, and crookedways, with only my surtout under my arm—and my little writing materials in one of its pockets, holding paper, pen, ink, sealing-wax, wafers,

seals, pencil, rule and line, pins, needles, silk, false collars, and other notions. Thus, armed and equipped, I sallied forth for the heart of Yorkshire. Plague on a coach—we had not walked two miles before one,
passing by, tempted us in, for we had not philosophy enough as yet to
resist such a temptation. We rode to Ripon about twenty miles, I believe—over a very good road, passing one place where a few poor retired gentlemen lived on an estate which had been devoted by bequest
for such a purpose, with other funds to keep up the establishment; and
observing nothing very remarkable, unless it was some hordes of Irish
laborers coming over in search of work, begging, and chasing after our
coach, crying for "pennies", with broods of children in their train; or
patches of ground, close on the road, outside of an estate, given to the
poor of the parish to cultivate. By the way, the poor of England, considering their number, are wonderfully taken care of. An English beggar is
seldom seen. Mendicity90 is often forbid by law, and mendicants are
taken up as vagabonds. In the streets of London, placards are carried
about all over the city, cautioning the public not to give, and stating that
all the poor are provided for, with work and food and clothing. Thus,
beggary is put down, and but few pretend to beg in England, unless they
invent some quid pro quo in the way of a song—some little mineral or
some pretty flower, which almost always opens one's heart.
I did not tarry long to look at the Cathedral or Minster, as it is called, for
after having seen that of York, my curiosity was not very sharp, and this
was upon a much smaller scale. I gave the town of Ripon but a glance,
and started for Studley Park, some two or three miles ahead. The first
view we had of this well-known park was after our emerging from some
ugly villages, when, all at once, we came upon a beautiful green, stretching as far as the eye could reach, studded here in irregular beauty with
widespread elms of luxuriant foliage, and dotted all over with groups of
deer and sheep grazing upon the matted grass. The spectator at first
fancies he has stepped into another sphere, so beautiful is everything he
sees about him. Here are gravel walks—and under the shade of the
trees, are circular seats where one can read in peace for hours. Over
your head is the music of sweet-toned birds, and by your feet is sparkling and babbling little river Skell. In yonder view, far down the vista of
trees, are the Gothic pinnacles of the stately Minster, and above and beyond you, on a little hill, is a work of art. I wandered in the little woods. I
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surveyed the mansion, the chapel and its lodges. I took another view of
the distant Minster, to obtain which the branches of the intervening
trees have been lopped off, and the Minster then seemed to spring up, as
from the wood. But all this delight was trifling in comparison with the
more delicious view that soon opened upon us.
We passed the lodge of the pleasure grounds (in England almost all estates have grounds laid out in walks, highly adorned, and cultivated as
pleasure grounds) and after inscribing our names in an album, where I
observed the names of many other Americans, we entered what was indeed a fairyland. Such beauty my eyes never beheld. Here was a little
mountain of laurel trimmed in the form of a pyramid. Now the river
Skell branched out into a lake, in whose waters were gliding the pike
and trout; anon it murmured over an artificial waterfall. About me were
the trees of many climes, and, with others, the American fir. Here was a
hedge, thickly grown, and skillfully trimmed. There was an opening in
the little forest that opened to other forests still, or to another peep of
the little river, or the little lake, with the green islets in its bosom. Here
was a lawn shaded by some lofty oaks, and there was a thicket, too wild
to penetrate. Here was a ledgy precipice of fearful steepness, and
through this vista, some marble statue of some Roman god. Now I am on
a little hill, seated with some wide view before me, and anon, I am in a
vale of luxuriant wealth. The birds are about me warbling their sweetest
melody—the wind sighs plaintively through the thickly branching
trees—the rippling of the rivulet over its bed of stones is heard—and I
hear from this mound, (the Gothic seat, it is called,) and see through this
vista, sounds and things I never heard or saw before—the note of the
cuckoo—and the caw of the jackdaw, as it flutters about the ruins of an
abbey in the distance—the time-worn sides of which I can already see
embraced in ivy.
A ruin! All my fancy was aroused at the thought, and I hurried my guide
from the seat, here prepared to give the spectator the first view in the
distance, towards the lone walls of Fountains Abbey. I had never seen a
ruin of any magnitude before, and oh! how awful are such first impressions, when first looking at the timeworn and crumbling walls and
arches of such religious institutions! I hurried rapidly down the paths,
winding under thickly shadowing branches. I came to the bridge over
the Skell, already in ruins, in which were growing stout trees, indicating
its age, and so thick with earth and vegetation as to be concealed, but for

the water that is heard gurgling by the stones that have fallen from the
arch—and soon I came to the lone abbey in the glen, so far from the
road—all hidden by woods and crags—all silence and desolation, as if
here the very genius of solitude sat brooding in moody sovereignty.
What a scene was about and above me. Loud was the croak of the rook
and the jackdaw. This quivering arch hangs in a threatening attitude. I
am watching the little lad that is gathering pink seed to transplant to the
pinnacles of the tower. I look with surprise at the grass and the trees,
high in air, on the battlements of the walls. Here is the stony figure of a
Norman baron, on a coffin of stone, which his friends fain believed
would give him immortality and peace—but his bones are gone, and he
is forgotten long ago. This covering has been wrenched from another
coffin, and the very name of the once proud nobleman is known no
more. Over the earth, where abbot and monk once trampled, the grass is
growing, as if it had been never disturbed but by the shears or the
scythe. The swallow is twittering in the cloisters, and the ivy twines
amid fantastic device and sculptured arch. Art, too, and man have done
their best to add romance to this scene. An inner court is full of flowers,
there cultivated within the walls, and thus, by the very contrast, making
even romance more romantic.
But, I shall weary you, and cover sheets of paper, were I to attempt fully
to describe this, which I know must be the most beautiful spot on earth.
If I were a poet, I would beg of the owner for a habitation, even a nook in
the corner of the monstrous kitchen fireplace, yet left standing; and if I
had none of the poetic soul, the very inspiration of the scene about
would give me.
"I do love these ancient ruins:
We never tread upon them but we set
Our foot upon some reverend history."91

But yet, thank God, we have no such monuments of priestly extortion in
our own country—no such relics of a gloomy superstition and sad corruption; for, if history is true, the monk and the bacchanal here was
one—the abbey was a harem as well as a house of God! True, we have
not such thought-inspiring solitude for fancy to draw its visions in. Our
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history does not stretch backwards, as England's does, upon a thickly
clustered past, but the American eye is on the present and the future. We
have done and we are doing, what will lift us above the glory of Rome;
and when the time of a thousand years has consecrated it, the stupendous end of small beginnings will leave a harvest for poetry and fame.
This abbey, now in ruins, of which I have been speaking, once covered
twelve acres of ground, including all its outworks. The very ruins now
cover two acres. The park and all stretch over an extent of 650 acres. It
is now the property of a Miss Lawrence, or Mrs. Lawrence,92 as she is
called, who is now 76 years of age. The property, after her decease, descends to some lord or other, whose name I have forgotten. The grounds
were laid out and embellished by Mr. Aislabie93 at an immense expense.
Mr. A. was for many years a Member of Parliament. He annexed Fountains Abbey to his estate by purchase. The expense of supporting them,
even now in their present state, would consume the income of almost
any single rich man in America. Of course, such a property could not
long be kept together where the law of primogeniture did not prevail. I
have said nothing here of numerous statues on the pleasure grounds—
busts—nothing of the little edifices called temples—nothing of the
gladiators, gods, and demigods, &c. because they are quite common affairs in the world—and I have not room to say half as much as might be
said of this, which I repeat, must be the most beautiful place on earth.
With the eye amply gratified, and weary of reflection, I left the park with
my friend. All our baggage was with us. We did not care where we went,
provided our course was west, toward the Lakes of England—and therefore, taking the points of the compass, we struck into a by-road, leading
to the heart of Yorkshire—and I have already told you that I am at Pateley Bridge.

★
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11. Tramping the Pennines
Clapham (Yorkshire),
June 19, 1835.
It will puzzle anyone who attempts to find this place on the map,94 for it
puzzled me not a little to find it on foot, ganging, as I did (so they speak
hereabout) over fells and tarns, and "steyns," through moors, and fens.
We have travelled in a straight line today, which can be done, I suspect,
in no other country but England—turning aside for nothing in the ordinary way—now and then lolling on the grass and now and then chatting
with a Yorkshireman, when we could find one—just by way of experiment, to see how it would seem for two persons to be talking the same
language together, without one understanding one word in ten of the
other. At any rate, we have got over thirty-three miles, somehow or
other, and here we are, woefully fatigued—with aching limbs and feet.
We breakfasted at Hebden, eight miles from where we started, which
place is remarkable for nothing but the clattering made by the woodensoled shoes of the inhabitants. We then moved on to Grassington, some
two or three miles further, where they told us terrible stories of a large
moor that was in our way, which they advised us by all means to avoid,
as strangers were often lost there in the mists, wandering hither and
thither a whole day, without food or shelter. This was not a story, however, to frighten Americans brought up in wildernesses, and therefore,
after obtaining the best directions we could, we ascended a long hill to
get upon the moor. The people about were very kind in telling us everything about fells and tarns, but unhappily we could not understand
them. I should have been about as well off among the Calmucks.95 However, we made them point out the directions, and, watching the sun,
took a view of the moor, which, as far as we could see, held not a single
habitation. Would you believe it, that in a country so thickly populated
as this, where, in certain quarters there does not seem to be earth
enough to stand upon, a range of territory could be found six miles in
length where the traveler does not see a house? and yet we went 17
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miles on this moor, meeting but a few, very few houses. The moor is all
for pasture.
Cattle and sheep were grazing about in all directions. I got here some of
the sweetest milk I ever tasted. Not a tree was to be seen, unless it be
miles apart, groups that the hand of man has planted to shelter his lone
habitation from the winds that have full sweep over this desolate spot.
We met no difficulty in "navigating" this "terrible" moor. I preferred it to
the hard and dusty road. The inhabitants around, who seldom venture
here, have very solemn stories to tell; but how much more solemn
would be their stories, if put upon one of our wide-reaching prairies.
True, the mist might delude a man here, but there are no wild beasts to
eat him up, even if night overtake him. One side of this moor is the
property of the Duke of Devonshire96—but little does that gay nobleman, now in London, know of the queer people he has for tenants in this
remote region.
The principle occupation I have had during the day, except that of walking, of course, was in studying the Yorkshire dialect, but this is a difficult
undertaking, for even this dialect has dialects of its own, and when I
could learn a word, ten miles further it might be out of use. This was
worse than it was anciently in the state of Greece, though I don’t mean
to say these are Grecian states. The fact is, our Choctaw and Cherokee
Indians speak about as comprehensible English as these people do. I
have been quite as much at home among the Creeks.97 And yet Englishmen come over to our country, where the great mass of the people
speak far better English than the mass do in England, and then ridicule
some Yankee and western peculiarities, stamping them as the conversational language of all the nation!98 Why, the fact is, if you go one hundred and fifty miles from London, you are just about as well off, on the
score of language, in Sweden or in Holland as in England. About here,
and in Lancashire and Westmoreland, I know not how many dialects
there are. I will give you specimens, by and by. If you go into Scotland,
[6th] Duke of Devonshire (1790-1858) — William Cavendish; peer and courtier,
with extensive land holdings
97 Brooks crossed the Creek nation while visiting Alabama in 1833,
98 Here Brooks returns to his complaint that British authors have misrepresented
the variations of spoken American English which is, in fact, more regular than the
English spoken in different regions of the diminutive British Isles. To prove his
point, the next paragraph includes a specimen of Yorkshire dialect.
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Scotch sickens upon you. If you push to the Highlands, it is almost all
Gaelic. If you cross to Ireland, then comes the wild Irish. If you go back
toward the capital, Welsh meets you again. Aye, in the very emporium,
at the very Court city, in London itself, there is a Cockney dialect, which
if it is understandable (there ought to be such a word, if there is not)
only amuses you the more for understanding it at all. Now these people
who don’t speak English at home, come over to us, and ridicule our English, when they can travel three thousand miles in America, and never
meet an American whom they cannot readily understand, unless he be
of French, German, or other foreign extraction. Isn’t it one of the funniest ideas in the world?
A well-educated Englishman is a foreigner in one sense, in about twothirds of his own little Great Britain, and hence, perhaps, his sensitiveness in the matter of words—“Wha" says a Yorkshireman, opening his
mouth at the Englishman’s well-turned periods, in perfect stupidity—
“wha” he repeats, and when he can’t understand, adds with a shake of
the head—“Ah's nea scholard,” I am no scholar—“Ah’s boon t' toon” I’m
bound to town, says another—“Seea Ah’ll gang wi ye” so I’ll go with you.
And then if you ask how far, you may find it to be about—‘aboon a mahle
and a hawf, nobbut” (only). H is always Y, as yeats for heats, and yot for
hot. No wonder then, that when the poor Yorkshire girl went to London,
she had reason for giving the following account of it, when asked how
she liked it. “Marry, sur, Ah like nowther egg nor shell on’t. They’re sike a
set o’ fowk as E nivver seed wi’ my een. They laugh and fleer at a body like
onny thing. Ah went nobbut t’ other day t’ t’ beeaker’s shop, for a loaf o’
bread; and they fell a giggling at mah, as in Ah’d been yan (one) o' t’ grittest gawvisons (fools) i’ t’ warld."99 Now if I were to write after the manner of the Hamiltons, I should set this down as a specimen of the good
society English. And there is not in it one word of exaggeration—for
nine-tenths of the peasantry of Yorkshire talk in this or a worse manner,
and it is indeed surprising—well illustrating however, the difference between the locomotive propensities of our countrymen and the English—
that such a language can be kept up in the heart of a country! How far
the educated men of England surpass ours, who really deserve the word
educated, I shall show some day or other, when I look more at the Parliamentary orators.
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One thing is very observable, that the English do much more in conversation to corrupt the language than the Americans do, by a more hurried
manner of enunciation—by biting off and eating up the tales of syllables
and words—and by a dandy mode of jerking them out—witness the
House of Commons passim—and a hundred streets and places which
have been mutilated, such as Covent Garden for Convent Garden, and
Charing Cross, which though now called Charing Cross, fifty years hence
will be Chair Cross in the mouths of everybody, for the whole population
of London are engaged at the present time in eating up that poor word.
The English are so very remarkable for this ravenousness in devouring
syllables, that it is a common remark of the French, that they always understand them with difficulty, whereas an American is understood with
much more ease.
There is nothing about this Clapham of interest, or of the road over
which we have travelled, other than what I have written. The long moor,
over which we came, was quite barren of incident. At a place called
Austwick, not far from here, I was amused by the stupid ignorance of the
people, who seemed to know nothing of roads, places, or distance. I verily believe that half of them don’t know what a stagecoach is—and I
vainly strove to put my idea of a turnpike with theirs, so as to get some
information of a coach that was expected upon it, some two miles off,
and for which I was aiming at full speed. While I was striving to teach
the blockheads English, and replying to their stupid "wha”, I lost the
coach—and Clapham has me for the night—which has at least one great
blessing for such a weary traveler, and that is a superb bed, with excellent milk to drink, and eggs and bread to eat. I shall always stand up for
English public houses.

★

12. Visit with Wordsworth
Borrowdale, (Cumberland),
June 21, 1835.
This is about one of the oddest places on earth, and we came down here
from the mountains last night, about midnight, limping and hobbling
along with aching feet, and rent boots. Go back with me a day or two—
and I will give you a variety of all kinds of life.
From Clapham, we walked to Kirkby Lonsdale, (11 miles) a town on the
river Lune—a beautiful river, over which there is a beautiful bridge. We
took about five or six hours to walk this, so as to study character upon
the road. The scenery around Ingleton was very pretty, to which some
hills in the distance added a little of the picturesque. Here we would sit
down by a toll gate, and learn local histories of some wandering peasant. There we would enter a shoemaker's shop, and drink some of his
beer, if, "licensed to be drunk on the premises" hang out as a sign, which
by the way, is a common sign all over England, save in a few places,
where, for the sake of the sound, they print "to be drank", in the teeth of
Lindley Murray.100 But few things are more remarkable about here than
the shoes of the people—ribbed and nosed as they are with iron, with
the soles covered all over with iron nails, and weighing as much as a
small boy would want to carry. The clog shoes are a different article, and
make a furious rattling over the pavements. The iron-soled shoes last a
year, and cost about three dollars.
When I came to the bridge over the Lune, I found it too pretty a place
without a tarry. It is some distance from the village, all retired, with
many most charming country seats around it. Nowhere, I am quite sure,
in any other country, can there be such bridges as there are in England,
all of stone, go where you may, no matter how small the rivulet—all
built too, for generations to come. By the arches of this one, in a little
grove, with my needle and thread, I began the repairing of rents and rips
in my garments, gipsy-like. For, after all, the gypsies best understand the
art of traveling, as it is a profession with them. I found, a little further
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down, some anglers for trout, abounding here. We chattered with a
cowboy, who told us his wages were twenty dollars a year, about 15 of
which found him in clothes! A drunken fellow, full of beer, stripped to
the skin, challenged us for a boxing match; and thus ended this scene, as
we entered Kirkby Lonsdale, a beautiful place outside of the town, but
ugly enough within. Now we were beginning to be in the salmon region,
and we began to feast upon this king of the fishes, for, adieu to English
trout, char and turbot, when I can see the red sides of a salmon.
Our dinner over, with enough of foot traveling for the present day, we
mounted on a stagecoach, and soon found ourselves in Kendal, 18 miles
off; a manufacturing town, with not a little squalid poverty in its bylanes. Our ride was through a pleasant country, but one goes along so
fast, that he can see but little of it; and when he is in a coach, he is here
so much above the mass of the people, that he can have no sport at all in
studying men and manners. If I had time, I would love to go through the
world on foot. Kendal, you know, (I don't know whether you know it or
not—but "you know" is a phrase an Englishman throws in at the turn of
every sentence, when he is hunting for a new idea, or the words to fill
the coming one,) just as he has three adjectives for all the purposes of
conversation, clever for one, nice for the second, and nasty for the third
(oh what an abominable word!) and with whomsoever you talk, of any
education, man or woman, you will have them all before ten minutes are
over); but Kendal, you know (I am getting the rascally habit) is great in
linsey woolsey,101 worsted stockings, fishhooks, sailor's jackets and
leather; and many of some of these articles, we have in America, from
Kendal.
I spent the evening in studying the geography of the Lakes where we
were going, in reading some of Wordsworth's102 poems, whom we intended to see, and in foiling the questions of a man who was puzzling his
brain to divine where on earth we came from, as we spoke English like
the Christian English, and therefore weren't French, and yet were not
English, as we knew nothing of a thousand little things a native always
knows. At last, I am certain, he put us down for French, who spoke the
English remarkably well, for America is, in the estimation of an Englishman, who seldom or never sees an American, so far off that he would
101
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never fancy (fancy is the English for the Yankee guess) that any sensible
man would come over three thousand of miles of ocean to see English
lake scenery—and therein he was about right I think, myself, remembering the glorious lake scenery we have at home.
But I did not go to see the Lakes. I went to see the great intellect, whose
fancy has hovered over and immortalized them, making every hill vocal
and every valley glorious; and wherever I went, it was all the same to
me, as I did not come to see the shows of guidebooks, nor to have
spasms over English lakes or mountains. Ambleside, on Lake Windermere, was our stopping place about 10 o'clock on Saturday morning,
twenty miles from Kendal, where we had come in a stagecoach with
many other persons, like ourselves, hunting after the scenery of the
Lakes. We met a hundred or two carts in our way, pushing for Kendal, as
it was market day, when all the country people come into town to sell
their superfluous "notions," which and whom our coachman cruelly
knocked to the right and left, as if they were in his way, laughing all the
time at the hubbub he created. At Bowness, we had a view of the farfamed Lake of Windermere, which is indeed very beautiful, but not
worth going very many miles out of one's way to see, especially if he has
lived long in America. What gives it, in my eye, its peculiar beauty, is the
very many villas with which its banks are adorned. The wealth and the
taste of England have clustered on its shores. Fancy a naturally wild
spot, dotted all along with charming seats, in which is some of the best
society in England, where learned leisure loves to resort—and you will
have some idea of what gives the interest to this scene. Professor Wilson,103 of the Blackwood Magazine, has a seat here, the building of which
was one of the fancies of his youth, and where, it is said, he first received
that literary impetus which has made his magazine, preaching even the
abominable political creed it does, the ablest in the world, and the most
interesting, too, everybody of any taste in Great Britain, of every party,
seeking it as he would a gem. This beautiful seat, Hamilton, of "Men and
Manners" memory, has now hired for a term of years. A villa at the head
of the lake was pointed out to me, (and I do not see but that the English
are as fond of telling of these things as it is said the New York merchants
are,) as costing $100,000, and this too, with but a little land around it. So
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much was given for a prospect by a rich merchant of London, whose
home is nearly 300 miles off! Another was shown me near this, that cost
40,000. If our farmers could sell their lake prospects for such sums, they
would soon make fortunes too. I never shall cease admiring or extolling
the love that the English have for a country life, though fostered as it
probably is, by the reflection that they make no sacrifices of society in
enjoying it. All about here, often hidden in the trees, are gardens, parks
and pleasure grounds.
The lake is ten miles long, surrounded by hills or mountains—the greatest breadth being one wide, and it is the largest of the English lakes too!
It has many islands, some of which are beautifully grouped near the
middle of the lake. Sailboats are kept by families for their own private
use, and there are many at Ambleside for hire, so that every Fair Day,
the lake is made to appear much more beautiful by the life that is upon
it. At times, when, from the distance, one has a view, as we had, of the
mist hanging on the tops of the mountains, fantastically shaping itself by
every puff of wind, the dimmed sunlight falling upon it, with the little
clouds too, trooping from hillside to hillside, as so many perturbed spirits, then indeed one's ideas are elevated to admiration, and one feels
that there may be grandeur in the view. But I cannot understand an Englishman when he speaks of the sublime here. I can love its beauty, I feel
soothed and quieted by the calm display of mountain, and of lake—I
should even be happy in such a home; but no man can feel sublimity
here, who has felt that beating of the heart and thrilling of the blood that
all must feel, who have looked upon the stupendous outlines of American scenery.
At the "Salutation Inn" in Ambleside, where I perused my guidebook
again, I found that it ordered me to have a spasm over a waterfall not far
off, and I proceeded there to have one, "according to order." I wound my
way up a path, back of the inn, and hunted after the waterfall, and after I
had found it, I was so uncertain whether this could be the waterfall of
the book, that I was obliged to inquire, before I should run the hazard of
pumping up the spasm—for a spasm in vain, in such a case, would be a
spasm lost. This waterfall, and it is a famous one hereabout, I could do
up in a few wine bottles, and send the whole of it to America, if it were
worth the while. I hate these guidebooks, and would never look into another if it could be helped; for they send you hunting after a hundred
things not worth seeing; and when you visit any object really remark-

able, they order you to have so many spasms over it, that if a man is of
my temper, he is much more inclined to laugh than to admire. I can
never feel when I am ordered to feel, and never weep when bidden. This
waterfall aforesaid is rather steep, and has some rocks in it, and there
would be a very good chance for a waterfall, if the stream was a hundred
times wider, and the water ten thousand times more abundant.
After a short tarry, we left Ambleside, and winding along on foot, among
some paths that led from the main road to many country seats, almost
all of which were beautiful, and highly adorned with flowers and ivy, all
too, betokening wealth—not over much, but excellent taste—we came
to a little stream near Rydal water, which runs merrily along to the lake.
Under the branches of the trees, overhanging this, we equipped ourselves for "good society," as well as we could in such a traveling plight,
from my little portmanteau, holding only a collar or two, in the way of
dress, and then we wound up the slope of the hill to present our letter of
introduction to Mr. Wordsworth. My friend, to whom the letter especially belonged, rapped at the door of the poet, and I sat down on a
neighboring ledge, and took out my writing materials to note some of
the peculiarities of this new scene. Before I had gone far with this, Mr.
Wordsworth himself came out, and his cordial, unaffected welcome
soon relieved me from all embarrassments. Among all the great men on
the two sides of the ocean, whom it has been my fortune to see, he is the
only one whose real self embodied the man whom my fancy had drawn.
He dwelt too in some such place as I should suppose such a poet to
dwell. A lover of Nature, he had sought the loveliest spot he could find,
and he had found what ought to be, and what seems as if it were made
to be, the very spot for such a man. He took us into his library, among
his books, busts and paintings, and though there was nothing remarkable in such a study, yet it is pleasant to have been in the study, from
which so much of beautiful poetry has come. He then walked with us
over his grounds.
Back of his dwelling is a mountain of some considerable height, on the
side of which the house seems to stand. In front, on a little elevation, an
artificial mound, called Rydal-mount (the name of his seat); he showed
us a charming view of Windermere in the distance. Here, with a poet's
soul, he dwelt upon the beauty of the spot, with no affectation, no display of words, but in that calm and quiet narration, ever the offspring of
natural feeling. "I live," said he, "on other peoples' prospects. I have the

finest view of Windermere, and yet it costs nothing. Here you see what is
gained by living over other people's heads. I have all their prospects, and
my own too;" and I thought it was no bad speculation, even for a poet, to
make such a purchase, as I saw in the glen below him, some pretty vales,
and the little church with its Gothic tower, just peeping through the
trees. He took us next from this wide view to Rydal Water, a little lake,
or pond as we should call it, at the base of the mountain, and as we went
through a bower of burrs, with logs for seats, our eyes fell upon this
lovely spot. No wonder, thought I, that you can write poetry, in such a
place. I even feel it in my own veins. We moved along through various
walks that wound round the hill—now in wood, now in garden, now in
field, now on the slope of the hill, now on plain, and now on precipice
almost; and then we returned to the cottage itself, all in-wreathed in
shrubbery and flowers. "The eye," said he, "must study landscape scenery
before it can properly love it. It needs training for this, as it does for the
proper perception of all the beauties of a great painting. An impression
may be made, but the intense delight that a true lover of Nature feels in
looking at a beautiful prospect, comes of education, in part,"—and I could
well see that the maker and adorner of the charming spot had studied
Nature as other people study books, forgetting not even the humblest
blade of grass.
The poet, with an earnest hospitality, pressed us to partake of his dinner, which was already upon the table, some three or four hours earlier
than a London dinner. There was no escaping such an invitation thus
given, though there is nothing I dislike so much as eating dinners on a
letter of introduction—but as this was no dinner purposely prepared for
guests, the objection was softened much. The conversation ran upon our
country, and its probable destiny. "Heaven grant," said Mr. Wordsworth,
"that your experiment may succeed. It is a bold and a great one, and if it
meets success, lifts man upward one further step; but I do not believe it
will. There are too many in the world that will seize that splendid prize of
yours—the chief magistracy, I mean, honestly if they can, but at any rate
they will seize it, if they have to do it even as Caesar104 did. I cannot believe," he added, "your States will hold together. You count too much upon
the moderation and virtue of all mankind—for one man who will demagogue much, can do infinite mischief where he can act upon a whole people, who are in fact the whole government of the State." I told him of our
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checks and balances, and all those bulwarks upon which we rely. The
conversation then ran upon what he termed the utility of an aristocracy,
that should in some degree concentrate wealth for the purpose of patronizing genius, and rearing up a society in which men of intellect and
learning should live and flourish. I told him we must rely upon our mercantile wealth for all this—and then I pressed the question, of which
was the better in the scale of human happiness—that the mass should
flourish as with us, or the few as in Britain. The mass, he contended,
were happy here, and had enough to eat and wear. "The aristocracy and
gentry provided for all the poor." I shook my head, and only added that
the mass seemed made for other purposes than to eat, drink and wear.
The conversation changed. Thus, Englishmen and Americans differ. An
Englishman has no idea of what a popular government, by ever impelling and exciting the mass to improvement, can do in elevating their
minds and characters, to say nothing of that lower object, the acquisition of property—and what renders them doubtful of the principles of
the mass, is its ferocity when excited here in England, and Ireland. We
have no such mobs, unless it be in New York, which is getting to be an
European city, that some chance or other has dropped on our side of the
water.
After dinner, when we were introduced to the family of Wordsworth,
who received us with a hospitality as kind and as unembarrassing as his,
he generously offered to conduct us to some of the scenery around,
which we expressed some interest in seeing, as they were spots which
his poetry has made known in America, as well as in England. I felt much
reluctance in troubling such a guide—but yet how pleasant it is to have
the poet himself, in his own person, pointing out the vale, and mountain,
and lake, that his own pen has peopled with the beings of his own fancy!
And how delightful this idea of consecrating one's own home, through
all coming time, by throwing around it the enchantment of poetic
fancy—giving the hills that shall never die, and the waters that shall
never cease to flow, trumpet-tongues, that for all ages shall speak the
poet's name—making them, by his genius, the monuments of his own
glory—loftier than mausoleums too, that man can pile together—and as
everlasting as earth itself. The pyramids of Egypt are no such monuments as Langdale Pikes—and as long as they stand, Wordsworth's
name will dwell with them, and thus long the traveler will view them
with an interest that the scenery itself, wild as it is, never can create.

Wordsworth showed us all, and wandered with us some three or four
miles more. He took us to the grounds of Capt. Hamilton (of Men and
Manners memory, whose book,105 by the way, has done us infinite mischief in England, for all the intelligent people look upon him as a man of
talent and character, while Mrs. Trollope is everywhere viewed as an
amusing caricature)—and, as he was not now at home, he showed us his
house and grounds. The house is on but a narrow piece of ground—and
yet, the ground has been so laid out, with such a seizure of prospect, and
such an improvement, even of the ledge of rocks near which it is, that it
is made a charming spot. I do not know but that this turning of ill to
good, is one of the finest achievements of English taste I have ever seen.
Even the little cliff is made an ornament. The water view in front is fine.
And then the flowers and shrubbery, they so adorn the house as to make
it seem a fairy bower. But Lady ____ somebody, whom Hamilton is to
marry, or has married, will remove him from this to a larger place,
where more friends can be accommodated.
Mr. Wordsworth next escorted us over the grounds of Lady le Fleming—
Rydal Hall, as it is called. "To have an idea," said he, "of the manner in
which property is preserved here under our laws, and in a single family;
you must remember that this estate has been in the family (of Norman descent) ever since the days of Henry VI." I remember, by the way, a good
discussing this law of primogeniture with an Englishman in London,
who, at least, gave me a new, if not a good argument, in its behalf. "Our
law," said he, "makes but one poor devil in the family—the eldest son—
yours makes many, for it throws wealth into the hands of all. The younger
sons must all look out for themselves, yours are looked out for!"—Mr.
Wordsworth pointed out to us a beautiful cascade106 on the estate of
Rydal Hall, near which was built a rustic seat, to give a front view; and
then, from these garden scenes, we began a ramble over the rougher
hills. The poet took his umbrella—for here there is a shower every other
hour—and though he was obliged to handle this, and watch his straw
hat that the wind played roughly with, yet sixty-five years old, as he told
us he was, he would clamber up and down the cliffs with as sprightly a
foot as we could. He guided us to Loughrigg Mount, where we had a
view of the Grasmere lake, and clambering over a wall, where the poet
105
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lost his hat, for which we had a race—and then sitting on the brow of
the mount, we had a view of a little paradise below—mountains all
around a little lake—with a narrow valley highly cultivated—flocks
grazing on the brows of the hills—a church in the distance—the village
of Grasmere—a well-made road winding around the water—Nature and
labor doing so much—indeed, it is one of the most beautiful views I ever
had of such a character!
On we went then, to yet wilder spots, till we came to a lone house amid
the hills, where poverty plainly dwelt, which, Wordsworth entering,
brought the good woman to the door, whom he addressed in almost another language (the Cumberland dialect;) and after enquiring about her
health and that of her family in the kindest and most familiar manner,
solicited for us the guide of her son. This was yet the best display of
Wordsworth's character I had seen—so much of simplicity was there—
so free from ostentation—such a benevolence—and then so much of respect and affection from the old woman, to one who had evidently done
her a thousand generous services. I shall always love the man and his
poetry the better for such a scene. While the guide was adjusting his
dress, we sat down upon some rocks, and Wordsworth pointed out the
scene of his "Excursion," and some of his minor poems. He then dwelt
upon the critics who had assailed him in his early life, and made his poetry unpopular. "They may have affected my fortune," he said "and thus
my enjoyments and my means of doing good, but they have never
wounded my feelings, for I never wrote for popular applause. I felt that the
time would come when justice would be done; and now I have that justice—now, when the reward is most sweet, as I am about to end my days. I
have it in such an interest as you and others like you, just beginning life,
and from the most distant parts of the world, have expressed in my behalf." Indeed, he has. His morn was dark and cloudy—the noon of his life
had none of the midday light—but his sun is setting in one unbroken
stream of luster. All are awarding him praise. Tardy justice has come at
last, with triple honors. Even the sole and proud position of Milton is in
danger. But I believe all this is but the beginning of his fame, for his is a
school that stands the test of time—the school of Nature.
Our guide having at length arrived, Wordsworth marked out our route
on a slip of paper, with all the views of interest for miles, over all of
which he had wandered, and which he had studied for years and years. I
could not avoid expressing warmly a wish that he could visit America,

and there find a wilderness of scenery worthy of such a pen—
immortalizing our mountains and our vales, as he had those of his own
home. "I shall never see America," he said: "I might, if I were younger, but
I shall never cease to have an interest in all its history." I took out my pen,
ink, and paper, and asked for his autograph. "Langdale Pikes in front us.
June 20th, 1835" with "Mr. Wordsworth" was on mine, and "Vive, valeque"107 on that of my friend. I bade him adieu with tears in my eyes. How
painful it is to part thus forever from such a man!
In these details of an interview with Mr. Wordsworth, I hope my friends
will not think I violate any of the civilities of life by a publication. I feel
that I have done nothing of which he would complain, occupying the position in the world that he does; and this must be my acquittal: for, of all
unpleasant offices, that of reporting a private conversation upon matters where secrecy is tacitly expected, I should avoid the quickest. It is
ever dangerous ground to tread, I know, and a great discrimination is to
be used. And he who expects such kindness from many literary Englishmen, professing no more liberality toward the American government than Wordsworth's political principles can allow him to have, will
expect in vain. Beware, I tell my countrymen, of wasting admiration
upon certain men, radicals though they be, and great admirers though,
of radicalism on paper, but aristocrats and fops in fact. A courtier of the
mob here, on paper is often a Lord-hunter in person. I have been told—I
do not know, for I have not seen him but in his seat in the House of
Commons, and do not wish to see him elsewhere after what I have
heard—that a certain novelist, whose talent and whose power all
Americans show their taste in extolling him, is but the person whom I
have described, and that the incense we burn at his altar is but snuffed
at as the offering of some brute beast. As a fact, it is stated, that the
kindness which is shown to Americans by Sir Robert Peel, whose political prospects depend upon stopping the progress of American principles, is much more remarkable than that of the radical who writes so
much in their favor.
About 4 o'clock, we started on a further pilgrimage, amid some of the
loneliest places I ever was in, as if there the foot of man had never trodden. In the peculiar words of our guide, now we were on a barrow, (a
hill) now on a cop, (a little round-topped hill,) now on a dod, (a smaller
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hill attached to a larger mountain,) anon among the screes, (loose
stones,) and soon meeting a tarn, (a pond.) At last, weary of this, we deviated from the route prescribed, and getting the best directions we
could from a people who used such puzzling words as these, we started
for Borrowdale. Our guide led us along one vale, at the base of Langdale
Pikes to the mountains dividing this from yet another vale, the ascent of
which we began over rocks, gills, (mountain streams) and fells, (hills.) I
think we must have ascended 2,000 feet or more, by a most difficult
path, when Borrowdale stretched upon us in a long view. Langdale Pikes
(high mountains) were yet towering above our heads. We were in the
haws, (the throat or narrow passage over a mountain.) Here were the
kelds, forming the gills, that anon became sykes, (a larger stream than a
gill,) and soon were becks, (rivulets or brooks,) running rapidly down
the mountain. On the top of the mountain, we dismissed our guide; and
as the sun was setting, took our lone walk down the descent to Borrowdale—a walk solitary and rough enough, I can assure you.
This long vale, reaching nine or ten miles, did not have in it a single inhabitant. Nothing of life was seen but the sheep. Not a single tree was in
view; and the solitude, thus stripped, as the vale is, of anything to relieve
the eye, seemed awful indeed. We traced the streams till they formed a
little river, and for a long time we followed the course of that. Such is
some of the country, not many miles from Wordsworth's residence;
with vales where a man might live for years almost undisturbed, and
this too, in thickly-crowded England! Exhausted almost, and toward
midnight, we came down from among the rocks upon a cultivated vale,
which is but another part of Borrowdale. The dogs gave us the first notice that we were in the neighborhood of men. At last, all our fatigues
were forgotten in the next public house, with its excellent beds. I found,
on inquiry, that our mountain excursion with the curvets we had made,
was about 20 miles, in all of which we had not seen a dozen habitations!

★

13. Lake District
Carlisle,
June 23, 1835.
After the fatigue of the night, our good beds at Borrowdale and our
weary selves did not bid each other goodbye till near 12 o'clock. To
work we went then, studying geography again. I did not care much
where I went, provided our way was off the post roads, where the whole
mob of travelers, now let loose from London, were beginning to go, "to
see the country," which they commonly see in a post chaise, or a stagecoach, at the rate of ten miles an hour. At last, concluding that we could
dispense with more walks in the mountains, we hired our tavern-keeper
to take us in his go-cart to Derwentwater, and we came to this conclusion the more readily, because the people of the house told us we should
see a great waterfall some few miles off. We left then this most wild
place of Rosthwaite, as it is called (thwaite is the name here given to an
enclosure cleared) without seeing the great black lead mine hereabout;
and soon we came to a large rock, kept for show at sixpence, "if you
please," provided you ascend the steps. By the way, everything in England, of church, river, or scenery, everything a little out of the ordinary
way, is kept for a show—and you are expected to give, for a sight, from
half a crown down to "what you please." Now, no people are so ingenious as the English in discovering shows, and their inventing the means
of making stray visitors pay for the sight. Nowhere else but in England, I
am quite sure, would a poor creature expect to get his living by "tending," as we should call it, such a rock.
Anon, we came to the famous waterfall called, in the guidebook, "the Niagara of the Lakes." I pricked up my ears to hear the roar of this terrible
cataract. The prospect was indeed grand about me. The mists were flying over the rough and bare hills in dark squadrons, as if some battle
were to be fought in the sky by the king of storms. But I could hear no
waterfall! Our carriage stopped. A woman, with a solemn air, planted a
chair near the wheel of the cart for us to alight from it. Her manner was
so grave, and all was done with such solemnity, that I really feared for a
moment our own Niagara was to find a rival. I pricked up my ears again,

but no Niagara-roar as yet! All was quiet. I looked at a little artificial
pond where fish were sporting—a sight that is given, I suppose, to
sharpen the curiosity to see the Niagara of the Lakes. At last, with this
exordium108 over, we began to approach this Niagara of the Lakes. I
stopped and listened, but, for the life of me, I could not distinguish this
Niagara of the Lakes from the bullfrogs about it. We approached nearer
and nearer, but yet I could not hear this Niagara of the Lakes. At last I
saw a foam. I heard a little grumbling of the waters. I found a steep descent. I saw rocks thickly scattered about it. The place was rather wild—
but when I reached this Niagara of the Lakes, my friend and myself
burst into a roar of laughter, that drowned all "the roar of the cataract"—to the unutterable horror of the poor woman, who had put herself in the most solemn attitude to describe this solemn sight. She ran
away from us in despair, as if we were some Turkish infidels, profaning
the very ground on which we trod; and when we returned, and gave our
fee for the show, I am quite convinced that she must have feared even
money, from such soulless monsters as we seemed to be. Never be deluded a step out of your way to see any of the Niagaras of which an Englishman boasts.
As we began to leave the wild pass of Borrowdale, the cottages and the
Holms (islands, or plains by the water side) of Derwentwater were in
sight. There are but few more varied views in any place than the traveler here has, as he looks backwards, and turns his eyes from the lake to
the mountains. The constant mist, that ever seems to hang over these
mountains, adds to the interest and grandeur of the scene; and nowhere
could ignorant superstition have more to encourage its visions and fantasies than amid such dark and doubtful abodes. But, about Derwent
lake, some of the best of the English society has assembled, again illustrating the love of, and taste for, scenery, which the English have. Elegant mansions, fields, beautiful walks, copses—all of the beauty of the
English highly cultivated scenery is about this lake too. As one goes up
toward Keswick, and looks down, he seems to have come from the very
gates of a wilderness—or, as the picture was when we saw it, to have
emerged from the regions of mist to the regions of day—to have left the
abode of the clouds and the storms, where they rest upon the mountain
tops, and to have found out an abode of man where all is exhibited to
please his eye. But little of landscape or prospect is left about here un108
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adorned, or unappropriated. The islands of the little lake have mansions
on them, and these, taste has adorned yet more with paintings and
statuary, and all the other ornaments that wealth can purchase. These
lands once belonged to Lord Derwentwater109 who shared the fortunes
of the Pretender110 in the civil war, which cost him his life, and the forfeiture of all his estates. Greenwich Hospital has an annual revenue of
£70,000 from a large tract of this land, which was given to it by the government.
Having arrived at Keswick, which of itself is not remarkable for anything
that I know of, we became foot passengers once more. Southey,111 the
Poet Laureate of England, resides near, in rather an attractive spot,
about half a mile from the village, called Greta Hall. His house is on a little hill, and back of it is a thick grove. We should have called upon him, if
we had not been forewarned that his wife was in a sad condition, having
lost her senses, and that, therefore, under such circumstances, company
could not be pleasant. As it was, we contented ourselves with a view of
the residence of this distinguished man, whose biography of Lord Nelson would, of itself alone, give him a claim upon posterity; and we then
passed on over some private grounds, and by some beautiful villas, toward the famous mountain Skiddaw. We left Skiddaw—I have no passion for ascending mountains—now covered with mist, on our right,
and after a few miles' walk we were in view of Bassenthwaite Water—
quite a pretty lake, which wants hills or mountains around it, however,
to make it picturesque. Here we fixed our eyes upon Carlisle, as laid
down on the map, and finding that the turnpike road was far from a
straight line, we determined upon leaving it and seeking as straight a
line as we could, concluding that, according to all mathematics, this was
the shortest way between two given points—a somewhat uncertain way
of reasoning, I own, as applied to ways between two towns.
We left the main road, and soon a tremendous rain overtook us, against
which no outer coats that we had were the least protection. We entered
Lord Derwentwater (1689-1716) — James Radclyffe, 3rd Earl; English Jacobite,
executed for treason in the 1715 Rebellion
110 James Francis Edward Stuart (1688-1766) — (The Old Pretender) Son of the deposed King James II of England and Ireland (James VII of Scotland); led the unsuccessful 1715 First Jacobite Rebellion.
111 Robert Southey (1774-1843) — English romantic (Poet Laureate), man of letters,
historian and biographer
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the poor hut of an old Scotchwoman, or a woman who talked the Scotch,
and in her volubility, taking us for "canny folk," she told us all she knew.
She gave us some milk, and rejected with scorn what we offered for
pay—a most unusual thing in England, I can assure you. Her mother she
told us, whom we saw, just able to move about, was ninety years old;
her father, with her too, was eighty. Her family, she added, her fathers'
fathers', had built this stone hut 200 years ago, and had lived in it ever
since, "through rebel time an 'a." My friend gave one of the children an
American half dime, and then the old woman almost jumped with joy at
the sight of the strange coin, "the like o' which her een nae saw before." I
do not doubt that she will long remember the two Americans whom she
sheltered in the storm.
The rain holding up, we sallied forth again, but it was now near dark,
and we were miles from the lodging we intended to make. We attempted in vain, in so out-of-the-way a place, to hire some conveyance,
but the only means of transportation we could find was such as Nature
had given us. The rain then poured down again, and in torrents too, and
our way was over a long and dismal moor, which is always dreary, even
under a calm and sunny sky. But, on the moor we entered. The rain then
came down fiercer, and fiercer, unobstructed as was the wind by a single tree, fence, or dwelling. I was wet through and through. In this condition we espied two houses, about a mile from the road, and we made for
them, to see if we could obtain a night's shelter. The poor ignorant people took us for robbers, and trembled all over; and I am quite sure were
very happy when they saw us far from the house. We could not well understand them, nor could they understand us, but we made out enough
to learn that the money of two fellows in such a plight could buy from
them neither bed nor bread. My companion told them of the lakes we
had been to see, that our luggage was left behind, and explained how we
were benighted on this moor. I growled in wrath at their stupidity, and
my argument, I suspect, had about as much influence as his, for they
seemed to take him for a cunning, smooth-tongued rascal, and me for
some ferocious death's head. Off again, we sallied for the moor. All at
once, we found ourselves in a swamp. This cleared, we were upon the
high road again for Clapham,112 yet some five miles off.
It was quite midnight when we reached this, a little dirty village, re112
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markable only for the number of its public houses, which were five. A
fair was to be held about four miles off the next day, and the whole surrounding population seemed to center there. In the first public house
we entered, we found a party carousing over some ale, all half-drunk—
but the house was full and could not accommodate us. In short, we tried
all five of the public houses, and all in vain, for all were full of the people
going to the fair. I began to fancy how it would seem to be sleeping on
the road. My companion took my writing materials, and wrote a letter to
the parson of the village, stating "our deplorable case"—but, luckily, the
parson was abed and asleep hours before, for which I was heartily glad.
The people were rude and uncivil—but nevertheless they provided us a
place near the fire, and this was much, as we were cold and wet. At last,
a fellow, more generous-hearted than the rest, pitying our condition,
and intending himself to drink his ale all night, gave us his bed, and we
received it with a thankful heart. I never had so good a sleep.
When we rose in the morning, the rain was yet pouring down, and
therefore we resolved to tarry indoors, and study character, for never
was there a finer opportunity than this, as it was some holiday—St.
Monday I think it is called113—and all the people were crowding together. A social glass of ale put us upon the best terms with our new
friends—and anon, they were our teachers in the Cumberland dialect;
and when they talked this dialect among themselves, they were more
incomprehensible than even the Yorkshiremen whom I have before described—another specimen, by the way, of the purity with which Englishmen speak English! I have before me a letter written in this dialect,
and I defy any person who has never heard it or studied it to make out
half of its meaning—and yet, writers coming from such a people make
sport of our English! The Lord help their impudence!
The rain in the afternoon clearing up, we started for the fair, which was
at Rosley Hill, four miles off. My outward man by this time was in a melancholy condition. My boots gaped with holes, rent in the sad route over
the moor. In this condition, I was well fitted for "good society" at the
fair, but my companion, whose outward man was far better than mine,
and altogether too much of "a gentleman" for such a place, for in the Old
113
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World, as well as in ours, they judge "a gentleman" very much by his
clothes. I peeped about all over the fair, here, there and everywhere,
now among the mountebanks, anon discussing the merits of a horse or
an ass for sale, and soon plunging into the dance halls where "the gals
and fellows" with their iron-soled shoes, were knocking out "double
shuffles," and spinning off "long reels," very much as a blacksmith's
sledgehammer would act the same part. I could see that my companion
was a very suspicious character among them—but my appearance admitted me into "the very best of society." In my early days, I had a gift
myself in these "double shuffles,"—and I never was more tempted, just
for the sport of the thing, than now, to make a contract with the fiddler
for a dance or so. Many of the sports of these fairs resemble our New
England general musters—but there was more intemperance here than
I have ever seen at one of them, and the fair girls permitted liberties to
be taken with them, which an Englishman would, of course, have been
horrified by, if he had seen in America. Hamilton would have had a paroxysm in the sight, and the new tribe that have just written, would have
indited114 chapters thereupon. But, of a truth, the temperance societies
could do great service here. Drunkenness was mournfully prevalent in
every quarter of the field, and fights were not a few—the ever-fruitful
offspring of this insanity. These fairs, I suppose, all your readers know,
are held at certain stated times of the year, to which the yeomanry, and
others, resort with whatsoever they have to sell, and then there are
shows, "Royal beasts and birds," "French giants," with "many other articles too numerous to mention."
The Fair over, and the sun declining, we engaged a passage to Carlisle
with one of the persons who had a tent at the fair, in a carriage that has
an opening in the middle, containing four persons, two of whom face the
other two, and a box in front where the driver sits. By sunset we were in
Carlisle, and here I was, so covered with mud, and so rusty from the past
few days' hard fare, that as I strolled about the streets, with my hands in
my pockets, staring at everything, the very boys looked up in astonishment, wondering who or what I was. It is pleasant to have a new character once in a while, but for a very little while. I soon forgot all, however,
in another excellent public house, and was asleep as soon as I touched
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the bed. From my last two letters, you see, that "variety is the spice of
life."115
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14. Scottish Borders
Melrose, (Scotland),
June 24, 1835.
We turned "gentlemen," again this day; for be it known that a man who
goes on foot in England is no gentleman. When he mounts a stagecoach,
he begins to be a "gentleman." If he gets inside, he is quite a gentleman.
If he drives in a post chaise, he is more of a gentleman still; but if he
drives in his own carriage, then he is a real gentleman; and when he
stops at a public house, out tumble at the door, master, mistress, waiters, ostlers, chambermaid, "boots," and porter—all in a furious flurry,
knocking trunks this way, and the horses that, and making such a fuss,
as if heaven and earth were coming together. Everything in England depends upon forms and appearances—and in such a world of rank, many
funny sights are seen by our republican eyes.
You must pass over my account of Carlisle, for I did not see much of it,
and anybody's book will tell you all about it. It is on the regular route of
all the bookmakers; and it grieves me that I was there, though I do wish
now I had gone to see the castle where Mary Queen of Scots116 was confined. Yes, beginning to be gentlemen again, and weary of walking adventures, we took the coach once more, and for Gretna Green in Scotland. It would be an unpardonable sin, I suppose, to be in this part of the
world, and yet not be silly enough to go and see Gretna Green. We were
up at half past 3 A. M., and yet it was broad day, so very short are the
nights here now, as it is not dark till after 11 P. M. We rode nine miles
over a superb road, very level, and—the very road for tracked and persecuted lovers to fly over—and at yet early morn, we were ion Gretna
Green. All I have to say about it is, "I have been to Gretna Green": for it
looks like ten thousand other places in the world. There is a hotel here,
where lovers congregate, and where the nuptial knot is tied. The Mr.
Sheridan who ran off with an English heiress, was the last lion of the
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scene.117 All that is necessary to be done at Gretna, to make a legal marriage, is a confession before witnesses that certain persons are man and
wife—and this constitutes a marriage in Scotland, binding in regard to
property and the legitimacy of children. An attempt has been made to
suppress this species of marriage here, but all in vain—and some contend that it is necessary as a sort of safety valve to the rigid system of
the English church. Upon an average, three hundred couples are married here a year, and half a guinea is the lowest fee that is ever charged.
A half guinea, however, is the fee of the poorest class. Two hundred, and
two hundred and fifty dollars are often given, it is said. The great priest
who founded the trade died in 1814, after leading a long life of drunkenness. Two rival practitioners do the business now, and both go
through a little form, not so much because it is necessary, but to quiet
the scruples of the lady runaway. Many amusing anecdotes are told of
the chase, on the Carlisle road, that the father makes to catch his daughter in her unfinished loves.
Finishing our view of Gretna Green, in about two minutes and a half, "by
Shrewsbury clock,"118 we contracted with our legs again for a passage,
and walked to Longtown, four miles off, over a large part of the way, an
immense bog of peat or turf used for fuel, which was piled up in masses
all along to dry. I do not know whether this is (but hereabouts is) the
celebrated Solway Moss, the crust of which in 1771 gave way from the
imprudence of the peat diggers, who were constantly working on the
low side, involving in the horrid eruption of thick black mud, people,
cattle and dwellings, and this too in a late autumnal night. Longtown is a
long town (in England it is)—and this is as much as one need say of it.
We met with nothing remarkable here, unless it were a breakfast—
and—a barber, whose shop and dwelling room was one, and whose razors were worse than scythes. And here, by the way, let me throw in a
hint which will be of service to future travelers, and that is, never to
venture far in England trusting to find barbers—for "gentlemen" here
always shave themselves, and not, as with us, can a barber's pole be
Just 16 days prior to Brooks' visit (June 8, 1835), the politician Richard Brinsley
Sheridan (grandson of the playwright of the same name) was married at Gretna
and Longtown to Marcia Maria Grant. His elopement is reminiscent of his grandfather's elopement with Elizabeth Ann Linley and their subsequent marriage near
Calais, France, in 1772.
118 Shrewsbury clock — See footnote in Letter 27
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found in every village. A shaving barber here is a rara avis.119 Ours is the
only country where they flourish thickly.
When the Edinburgh coach came along we took seats on (not in) that,
and soon we were on our way to Langholm (Lang'am all pronounce it,
and they say Gram for Graham too, excellent speakers of English!)—and
journeying too over one of the most delightful routes I ever was on. We
were in the Vale of Esk—the Eskdale of the poets—and nowhere can
there be lovelier scenery or a more charming ride. The Esk, in its chattering stream, seems to sing the glories of the scene; and man and bird,
and leaf and flower, have made an Eden on its banks. Soon we were in
Langholm—sooner than I wished—and Langholm is not a place of little
interest, by any means, for here and hereabout begin the border stories
of the border wars. In Langholm too, in bygone days, there were many
curious customs. This is the place where shrews were tamed. The husband who had a scolding wife, put over her head a curious iron instrument called "the Brank," which fitted upon the head of the shrew, and,
projecting a sharp spike into her mouth, subdued the tongue within. I do
not know but that some husband may need such instruments now—but
if no wife needs it too, she will not scold me just for the insertion of a
hint. Here too, they had a curious way of marrying "in days of auld lang
syne."120 The people had no clergyman to go through the form, and
therefore they agreed to live as man and wife till a priest came round,
and a monk from Melrose came once a year, who solemnized the contract. And then, too, if either party chose to retract from the engagement, it might be done without loss of character!
From Langholm, we took another stage to Hawick, now a place quite
remarkable for the manufactory of wool—and at Hawick we were on
the banks of the Teviot, in the far-famed Teviotdale. Not far from here is
Branksome Tower, the principal scene of the Lay of the last Minstrel, and
once the residence of the Buccleuch family, even among the famous, and
now the richest family in Scotland—for the annual income, I am told, of
the Duke of Buccleuch121 is now $1,600,000! Indeed, everything of
Rara avis — (Literal translation) Rare bird; (hence) a rarity
Robert Burns. Auld Lang Syne (song)
121 5th Duke of Buccleuch (1806-1884) — Walter Francis Montagu Douglas Scott;
born Dalkeith, Midlothian; Scottish landowner and politician. The current hereditary holder of the title in 2017 (10th Duke) is said to be the largest private landowner in the U.K.
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landed property in this part of Scotland seems to belong to him. Every
spot about Hawick is full of historical associations, which the genius of
Scott122 has embodied and vivified, and made as well known in America
as in Britain. But we did not stay long in Teviotdale, but were soon on
our way to Selkirk; and indeed, "the way was long, the wind was cold,"123
over a moor as dismal as one can well imagine, unrelieved by any variety except hundreds, aye thousands of sheep, feeding upon the green
sides of the hills for miles, with here and there a shepherd and his dog,
to watch them; exhibiting, in reality, the picture I have read of so often—the real pastoral life; now, there was a heavy shower with sleet,
and anon, the sun would glimmer out, and then it would rain again,
bringing an atmosphere of pinching coldness. I never had a more uncomfortable or dreary ride. Indeed, a large extent of country here and
further back is but a wilderness stripped of almost all its trees—with
some large ruined fortress, in every mountain pass, glooming in the way
like some wild ghost haunting a favorite spot. Never was there a better
scene for wild and fearful story. The Germans would make this the very
land of diablerie.124
The "Sutors o' Selkirk" are even now numerous in its principal streets, if
not as numerous as when they made so many shoes for the Highland
army in 1745. To be made a sutor of Selkirk, even now, I believe is but
another phrase for being made a burgess—and every candidate for
burgher honors is compelled to lick, or pass through his mouth, a small
bunch of bristles, such as are used by shoemakers, which too has been
previously licked or smoothed by all the members of the town council
who may be present. This is called licking the birse, and signifies allegiance or respect to the craft who here have sway. How many horrors
an Englishman would have, if he were to find such a custom in Lynn or
Haverhill!125 Selkirk, of itself, has now but little to attract the traveler,
though in history it makes an important figure. From Selkirk, the usual
detour is made up the Yarrow, and to Ettrick Forest—a district only
twelve or fourteen miles in extent, and inhabited chiefly by shepherds,
but which—it has been truly said—has been the subject of more verse
Walter Scott (1771-1832) — Scottish historical novelist, playwright and poet; his
work achieved worldwide celebrity.
123 Walter Scott. Lay of the last Minstrel
124 Diablerie — Black magic; sorcery
125 Lynn and Haverhill — Cities in Essex County, Massachusetts
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than Tempe itself.126 I had a letter for "Altrive Cottage," the home of
Hogg,127 the Ettrick Shepherd; but remembering that Scott has written
"The scenes are desert now and bare,
Where flourished once a forest fair"128

and feeling that the cold winds and "snows" of Selkirk hills had frozen
all the poetry in my veins, I had no heart for wandering
"Up pathless Ettricke, and on Yarrow,
Where erst the outlaw drew his arrow."129

I do not love romance out of doors in cold weather, nor the dolefulness
of the summer wind, as it is sung of Yarrow; and I saw quite enough of
"pastoral melancholy" a few miles back, to have at least a fancy of the
Dowie Dens o' Yarrow, on which so many old ballads, and the pens of
Scott, Wordsworth, Burns130 and Hogg, have thrown an interest in verse,
which, I am quite sure of, they cannot have in fact.
After a reviving lunch at Selkirk, enlivened by some Scotch ale, which
answered partially for a fire, we once more took our feet, and started for
Abbotsford, the residence of Walter Scott, or of Sir Walter Scott, as everybody calls him, or Sir Walter Scott, Bart.,131 as everybody writes it, as
if a title could dignify or adorn such a man as Walter Scott! By the way,
however, it is necessary to look out for titles in England, for Englishmen
amuse themselves much at our expense, neglecting as we often do all
titles, calling a "Lady," "Mrs.", as Lady Blessington,132 Mrs. Blessington
for example, and a Duke (a "Duck" as Cobbett133 used to call them), Mr.
perhaps, instead of His Grace, it being quite a mouthful for us to grace or
majesty flesh and bones like our own poor selves. But it is well, when
The Vale of Tempe, in northern Greece, was the scene of numerous battles in ancient times; it was associated by the Greek poets with mythological figures.
127 James Hogg (1770-1835) — Scottish poet, novelist and essayist
128 Walter Scott. Marmion
129 Walter Scott. Marmion
130 Robert Burns (1759-1796) — Scottish poet, known worldwide
131 Bart. — Abbreviation of Baronet
132 Lady Blessington (1789-1849) — Margaret Power; Irish-born novelist and society literary hostess
133 William Cobbett (1763-1835) — English journalist, politician, supporter of democratic ideals; farmer, author of Rural Rides
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among the Romans, to do as the Romans do, though "what a state of society!" is an exclamation ever popping into one's brain. I hate these
abominations, and seldom call a man Honorable at home if he is honorable; ever taking the care, however, to give him the title when he is not.
As for Esquires, and Generals, and Majors, they are no titles at all now,
so common are they, that it is no violation of the principle to dub every
man you see with them. But to return—we started on foot to Abbotsford, three or four miles from Selkirk. We lost our way, misled by the
answer of a Scotch woman who either misunderstood our English, or we
her Scotch, and with great difficulty we got right again, after fresh directions from another Scotch woman, who lived in a lone place, and talked
yet thicker Scotch. She knew Scott, however, told us of his walks and his
rides, called him a "canny man," and said she "never saw sic a long burial
as his."134 But, on the main road again, after quite a wandering through a
little wood, we saw the Gothic pinnacles, or summits, of Abbotsford
peering through the trees, a lodge and a fine path or road indicating the
entrance.
I had never read a description of Abbotsford, nor had I been within a baronial hall or castle not in ruins, when I entered the baronial hall of Walter Scott—and he alone among the Americans, who remembers his first
feelings on such an entrance, can understand mine. I was instantly
thrown back into the past, full five hundred years. The shining suits of
armor, as of men in steel, were in my fancy, real men. I saw Scott's novels all alive—the very knights, the very barons, the carved roofs of
oak—the gothic panelings, the horns of animals, the targets, helmets,
shields: aye the very men, the very stories, the very things; I read them
all again, in but a minute or more. I here embodied all the fancies of
years. I have ideas of what were only dreams before. I seemed to see the
scene where Scott drew all his inspiration, when this very scene was but
another creation of his, in matter instead of words. I should rave if I attempted to describe what I felt—and should be mad in fact to attempt to
describe what the most brilliant pens of America and Europe have so often touched, so very often, in every manner, and in many tongues. It has
indeed been well said, that for this singular building, Scott has drawn
outlines and ornaments from every part of Scotland; and it may be well
added, that the tributes, which all the world have given him, have filled
134

Burial ceremony — Sir Walter Scott had died less than three years previously, in
September 1832.

the house with curiosities from every part of the world. So too, the taste
of the poet has sought everything which could add interest to his home;
such "relics," for example, as Burns' grate in the baronial hall, or the old
pulpit from which Ralph Erskine135 preached, with many other of the
like. In building this oddly-formed and yet perfectly-constructed dwelling, Scott seems to have had a prescience of the interest that would attach to his name, and, as if that would not be enough to draw the traveler from every country, he has concentrated there relics enough, of
other times, and other men, which of themselves would make it worthy
of a pilgrimage—and thus adding to the inspiration, ever to be felt in the
abode of genius, the other inspiration of yet more inspiring scenes. No
man who ever looks upon this spot, and who is permitted to enter
within its walls, and view its Gothic ornaments, its Gothic furniture in
Gothic hall, its hanging cabinets, its mirrors, its portraits alone, will admire Walter Scott the more, as a mere man of his taste. What then are
the emotions of him, who knew the name of Scott the first among all distant names, and who dwelt upon his pictures of Scottish life, as first
among his reading, when as now, he stands in his very library, reads the
books he has thumbed—sits in his chair, leans upon his desk—and then
ends his view in the little recess, near his study, where is the last suit of
clothes that he wore—his highland dress, the claymore and purse-belt,
his coat, his pantaloons of plaid, his vest, his shoes, his white hat well
worn, the marks of his fingers upon it—and, aye, his very staff that the
vile worm even now is eating, though coated over with something to
protect it! Yes, even Scott must die. Death would snatch him from earth.
Time will tumble down even the fabric he has reared, and eat up all the
ornaments of his house, but death nor time can injure the other works
he leaves behind.
I bade adieu to Abbotsford as the sun was declining, and followed the
stream of the now babbling Tweed, (for it had none of that furious tide
at this season, which Scott sometimes describes,) and sought yet one
other object of interest, which the Lay of the last Minstrel has made
known to every American reader of the poem—I mean Melrose Abbey.
After a walk of three or four miles, we found ourselves in a vale, sheltered on every side by hills—a place which the monks had evidently selected for pleasantness and seclusion—and soon the towers of the Abbey were in sight; and when we entered it, if not by the "pale moonlight"
135

Ralph Erskine (1685-1752) — Scottish churchman, renowned for his sermons

that Scott has enjoined as the hour of visitation, so as to avoid "the gay
beams of lightsome day," which "gild but to flout the ruins grey,"—it was
in the long twilight of this season—
"When the broken arches are dark in night
And each shafted oriel glimmers white;
When the cold light's uncertain shower
Streams on the ruined central tower;
When buttress and buttress alternately
Seemed framed of ebon and ivory;
When silver edges the imagery;
And the scrolls that teach thee to live and die;"

I have taken this quotation from the Lay of the last Minstrel, because it is
not poetry in its fictitious sense, but the very best description of a matter of fact—for
"The Corbells136 were carved grotesque and grim;
And the pillars, with clustered shafts, so trim,
With base and capital furnished around,
Seem'd bundles of lances which garlands had bound."

And
"Thou wouldst have thought some fairy's hand
'Twixt poplars straight the osier wand
In many a freakish knot had twined;
Then framed a spell, when the work was done,
And changed the willow wreaths to stone."

As our guide, who happened to be an intelligent man, quoted these and
other passages, the accuracy of the description, I saw was remarkable;
and Scott has, with a most happy facility, seized upon existing objects to
make out a poem, which is so connected with fact that it seems like history itself. I have not a doubt that two-thirds of the uneducated people
about here believe that the wizard Michael Scot,137 whose familiar spirit,
according to tradition, cleft the Eildon Hills in three, was buried here
Footnote in original: "Corbels are the projections from which the arches spring,
usually cut in a fantastic face or mask."
137 Michael Scot (or Scott) (1175-c.1232) — Born in the Scottish border region;
mathematician and astrologer; scholar at several European universities; character in The Lay of the last Minstrel
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with the fatal book, that William of Deloraine138 possessed himself of at
dead of night—so vividly has the poet impressed upon the mind, his
imaginations as facts. And the traveler, on visiting any of these scenes
for miles and miles around, is struck, as in visiting the seat of Wordsworth, with the idea that Scott, by his genius, has given them all a
charm, which they had not before; and has thus erected for himself
monuments, as imperishable as the hills of which he has written—or so
consecrated them, and associated them with himself, as to make his
name coeval with their existence. Though Melrose Abbey, therefore,
every year may crumble more and more away, yet the peaks of Eildon
Hills will stand as long as earth can stand, and stand, too, as monuments
to his memory.
Melrose Abbey was built by David I139 in 1136. It is built in the most ornate style of Gothic architecture, and is therefore decorated with an infinite variety of sculpture, most of which is excellently fine. The church,
which alone remains, measures 287 feet in length, and 157 at the greatest breadth. It is said to be the most finished building in Great Britain of
the kind, and the French taste is visible in some of its decorations. The
crowding of other buildings around it takes away from the impression it
would otherwise make; and this is perhaps the reason why (or it may be
that the fresh feeling is already gone,) I did not admire it so much as I
did the solitary ruins of Fountains Abbey, near Studley Park. It stands
examination better, to be sure. The more you see it, the more you see to
see. It is, indeed, a study. About such lovely spots as these, and Dryburgh
Abbey, Scott passed much of his youth, and here he felt the inspiration
that made him write, and here too, (Dryburgh Abbey) are his remains.
In viewing the ruins of Great Britain, particularly of abbeys and cathedrals, the traveler has constant reason to mourn over that fanatical
spirit which has demolished them, or stripped them of so many of their
ornaments. "To cast down the altars, and purge the kirk of all idolatrous
monuments,"140 was a common order during the Reformation. Our puritan fathers leveled almost everything in the shape of an image. Oliver
William Deloraine — Character in Scott's poem The Lay of the last Minstrel
King David I of Scotland (1084-1153) — Prince of the Cumbrians; later, King of
the Scots, reigned 1124-1153
140 Order issued by the Lords of the Congregation to the magistrates of Scottish
burghs, 1560
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Cromwell141 bombarded the walls of this Abbey "to overthrow the devil's
den." A praying weaver of this neighborhood, in a moment of inspired
zeal, went up one night by means of a ladder, and with a hammer and
chisel, knocked off the heads and limbs of thirteen effigies supposed to
represent our savior and his twelve apostles—observing the next morning to every person whom he met, (and with great exultation, too,) that
he had "fairly stumpet thae vile papest dirt now."142 Henry VIII143 and
Cromwell made sad havoc with abbeys and churches.144
Amply satisfied with this day's sightseeing, and wearied and exhausted
by the excitement of so many different scenes—after a short look at
Melrose town, much of which is built of the ruins of the abbey, a curiously formed and antique town in the form of a triangle, in the center of
which is one of those ancient crosses that stood like outposts at a little
distance from all abbeys to receive the first homage of the pilgrims who
approached, and a yet farther look at the Eildon Hills, the Trimantium of
the Romans, on which they had a fortress to watch the surrounding
country—I sought a public house, which, as usual, was full of excellent
things, and anon I was dreaming over what I had seen.

★

Oliver Cromwell (1599-1658) — English military and political leader; later Lord
Protector of the Commonwealth of England, Scotland and Ireland
142 Robert Chambers. The Picture of Scotland 1:117-8
143 King Henry VIII of England (1491-1547) — Reigned from 1509; responsible for
the English Reformation, including the Dissolution of the Monasteries
144 Sad havoc — Destruction caused by the Dissolution of the Monasteries and the
English Civil War, respectively
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15. Edinburgh
Edinburgh,
June 26, 1835.
Our ride from Melrose to Edinburgh was pleasant and unpleasant both.
On the outside of the coach we had, for one of our companions, a fellow
so drunk that we were obliged to lash him, up and on, with the straps
that lash the baggage. He had with him, as is customary with very many
Englishmen of all grades in society, a flask of whiskey, which is used in
traveling in a coach, or in a long walk or in a crowd, "so as to keep up the
spirits." I have seen women on the top of a coach take such a flask from
their bags, and hand it round, and nothing is more common than for the
men to ask you thus to drink with them. I mention these little specimens
of "men and manners" just to show that John Bull is not always a pattern
for Americans. Indeed, drinking now is carried on here in all circles just
as it was in the United States ten years ago, before the temperance societies commenced their reform. Almost every Englishman now must
have his glass of brandy after dinner, "to help digestion," he says—but by
what process of logic he arrives at the conclusion that brandy after dinner helps digestion, is more than I can divine.
The pleasant part of our ride arose from the interesting country through
which we passed, so much of it having been immortalized in history, and
made captivating, by romance and superstitious legend. We travelled
for a long way through the Vale of Gala, following the course of the Gala
Water, and crooking here and there over a macadamized road, in a route
more tortuous than even the river itself, which is at least one third
longer than a straight line. The Scotch plaid, thrown over the shoulders
of men to protect them from the rain, or the cold, was now a common
article of dress. The genuine Scotch dialect struck our ears on all sides.
The gilpie lassies and the birky bairns145 all spoke Scotch—and I mark
this fact, chiefly to say, that this is only the fourth and fifth language we
have fallen upon in this excellent speaking-English island, since we left
the Cockneys of London, who 'itch (hitch) their 'orses (horses), and pity
these poor people who live in 'uts (huts) and speak Scotch. We passed
145

Mischievous girls and lively children (Scots dialect)

the town of Galashiels, remarkable for its woolen manufactures—a little
barony, over which the lairds of Gala long had control. Here and about
here were some pretty places. The lower part of the Vale of Gala, where
it adjoins the Tweed, is beautiful enough, but the upper part is what
they call moorish, and what I call Moorish too. As we approached Edinburgh, however, the country was richer and better cultivated. Many of
the gentlemen's seats were charming places. I never shall forget the valley of the Tyne, one of the most fertile districts in Scotland. I never felt a
stronger inclination to tarry and visit some dozen places than I felt upon
this road, but a life of travel in Great Britain is a life of constant sacrifice
that one is ever feeling, for almost every spot is so full of interest, historical or otherwise, that if one stops to see them all, and does not make
the sacrifice, a life will hardly give him time enough. See then, what I
gave up, I cannot express with what reluctance:
Borthwick Castle, from whence Queen Mary fled, disguised in man's apparel in 1567, after her unfortunate marriage with Bothwell;146 Hawthornden, once the seat of Drummond147 the poet, which and whom to
see, Ben Jonson148 travelled all the way on foot from London; with the
orifices or caverns in the precipice nearby, that the Britons made for retreat, and where Bruce149 was sheltered too; and then I lost Roslin Castle, so often sung in Scottish song; and sweet Roslin Chapel too, on the
romantic Esk, of which the view I had made me lament the loss the
more. But in this land about Midlothian, so much the scene of story and
of song, I never should reach the capital, unless I shut my eyes, and
steeled my heart to every straying impulse.
Anon we were in full view of the Salisbury Crags that overlook the city,
and of Arthur's Seat, that towers higher still—and soon we were in the
streets of Edinburgh or Edinburough, as all pronounce it here. This sinLord Bothwell (c.1534-1578) — James Hepburn, 4th Earl; Scottish nobleman, 3rd
husband of Mary, Queen of Scots
147 William Drummond (1585-1649) — Scottish poet; born at Hawthornden Castle,
Midlothian
148 Benjamin ("Ben") Jonson (1572-1637) — English playwright and poet; born in
London, reputedly of Scottish ancestry; said to have rivaled Shakespeare; visited
Scotland on foot in 1618-1619
149 King Robert I of Scotland (Robert the Bruce) (1274-1329) — Reigned from 1306;
successful warrior; participated in Wallace's revolt against English rule; his victory at Bannockburn in 1314 reinstated Scotland as an independent kingdom.
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gular-positioned city, so unlike any other I ever saw, makes a strange
impression upon the traveler as he rides along, and crosses a bridge, or
bridges, in the center of the town, with streets yet far under his feet, and
men and markets and gardens there! What piles of stone, so high, so
massive too, in this Old Town; so black, as if they were but hewn sides of
the neighboring crags! But what palaces those in the distance, over this
deep ravine, thus bridged up, as if the sculptor of the cliffs had just
ceased his work, and all was fresh as when the chisel left it. Everything
is rock, rock, rock, (there is not a wooden dwelling to be seen,) everything, from Calton Hill, crowned with monuments, to the lofty castle on
the other side, with its terrible battlements and frowning walls! I felt, at
the first sight, all the force of Burns's exclamation:
"Edina ! Scotia's darling seat.
"All hail thy palaces and tow'rs."

After a look at my valise, which I had not seen for many days, and which
I therefore hailed as an old friend, and a change of dress for the better, I
began to ramble about this interesting city. Well has it been called a
"city of palaces," and well does it deserve the name. The New Town,
which holds the modern houses, and which is now the fashionable part,
is beautifully, aye splendidly built, and all of stone—displaying no such
regular blocks of buildings as are seen all over the United States, but a
regular irregularity, an ever-varying front, that charms and never fatigues the eye. This house is in front; that retreats, as in Regent's Park,
(London.) Here is a quadrangle, there a circle almost. The architects here
were men of taste, and if they were not by nature, the city compelled
them to be by law, forbidding the erection of any buildings till the models were submitted and approved.
How much, in all these things, our countrymen have to learn, and how
much they can learn, with a little trouble. If but the eyes of our architects could run over such views as these, how soon would they learn
that even order may be tedious; and if our builders, our wealthy men,
could see how beautiful a grassy walk may be, or a private square, or an
ellipse for many dwellings clustered together, how soon would they
learn to have that taste for flowers and trees, that do so much honor to
the heart and taste of people here. In all these things, we are in our infancy as yet—but in every city, societies should be formed, and models
be obtained for the cultivation of taste; for, building up cities as we are

every day, it costs nothing more to build them up in grace and beauty
than in the tedious order that disfigures so many of our towns.150
I left the New Town, and re-crossing the bridge, went to the Old Town,
over the deep valley that divides the two. Here are buildings eleven stories high, many of six, seven and eight stories, the many erections of the
old nobility and gentry, who have now deserted them and left them for
the multitude and the poor, so that it is said that in no city in the world
are the poor so well housed as they are here. I looked into the wynds, as
they are called, steep and narrow passages leading to the vale I have
spoken of before—and the closes too, like routes for foot passengers
only—and, indeed, in many of them, the air was bad, and the poverty
miserable enough. I saw the window which John Knox151 used for his
pulpit; and the same house, from which he preached to the multitude, in
the street above here, is standing yet—with God imprinted upon it in
English, Greek and Latin. All is bustle here now—and there is much of
poverty, too, for Scotland is poor, very poor, and in Edinburgh the poor
can scarce find employ. One marks the difference in this respect as soon
as he leaves England, for there are beggars here—none there—rags
here, but few there—suffering here, but little there—the superiority of
the soil, the greater activity of trade and, above all, the Poor Laws, save
the traveler from such spectacles in England. And here, let me pay a
tribute to the gentry and nobility of England—for it is seldom I have one
to pay of such a character; I do not believe there is in the world a people
more humane to the poor, who make greater efforts to benefit them, enlisting in more charities, or feeling more their privations and afflictions.
There is not the ability to do much in Scotland, for equality is more diffused, and there is not so great a concentration of property.
To describe all the objects of interest in Edinburgh would fill up many
sheets; and I am quite sure no one would thank me for lumbering my
Footnote in original: "I hear that Mt. Joy is about to be built upon. With a little
trouble and a little expense, the builders may make this a most beautiful place, if
they will but exert themselves to obtain models of some European buildings, and
will, at the same time, look out for a prospect as well as a foundation. Trees are
wanted, but they can be transplanted or made to grow in time." Munjoy (Mount
Joy) is a neighborhood of Portland (Maine), Brooks' home town.
151 John Knox (1513-1572) — Scottish minister, theologian and powerful preacher;
two years a slave on French galleys; a leader of the Protestant Reformation; met
Calvin in Geneva; published a polemical tract against female rulers
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paper with so many facts. Its monuments attract attention, as well by
their pomp as by the indication they give of the taste of the people. I
know not how many there are, but I have seen on Calton Hill one to Lord
Nelson, a hundred feet in height—another circular monument, a little to
the west, in the Grecian style, to the memory of Dugald Stuart,152 and yet
another to the memory of professor Playfair.153 On this same hill, a national monument to commemorate the exploits of the British army at
the battle of Waterloo is partially built, but is somewhat in the condition
of that of Bunker Hill154 —with funds to get thus far, but no further. This
monument, however, is to be a different affair from that, the aim being
to restore the Parthenon in this Athens, as Edinburgh is often called.
Burns has a monument too, on a little knoll, not far from this, in the form
of a Grecian temple, in the interior of which is a marble statue, by Flaxman.155 156 Lord Viscount Melville157 has a monument in another part of
the town, 136 feet high, with a statue on the top of the pillar, 14 feet
high. There is also a bronze statue of George IV,158 one for William
Pitt,159 another for the Earl of Hopetown.160 It is not a matter of surprise,
therefore, that an Englishman should think it funny that Baltimore is
called the Monumental City, with but two monuments in it!
I can say little or nothing here—but that they are all worth seeing—of
the many public buildings in Edinburgh. The college is said to be the
largest building in Scotland. It is built in the form of a quadrangle, and
laid out in lecture rooms, apartments for some of the professors, a library and museum, the numerous students being lodged in the private
Dugald Stuart (1753-1828) — Scottish philosopher and mathematician
John Playfair (1748-1819) — Scottish scientist and mathematician
154 Bunker Hill — Location in Boston, Mass., of obelisk commemorating early battle
of the American Revolutionary War; it was finally completed in 1843
155 John Flaxman (1755-1826) — English sculptor and draughtsman; produced
many burial monuments.
156 Life-size statue of Robert Burns was commissioned in 1824.
157 1st Viscount Melville (1742-1811) — Henry Dundas; Scottish advocate and Tory
politician; helped establish Edinburgh's New Town
158 King George IV of the United Kingdom (1762-1830) — Reigned from 1820; held
in low esteem by the people
159 William Pitt the Younger (1759-1806) — British politician; youngest ever Prime
Minister at age 24; led Britain during the Napoleonic Wars; buried in Westminster Abbey
160 4th Earl of Hopetown (1765-1823) — John Hope; Scottish politician, army officer
during Napoleonic Wars
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houses of the town. The stranger feels the greater interest in visiting
this, on account of the many distinguished men who have officiated as
teachers here. It would be tedious also, if I were to go on and to give you
details of the palace and chapel of the far-famed Holyrood House—for
there is nothing very remarkable about it now, time having effected so
many resolutions that there is but little of the original left. The palace, as
it now stands, is a handsome quadrangular edifice, with a front flanked
by double towers; and but little of the abbey is left, except the mere ruin
of the chapel. The apartment in which the ill-fated Queen Mary resided,
and where her minion Rizzio161 fell a sacrifice to the revenge of her brutal husband, are shown, as usual, for a fee.
I have omitted to mention here the gallery that is also shown, filled with
the portraits of—I know not how many—Scottish kings. Then there are
hospitals and charitable institutions of many kinds, the which are the
noble monuments of living, active charity, that throw more glory too
over the character of a people wherever they are found, than all the
rocks they pile together for battle or for song. I love to see them—for
they distinguish the people that thus have hearts to feel for their fellow
men—and they make the traveler fancy that, if ill befalls him, he would
find friends and a home here as well as in his own land; and they teach
him too, by showing that sympathy is universal, to forget his prejudices,
and keep down the passions that make men enemies, because a river or
an ocean parts them. Oh, how many bright spots there are in the human
character, with all its strange compound of passion, pride, and self! A list
before me of the many charities of Edinburgh has awakened these reflections, witnessing as I have before, the numerous class which they relieve, and thus leading myself to exult in the fact that splendor here, in
palaces, and in pride, yet does not forget the miserable, in corners and in
rags. How horrid the costly column to Nelson would look, and the
Parthenon for Waterloo, if there were not an asylum or a house of refuge within the town!

★
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16. Law Courts
Edinburgh,
June 26, 1835.
I spent a portion of this day in visiting the Courts of Law, now held in
the old Scottish parliament house. On entering the hall, the great hall
where the parliament once sat, and glancing my eyes over its oak wainscoting, that gives it a most venerable look, and at another colossal
statue of Lord Melville (by Chantry162), I was astonished to find that,
amid all the promenading and loud talking of two or three hundred
men, two judges were sitting in the same room, at different benches in
little recesses on an oaken box, not having an area of twenty feet—there
transacting business as if nothing were happening, and there hearing
the speeches of advocates who plead alone to the ear of the judge, regardless of the confusion all around! I saw one judge, whom an advocate
addressed as "my Lud" (for Lord, you see whatever correct speakers all
these people are,) wonderfully done up in a singular paraphernalia, a
huge wig on his head, gowns and robes about him, kid gloves on his
hands, and then a painter or a draftsman at his side, sketching his face
as he sat upon the Bench—his Ludship, and all others unmindful of this
novel act! This led me to look the more narrowly at the judge and at the
scene, and I remarked that the judge was a man with a bright dark eye,
having the very mouth about which a physiognomist would rave, with
all his features and appearance, though, perfectly at rest, indicating
something out of the ordinary way; and, upon inquiry, I found this man
to be no other than the Lord High Advocate of Scotland, the Mr. Jeffrey163 of the Edinburgh Review. Now what a ridiculous figure such a
sensible man was making in such habiliments! How long will such men
as Jeffrey keep their heads in wigs, and hold courts in such gowns? Here,
these old exploded fashions, and not only here, but all over the kingdom,
are kept up—the why and wherefore it must puzzle anyone to tell, since
the mass of the people, even of the Old World, have learnt to respect a
man not the more for sweltering in a wig—and yet these ridiculous cus162
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toms, thus long handed down from father to son, are perhaps to be
handed down to the future, some hundred years to come. Now, in all
these things, England has many lessons to learn from us. An American
judge is not the less respected because he does not wear a wig. The
Speaker of our House of Representatives looks far more like a human
being without, than does the Speaker of the House of Commons with his
wig and gown. All these things did well enough perhaps in feudal days,
when the people were villeins and serfs; but now that they have their
eyes open here, and a political idea or two, (only the germ, however, of
what is growing so luxuriantly on our side of the water,) how absurd it
is to un-man a man, the moment he has an office, and to do the utmost
to make him a beast, save the putting on the tail. Oh, Mr. Jeffrey, you
know better than this, and pray set about reforming your brethren as
soon as you can. And here I cannot but remark again, that never did a
people more need some American lessons than do the English people
from us. Think, for example, of every member of the House of Commons
being obliged to put on a court dress at the Speaker's levee! Why, if Lord
Brougham would only hire a Yankee "schoolmaster" at ten dollars a
month, and send him "abroad", the English would be half a century
ahead by the end of the year. But how can it be expected that such unfortunate people can know better, coming as they have from such barbarian Norman and Saxon fathers! We certainly must send some political missionaries among them—and now, even out of the mere kindness
of heart for the land of my ancestors, I spend much of my leisure time in
their walks and parks, preaching "treason" to the people whom I meet
there, and asking them, "what is the use of such like things?"
After looking at the halls of the court, and the young gentlemen and old
gentlemen, all in wigs, and at the advocates' library, an immense collection of books, my next move was to see the castle, which stands on a
high basaltic rock, accessible for carriages only on the east side, which
entrance is defended by an outer barrier of palisades; and, within this
there is a ditch, with drawbridge and gate, defended by two batteries
that flank it. The erection of this castle, here on this rock, 300 feet high,
undoubtedly led in ancient times to the building of the city upon those
ranges of glaciers, as we may call them, for then people here once resorted to castles for protection, just as the first settlers of our country
resorted to blockhouses for safety from the Indian. I entered a private
gate, by means of a friend's intervention, and walking leisurely here and

there in the deep ravine, of which I have spoken in a former letter, now
adorned with trees and walks and flowers, (the land that was once a
marsh,) I soon found myself at the foot of the rock on which the castle
stands. Circular walks, belonging to this now beautiful pleasure ground,
have been made, so that the cliff can be easily ascended on foot, on this
side too. Soon, after many windings, I was at the entrance of the castle,
yet ascending higher, from fortification to fortification; and anon I was
in the topmost building, of stone of course, viewing what I went to see,
the Scottish regalia, now kept in the Crown Room, surrounded by an
iron railing, and illuminated by four lamps, now kept thus on purpose
for a show, with a showman to tell its tale, who rattles off in an unknown tongue, made up of all the scraps used at Babel.
A few minutes' look satisfied me here. All the interest attached to this
scepter with the sword of state, and the mace of silver with it, arises
from its history. One is pleased to see the diadem that Bruce is said to
have worn, and yet more pleased to see the old chest also shown, in
which the regalia was kept for 110 years, concealed from the eyes of the
Scots by English fear that the sight of if might awaken associations that
would endanger the peace of Scotland. Indeed, so late as 1817, it was
kept in this great chest, and then, when all alarm ceased to exist, the
chest was opened with great form, and since that time the Scots have
been permitted to see the symbols of their independence.
Intending to make but a short tarry in Edinburgh, and to occupy myself
only with sightseeing, I delivered no letters, and of course, saw little or
nothing of that society, the cultivation and refinement of which we hear
so much. I can very well fancy that there must be much intellect here,
and much learning, did I know nothing of Wilson, Chalmers164 and
Combe,165 (who, by the way, all happen to be out of town,) for Edinburgh not only has a University, but about 8,000 persons, it is said,
somehow or other connected with the administration of the law. Many
English families, too, resort here to educate their children, for one
fourth of the sum that it costs to make "a gentleman" in London, will
make one here! The number of literary men here is large for the population, and you well know that three of the principal British reviews are
164
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published here; Blackwood's, the Edinburgh and Tait's Magazine. All
these considerations would make it a delightful place to live in, were it
not for the climate, which is as fickle as the wind. While I have been
here, it has been bitterly cold, and the fogs from the ocean as thick as in
New Brunswick. I have seen here too, in the streets, more beautiful
women than I have seen in all England—for a beautiful woman in England, in London more especially, is a rara avis, a bird of paradise that
can't live, or won't live in the English clime. My fair countrywomen need
fear no rivals on this side of the water, and now I do not wonder at the
raptures with which Englishmen speak of them, unused as they are to
many such extraordinary occurrences in their own homes.

★

17. Trossachs
Loch Katrine,
June 28, 1835.
In Edinburgh, I fortified myself from all assaults of the rain by a complete armor, not of steel, but of Macintosh's India Rubber cloth,166 and
before I was well out of the city on the evening of the 26th, I had reason
to rejoice over my precaution; for, as soon as we were on the Firth of
Forth, bound to Alloa in a steamboat, the rain came pouring down,
drenching all who were exposed to it in any way. It was bitterly cold too,
and I could not help pitying, though they did not seem to need it, the
Highland troops in their highland dress (leaving their legs almost all
bare,) who quitted the steamboat in the storm, just as we entered it. At
11 P. M., then not dark in the long twilight here, we were at Alloa, having
gone up the Firth of Forth about twenty or thirty miles.
As we had sent our luggage on to Glasgow and were now free men again,
we crossed the Firth at Alloa, and started on foot for Stirling, to go over
Bannockburn, the famous battleground—and so crooked is the Firth between Alloa and Stirling, that the distance is but six miles by land and
twenty by water! By six o'clock, A. M. we were over the Firth and in the
famous vale of Stirlingshire, over every spot of which, probably, armies
have trodden, and in which the fate of Scotland has often been decided.
After about five miles' walk we reached Bannockburn, where Bruce over
500 years ago made such woeful havoc with the English army, and won
and established his crown upon his head. I saw nothing very remarkable
about the field now—nothing of the pits he dug and covered with turf to
swallow up the English cavalry—nothing to remind one that thirty or
forty thousand men had here been killed. The grass grows, but not luxuriously. All is as if it had never been thus frightfully disturbed. The hum
of industry is heard hereabout. The Scottish lassie treads heavily over
the ground, seldom thinking of the "glory bed" of her fathers. The village
of Bannockburn, the traveler will hurry out of as soon as he can. St.
Ninians, nearby, is also a dirty place. The fancy, now all disappointed in
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such a reality, seeks something more to keep its spirit up—and it has
something in the tower of Stirling Castle—the huge rock starting, as it
were, from the vale, and commanding a view for miles and miles.
Anon, we were upon the summit of the rock on which the castle stands,
within the purlieus of the palace of the Scottish kings. The Highland
troops were walking over the rocks, to and fro—and in the ditch of the
castle, the officers were playing ball. For miles and miles, we had a
prospect of the plains, and then of the Highlands, yet quite distant from
us—and such a prospect too, as it is seldom the good fortune of the
traveler to have, so clear was it and so calm. We took out the Lady of the
Lake, and began to read the descriptions of the scenery, and Scott was
just as true to fact here as I have credited him with being before, in the
Lay of the last Minstrel. The King's Park, where deer were formerly kept
and hunted, was pointed out, and so was the mound of earth—the
round table where the court is said to have held their fêtes champêtres.167 The place for the tilts and tournaments is also shown; and not
very far from it is a craggy mount, called the Ladies' Hill, where they observed and applauded the combatants. On the other side of the castle is
another hill or mound, where the great criminals of state were executed,
and much has been the noble blood shed there. All now is calm, and so
very calm too, that it seems like solitude. The places for amusement are
gone to ruin, and the grass is growing on the fatal mound where the
headsman once struck his death ax upon the necks of a Douglas,168 a
Stewart169 and a Graham.170 The palace is made a barrack for Highland
soldiers. The Parliament Hall is but a store house. War has ceased its sad
havoc all around. Peace has come with all its blessings—and the beautiful vale has rejoiced and flourished in it, making this one of the most
captivating spots of the kind, taken all in all, that the traveler will be
likely to find upon the globe.
After some further views from the parapets of the castle, where one can
never be weary, so thickly crowd upon his memory the things of other
fêtes champêtres — (Free Translation) outdoor entertainments
William Douglas, 8th Earl — Murdered in Stirling Castle by King James II and his
courtiers in 1452.
169 Murdoch Stewart, Duke of Albany, and his sons Walter and Alexander, were executed in 1425.
170 Sir Robert Graham — Beheaded in 1437 for his part in the assassination of James
I of Scotland.
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days and other men—of Wallace,171 of Bruce, of the Scottish kings, the
rebel army, and the great defense—and contrasting the quiet flow of the
river now, and the soothing beauty of the far-spread district of Menteith,
with what was after the bygone scene, I bade adieu to the castle of Stirling, and winding around its terrible cliff, was soon upon the road to the
Highlands—with the Lady of the Lake for a guide—slowly ascending on
the shores of the river Teith, and ever and anon looking back upon the
high towers that loomed proudly upward toward the heavens. I fell into
a troop of Highland wagoners, and held a long talk with them upon various matters—and I found them highly intelligent too for men in their
vocation. I remarked that one of them spoke English with great correctness, without the accent of the Lowland Scotch; and my surprise was increased the more, when he told me he hardly knew an English word till
he was fourteen years of age. Then, he said, he studied it at school from
books—and thus I accounted for the correctness with which he spoke;
for the difference between him and the mass of the British, is, that he
was taught by letters, and they were taught by sounds—he was taught to
read, and they were taught to talk and gabble—and the same difference
from the same cause is manifest between the mass of the Americans and
the mass of the English; for we study our English by letters, and they get
theirs from others who talk the dialects I have spoken of before—and
the consequence is (pardon me, gentlemen Englishmen) that we, as a
people, speak your own tongue much better than you do yourselves.
The Highland schools, my Scotchman told me, were very good for so
poor a people. A father there would sacrifice almost anything to educate
his children. The price of instruction, he said, was little more than a dollar per quarter, varying, however, by the branches taught—and a dollar
is no small sum in Scotland—it being a much more important matter
here than in England or America. I love to tell such Scotchmen as these
that I am an American, for it opens their hearts at once, all of them having a great idea of the freedom and prosperity existing in the United
States; though I can easily see that it is somewhat difficult to make them
believe we are altogether out of the savage state, for even one of these
expressed his surprise that an American gentleman and lady, whom he
carried to the Highlands some days before, was so much of a gentleman—so like other folks! However, we shall soon get their ideas of the
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Trollopes and the Hamiltons out of their heads, for our countrymen are
crowding here in swarms—and in a few years, I believe there will be as
many Americans drawn to the Highlands by Walter Scott, as there are
English—for in the hotel where I stopped at Edinburgh, there were
twenty-two (in the same house,)—and we numbered thirty, whom we
knew to be in the town, all touring too. I thought, before I came to
Europe, it would be a curiosity to meet an American, and the very meeting would be an introduction—but now I should as soon think of speaking to one without an introduction in New York streets. It is impossible
to go, I verily believe, upon any part of this globe, any nook or corner,
where an American is not, or has not been some two or three days before. My next tour shall be to the Arctic regions, so as to see something
new.
My Scotchman so led me away in one of these rambling fits of mine, that
I forgot myself till I was near Doune Castle, three miles from Stirling,
where "old McGregor of Glengyle," known also as Walter Scott's Ghlun
Dhu,172 planted his swivels173 as a rebel chief, in the rebellion of 1745.
There still remains, of the castle, one huge square building, the walls of
which seem about forty feet high, and ten feet thick, together with a
tower which rises above the rest, to the height of at least eighty feet. At
the village of Doune, nearby, we (our party now making three Americans, one having joined us at Edinburgh) took a post chaise for variety's
sake, and in a short time were at the village of Callander, eight miles
from Doune; and at the entrance of the Highlands too, having passed
some seats of the McGregors, the Murrays and Buchanans—all lairds in
their day, I have not a doubt. About here is the main part of the scenery
of the Lady of the Lake—and about here Scott was wont to pass many of
his summers in his youthful days, amid a country that is romantic in the
full sense of the word, riding or walking to Loch Katrine and the Trossachs, ten or twelve miles off, with the lofty hills of Ben Ledi and Ben
Venue about him, and the river of Doune, and the towers of Stirling beyond. The scenery itself is enough to inspire a man—and then, the associations! for, on Ben Ledi, which signifies the hill of God, 3,000 feet above
the ocean's level, the Druid once kindled his fires in honor of the sun—
and even here, at the foot of the Grampians, the Roman standard had
been planted (then far from Rome, and what an idea does it give of the
172
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Roman power penetrating such fastnesses as these!) so that the heart
must be indeed cold that could feel no inspiration from such a scene.
Above him on the mountain, was another people speaking another language, the wild race of Gaels, and below and beyond, the Lowland
Scotch, among whom he was born. Never man lived in fitter land for
romance or for song.
After a brief look at Callander and the scenery there, remarking the
Highland dress of the children—the leg without a garment but that of
the kilt, that partly overhangs it—and remarking the use of the Gaelic
tongue too for the first time, we bade adieu to carriage and to post, and
started for the heart of the Highlands. Never was there a pleasanter
walk, for the road is good, even amid the mountains, and we beguiled
the way by chatting with a Highlander whenever we met one whom we
could understand, or by reading the vivid descriptions of the Lady of the
Lake as we passed Collantogle Ford, where the terrible Roderick Dhu
was overcome by the brave Fitz-James.174 The lofty Ben Ledi was on our
right, (and here it may not be useless to say that Ben merely means a hill
or a mountain of the higher class, and the family is indeed numerous
here)—and the little lakes of Vennachar and Achray on our left. The
feeling of the traveler, as he leaves the Lowland and reaches these hills
of the Highlands is, that he has quit a world of one formation and of one
people, and is now among others. Another language is spoken. The fertile vales are gone. No fields of cultivation cheer the eye. The dwellings
are far apart, poor and mean. Nature has changed her robe of beauty for
a rough and rugged garb, but with now and then, as a lake is seen,
beauty will peer out, and the more beautiful it is by the very contrast of
the scene. I do not wonder that here superstition made its last lodges—
knowing that till within a few years this country was quite inaccessible,
no roads having been made, and it is not surprising at all that in such
regions, the kelpie175 and the second sight should be believed in by
many, even to this day. On we wandered. The gathering place of Clan Alpine was on our left—there, where the shrill whistle of Roderick Dhu
brought forth bonnets and spears and bended bows, from the bracken
bush, and copse and heath, and where the rush and the willow bristled
into ax and brand, so that Fitz-James exclaimed in that well-known
phrase:
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"Come on, come all, this rock shall fly
From its firm base, as soon as I"

The Bridge of Turk was soon in sight, and the village of Duncraggan,
which, as Scott writes,
"keeps the moss-grown rocks half seen,
Half hidden, in the copse so green,"

and the lone vale of Glenfinlas, or Ossianic desert, as it has been called,
was on our right. The scene magnified as we went on. Wilder and wilder
it was. The bare forehead of Ben A'an, and huge Ben Venue hove in sight.
The Trossachs came next—the bristled mountains as it means, and we
approached our inn near there, at the very hour that Scott describes—
when
The western waves of ebbing day
Roll'd o'er the glen their level way;
Each purple peak, each flinty spire
Was bath'd in floods of living fire.
But not a setting beam could glow
Within the dark ravine below,
Where twin'd the path in shadow hid
Round many a rocky pyramid,
Shooting abruptly from the dell,
Its thunder-splintered pinnacle.

* * * * *

The rocky summits split and rent,
Formed turret, dome, or battlement;
Or seemed fantastically set
With cupola or minaret,
Wild crests as pagod ever decked,
Or mosque of eastern architect:
Nor were these earth born castles bare,
Nor lacked they many a banner fair;
For from the shivered brow displayed,
Far o'er the unfathomed glade,
All twinkling with the dew drop sheen,
The brier rose fell in streamers green,
And creeping shrubs of thousand dyes
Waved in the west-wind's summer sighs.

★

18. Loch Katrine
Loch Fyne,
June 28, 1835.
At Loch Katrine, from whence we started this morning, there is an excellent inn for so lone a place, put up there on purpose to accommodate
travelers whom curiosity attracts to see the scenery, so accurately described by Scott, and which his Lady of the Lake has made so well known
to the millions who speak the English language. The truth is, Scott has
been, perhaps, the greatest benefactor Scotland has had these many
days; for, to this wilderness of rocks, and to these lone lakes, his magic
pen draws thousands and thousands of tourists every year, who spend
thousands and thousands of dollars all over the regions he has made so
popular. Never was the power of the pen made more manifest—for the
sword might have shed blood for years before it could have thus consecrated such a scene. I passed by, almost unheedingly, the slaughterground of Bannockburn; but while the Trossachs stand, or ''the thundersplintered pinnacle" of Ben A'an, or Loch Katrine with its "burnished
sheet of living gold," the tourist will study its scenery with delight, and
associate all with the name of Scott; and the older time is, the more will
antiquity have hallowed the scene. Already, with the people about there,
the poem has become history—and our Gaelic boatmen who rowed us
across Loch Katrine pointed out the various localities with such an air,
as to leave no doubt on our minds that they believed all of it, as much as
they believe in the existence of the rocks and islands with which he has
connected his fiction. The town was crowded with men and women
who, like ourselves, had come with the Lady of the Lake in their hands,
to see in person the scenery, the description of which had so much
charmed them in their closets. Here I must again exclaim, how glorious
this idea is, of a poet himself erecting such monuments as these to his
own memory, which will stand centuries after the walls of Westminster
Abbey and St. Paul's have crumbled into dust; monuments whose base is
broader than the pyramids—whose pillars reach to Heaven, and dwell
in clouds, whose inscriptions are the widespread works of the poet himself; not for one lone aisle, or one city, but for all the nations—all

climes—all eternity! Such mausoleums as these Scott has in the Highlands—and the inscription every traveler brings here with him, as it is
written in his works.
We left our inn at Loch Katrine in the morning, and when we were amid
the Trossachs, I felt as if I were in America, for here, here, for the first
time, I saw American scenery. My heart beat as it did, when I hung over
the frightful chasm of the Kanawha or Gauley river in western Virginia,
or as when I have trodden some of the wild solitudes of Maine, or the
provinces. Here was something such as it was "cracked up" to be. Well
done! one might exclaim. A capital performance this! For what a lot o'
cliffs sprinkled about—tumbled together—hither and thither—with a
wilderness of bushes creeping about, an oak or so, anchored fast! you
don't catch me describing what Walter Scott has touched. My poor companions were quite frantic, boiling over with Roderick Dhus and Ladies
of the Lake. Poor fellows, I thought of a mad house for them. Their very
enthusiasm set me on another strain—and I was at last in the temper of
the London Cockney, who, when his guide told him to admire, exclaimed
"Devilish clever! very well got up indeed! as neat an article as l ever saw!
beats Vauxhall quite to sticks!"176 The truth is, when an American sees
the true sublime in scenery here, he is not at all to blame for running
mad—if he don't bite177 . For so much is almost everything of the kind
exaggerated here, that one at last never expects to see anything, even
grand. Of this exaggeration the English accuse us, and therefore laugh at
us too—not so much that we exaggerate say they, in scenery, but that
we exaggerate in writing—in talking too—in eloquence—in—of, whatsoever we have to speak or do—in short, to use their own language, as
when they mock us, that we are "great chaps for brag"—"real critters"—
"Steamboats"—"wild Horses"—"sea-sarpints," with "a touch of the alligator, and snapping turtle."
I have just been talking with an Englishman who says, we are "the most
extraordinary" (that phrase is an Englishman's Ultima Thule178 in words)
people for e-s-ts, he ever saw. Every word in an American book, he says,
ends in e-s-t. He loves their freshness, he adds, and the sal aeratus179 in
Text quoted in "The Picture of Scotland", Robert Chambers, 2nd. Ed., 1828, 2:342
The analogy is to a mad dog.
178 Ultima Thule — Place beyond the known world; hence, "the last thing" in words
179 Salaeratus — Potassium bicarbonate, used in baking to raise dough
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them; but he is sure that the Americans would not print half so many
books, if they did not end them in e-s-t. There is some truth in this, I am
inclined to think myself, but a man in an argument must stand up for his
country, right or wrong; and as I could not make so good a fight in defense as in attack, I opened a battery upon him.
"You have no right" (I fell upon him) "to use the e-s-t—you whose whole
range of thought is only from Land's End180 to John O' Groat's House181. A
big country has a right to big words. You call the Thames a river! Why, by
one of our inland cities (New Orleans) the distance of the navigable
steamboat communication is about eighteen times the distance of New
York from Liverpool!" (He opened his eyes.) "We have 10,000 Trossachs
in America. See the fuss you make over one. Why, I begin to think nowadays, that you have no original ideas here. We give you the raw material,
as we do our cotton, and you work them up: well, too, I grant—but you
only work them up; put on the fringes and flounces. Clever too! you never
get beyond that adjective. Here is a man, for example, whose intellect
moves the world, whose voice makes you start, whose word is thunder;
and to embody your idea of such a man, you call him clever! Burke, with
you is only clever! Byron,182 too, is clever! You can never get your enthusiasm up beyond that everlasting word clever. What milk-and-water English! Give me my own superlatives, and keep your clever!" There is nothing
like turning one's own battery upon an enemy—but the Lord help my
impudence! I think he must have taken me for "a real critter."
There is but a step between the sublime and ridiculous, as I have indeed
shown in the course of this letter—not that there is anything sublime in
the letter, (I would not so have you think,) but in the odd trains of
thought in which associations have dragged me.
We hired a boat and two boatmen, that spoke English "considerable
well," but Gaelic much better, to take us to the upper part of the Loch Katrine. We embarked at the little creek which the loch forms, as Scott
writes:
Land's End — Extreme southwestern point of the British mainland
Footnote in original: "The English use this phrase, as we say from the St. Croix to
the Sabine, or from Maine to Georgia. John O'Groat's House was an octagonal
building (now in ruins) on the most northern part of the island, in Caithness."
182 Lord Byron (1788-1824) — George Gordon Byron; British poet; travelled extensively in Europe; lived in Venice
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" ————Still and deep,
Affording scarce such breadth of brim,
As served the wild ducks' brood to swim."

and anon we were opposite the Goblin's Cave, a vast hollow in the
mountain, where, the Urisks183 or Lowland Brownie were famed to
dwell—once the resort of lawless banditti, now more famous as being
the place where the Douglas184 concealed his daughter when he removed her from Roderick Dhu's island. "That's the place," said the boatman, with all the air of history, and he quoted the poetry, too, then
screaming out "Rob Roy!" and then ''Roderick Dhu!" and one loud, long,
distinct sound answered each, as if the man of the mountain himself
screamed "Roderick Dhu!", so admirably did Echo act its part. In but a
few minutes from this, we were landed on "Ellen's Isle," precisely the island which is described in the poem as the residence of the outlawed
Douglas and his family. I know not when I have been more delighted
than when I found on that island the very cottage, so it seemed, which
Scott has described—for thus the imagination has a resting place, and
the mind credits the whole story. Aye, a cottage, or rustic grotto,
thatched all over, as near as can be to that in the poem, has been erected
by Lord Willoughby d'Eresby,185 and in this there have been put ancient
armor, skins of wild animals, and elk horns, a dirk, (said to be that of
Rob Roy186 ), a Lochaber ax, &c. The taste in the management of this rustic bower has been admirable, and it demands all one's reason to forget
the fiction, and not to believe that this cottage, with such rude windows
and such rude ornaments, was the very place for Roderick Dhu. It is one
of the most delightful illusions I ever felt.
After this view of Ellen's Isle, and the lake from thence, we embarked
again, and once more we were upon the lake. Not a puff of wind was
stirring—and every mountain, hill and hillock, with all their shades of
color, was reflected from the bosom of the quiet lake. We passed thus
Urisk — In Scottish mythology, a solitary elf or hairy spirit, who lives in remote
pools and rivers, friendly towards humans, but often shunned for his ugliness.
184 Douglas — Character in Scott's poem The Lady of the Lake
185 Lord and Lady Willoughby de Eresby — Proprietors of the island in Loch Katrine;
erected the "rustic bower", which burned down in 1837.
186 Rob Roy MacGregor (1671-1734) — Born at Glengyle, Loch Katrine; Scottish outlaw and folk hero; immortalized by Walter Scott's novel Rob Roy, 1817
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around—admiring so calm a scene, and sounding for an echo here and
there, to which now and then we would have a response, for full eight
miles—when we left the boat and the loch and started for Loch Lomond
on foot. The road was wild, and passable only for men or horses. Soon
we were in sight of an old fort—Inversnaid, built by Oliver Cromwell,
where Gen. Wolfe,187 who fell at Quebec, was once stationed. There, at
the foot of an old burying ground of the garrison, in the most quiet recess of the glen, we met all at once a congregation, some in the Highland
dress, but more in the Lowland garments, all reclining on the grass, addressed by a Gaelic preacher, in Gaelic, too, who was on a little mound,
overshadowed by some blankets, that had been thrown over some rude
frame. His voice mingled with the rush of the little waterfalls about him,
and the sound of the cuckoo—and his cathedral was the long-drawn
glen, and the vaulted sky. The congregation was quite large for so lone a
place. I never saw a more solemn scene—and I crept around the circle of
the graves with earnest interest, to listen to a discourse of which I could
not understand a word. Here was a primitive view of the church, and
here was a congregation all instructed in the ways of the world!
After a few miles' walk, we stood upon the shores of Loch Lomond, a
loch about 20 miles long. Hereabout is the cave of Rob Roy. I did not go
to see it. We hired another boatman here, who took us down the loch to
a place called Tarbet, and here too there is more of the grand in scenery,
to which the English resort in crowds. The lofty Ben Lomond was on our
front; and far down was the view of the lake. Here is a magnificent public house—magnificent for such a place. But on we hurried. There had
been no Scott to sing at length Loch Lomond's praise, and to put an Ellen
there. The English say it is the finest of the lakes, and, in point of picturesque beauty, the finest in the world! Credat Judaeus, non ego.188 Anon,
we were at Arrochar. But a walk of a mile and a half, over a superb road,
as good as any of our streets, and by some beautiful summer residences—and we had reached Loch Long, an arm of the sea, thus exchanging our freshwater loch, and so soon too, for one that was salt!
Above Arrochar, we hired a boat again, and after a three miles' sail,
were at the entrance of Glen Croe; we made no halt, but entered on foot
this lovely vale. For nine miles, we saw but a single house, and that was
James Wolfe (1727-1759) — British Army general; garrisoned at Inversnaid in
1746; successfully captured Quebec from the French, dying from his wounds
188 Credat Judaeus, non ego — (Free Translation) Only the credulous believe it, not I
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a shepherd's hut in a deep valley. Yet the road was excellent, and on the
sides of, and over, mountains too! This glen is narrow and fearfully
lonely. Rude fragments of rocks jut on either side. Mountain streams
tumble over rocky beds. The head of the vale we reached, by a painful
ascent, and there, far up where the streams divide, is a stone seat with
an inscription of—"Rest and be thankful,"—and never did I enjoy a rest
more, or feel more thankful; for, wonderful to say of Scotland, the sun
had been blazing hot, and we felt all the oppression of a summer's day.
Glen Croe, remember reader, is not Glencoe where runs "the wild stream
of Cora," whose fame is sung by Ossian,189 and where he is said to have
been born—but next to that, it is declared to be the wildest vale in Scotland. I have seen wilder places, but never one more lonely, for not a tree
was growing all around, either in the valley, or on Ben Arthur's sides,
and thus the solitude is not only felt but seen. The foaming mountain
stream is all the companion the lone traveler has. We reached this place,
Cairndow Inn, 10 miles from Loch Long, after the sun had set, but long
before it was dark, rejoicing that the labor of the day was over, and welcoming the bed as our best friend.

★
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Ossian — Fictional author of a cycle of Gaelic epic poems, purportedly collected
in the Scottish Highlands, and published in English translation by James
Macpherson from 1760 onward

19. Loch Awe
Tobermory, Island of Mull,
June 30, 1835.
I am getting up far north, you see—for this island of Mull is one of the
Hebrides or western islands; and if the Glasgow steamer, which promises to visit Iceland and to return in twelve days, were to come along, I
am sure I should go with her, for it don't matter to me at all where I go,
as everything is interesting. My companions now do the studying of the
geography, and plan the routes, and all I have to do is to go along with
them. The darkness hardly shadows the earth here. I should like to see
how it would seem in Iceland.
Go back with me, and I will trace my route. To Loch Fyne, another inlet
of the ocean, we bade adieu at early morning, and by breakfast time, we
were at Inverary, seven miles off, over a road exceedingly circuitous, for
after four miles walk, on account of a curve in the loch, we were nearer
to the town than when we had walked a mile further. Now we were in
the region of the Campbells, as thick as Smiths with you. Call any man
Campbell here, and you will be very likely to hit his name. Sir Archibald
Campbell,190 and Sir Colin Campbell,191 the Governors of New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia, came, I believe, from this region. We passed the castle,
or the palace rather, of the Duke of Argyll192 (a Campbell)—and when I
tell you that the duke of the family here spent a million and a half of dollars in building, planting, improving, making roads, &c. about the castle,
you will have some idea of what an outlay is often made upon a nobleman's estate. The very domain is upwards of thirty miles in circumference. The lands were conferred upon one of the ancestors of the family
for military services. The scenery about this castle is often spoken of
with raptures, but I did not have the good fortune to meet with any of it
Archibald Campbell (1769-1843) — British army officer; served in First AngloBurmese War; Colonial Administrator of New Brunswick, Canada, 1831-1837
191 Colin Campbell (1776-1847) — British army officer; served in India and the Peninsular Wars; Lt-Governor of Nova Scotia (1833); Governor of Ceylon, 1839-1847
192 6th Duke of Argyll (1768-1839) — George William Campbell; Member of Parliament and House of Lords; died at Inverary Castle
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that was so very rapturous. However, I did not have even an opportunity to see what is to be seen—for the mansion was closed to strangers,
as the wife193 of the Duke of Argyll, who had lately died, was to be
brought here, to be laid out in state. The great attraction about Inverary,
judging from the conversation, is the herring fishery. From 15,000 to
20,000 barrels of herrings are annually taken there.
Here, for variety's sake, we contracted with a post-carriage to take us to
Loch Awe, some eight or ten miles off. This post-chaise traveling, to be
found all over England and Scotland, is one of the greatest conveniences
in the world. On every post road, and on many other roads, these vehicles are to be found. They cost you an English shilling (25 cents, as near
as may be, for convenient reckoning) a mile, and six cents more a mile,
are to be given to the post-boy who drives you—for in British reckoning, a post-boy and all other waiters are not included in the regular bill.
"You can give them what you please," you are told, but if you don't give
the post-boy his three pence a mile, and the waiters eighteen pence
wherever you stop at night, and the coachman a shilling for about every
thirty or forty miles, and the guard full half that sum, with a sixpence for
the porter too, then such a hubbub will be raised, that, to escape from it,
you would be quite willing to empty all your pockets upon them. But, as
they charge no more a mile in these post vehicles to carry four passengers than to carry one, the smoothness of the roads making the transportation of four nearly as easy as that of one, a party sharing the expense travels about as economically as if they were in a coach, paying
singly. English families, therefore, almost always travel thus. If they
have carriages, they take a carriage with them, and thus, in their own
carriage, if they choose, they can be rolled at the rate of a hundred miles
a day, almost from one end of the island to the other, horses being always ready, but little delay occurring—one post-boy driving eight or ten
miles, and then another coming with fresh horses. Almost all the public
houses undertake posting as well as entertainment—and thus a party
that seek to be alone can be gratified, and can stop anywhere, or go
anywhere they choose. This is a luxury in traveling, which we cannot
reach for many years. Mark our traveling during this day, and see the
variety we had, without waiting a moment for anybody.
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Duchess of Argyll — Lady Caroline Elizabeth Villiers (1774-1835) died on 16
June 1835, two weeks prior to Brooks' visit.

Arrived at Loch Awe, we took a boat to go up the loch, and the river
Awe, about five miles. This Loch Awe is said to be one of the most magnificent of the freshwater lakes. It is indeed very lone—and the mountains, piled high about its sides, give it a wild, as well as a melancholy
look. The towering Ben Cruachan, another of the family of the mighty
Bens, was on our front. Far down the loch, were visible the remains of a
convent and a castle, and here too, is some of Ossian's scenery. Great
events have been enacted here in other days, by barbarian kings—and
here, too, poetry has strung its harp. Now all is solitude and peace, undisturbed but by a few builders who are working stone at the base of the
hills, preparing to erect some gentleman a country seat, that he and his
family may enjoy, in this solitude, the beautiful view.194
We sailed up the river Awe as far as we could get. About here was a
salmon fishery, the privilege of catching fish in which was let for $3,500.
We then tried our feet once more—and walking down the chattering
banks of the river Awe, and by much romantic scenery, we soon met another loch: Loch Etive, a wild arm of the sea, stretching among the
mountains. This sudden change from freshwater lochs to saltwater
lochs, in Scotland, is very delightful, for the tide works busily with one,
and here and there a vessel is to be seen, while the freshwater lochs
looks as if they had never been disturbed, even by the ripple of the oar.
About here, fable and fact are curiously mingled in old traditions. The
fabulous Beregonium195 is not far off. Ossian figured in many of these
scenes. The fall of Connell is said to be "The roaring Lutha." After such a
walk of five miles, we came to Taynuilt Inn in a wild place, and there we
met the coach, on which we rode twelve miles to Oban.
At Taynuilt Inn, even there amid the lone hills, is a monument to Lord
Nelson, said to be the first erected to his memory. The number of these
monuments, now all over Britain, I verily believe no man can tell, for
they are seen in every nook and corner, rude or grand, humble or proud,
according to the wealth of the neighborhood in which they are. The British seem to idolize his name. Even now, they feel as if they could not do
Footnote in original: "A country seat on Moosehead Lake [Maine] would not be
more lonely, nor so lonely, by and by, when a steamboat is put upon it, and quite
as prettily situated, in all probability."
195 Beregonium — Capital of the Western Picts
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enough for him, even after they have buried him under the center of the
mighty dome of St. Paul's, and put his image of wax, the clothes he wore,
and all his orders in Westminster Abbey, by the side of their kings and
queens. The Duke of Wellington has not half the hold on the British
mind, and this only because he did not die at Waterloo, as Nelson died at
Trafalgar. The British, however, are never backward in commemorating
any of their victories. Not only are Nelson and Trafalgar blazoned everywhere, but almost every other thing you meet is named "Waterloo,"—
as Waterloo coaches, Waterloo taverns, Waterloo streets, Waterloo
bridges, &c. &c. If I were a Frenchman, I could never travel in this country—for, instead of seeing beautiful prospects, an eyesore would meet
me at every step. The truth is, Bonaparte196 frightened the English so
fearfully, when he threatened them with an invasion, and their joy was
so great, at an unexpected victory over this great soldier, that they were,
and have been ever since, frantic over its celebration.
From Taynuilt Inn, we followed down the shores of Loch Etive, through
a wild and mountainous country, but over an excellent macadamized
road, even here, which, though not turnpikes with tollgates, the inhabitants themselves keep up by a tax on every male inhabitant. At Connell
Ferry, the loch contracts, and at ebb tide, there is a marine cataract like
that at St. John, New Brunswick, which the inhabitants think is wonderful, but which is not half so wonderful as the one in the river St. John.
Here we left the shores of the loch, and, about two miles beyond is Dunstaffnage Castle, supposed to be the "Dunlora" of Ossian, which was in
fact the residence of the Scottish kings, and where was kept the famous
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Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-1821) — French military and political leader; led
successful campaigns through several European countries; defeated in 1815 at
Waterloo, and exiled to St. Helena. Napoleon was a major figure of the period,
whom Brooks mentions repeatedly. While he approves of the advances made in
culture, government and transport infrastructure, he decries the massive loss of
life that was caused. Towards the end of his tour, Brooks makes an ambivalent
assessment of Napoleon's accomplishments (Letters 51, 96 and 101).

stone on which they were crowned, until Kenneth II197 removed it to
Scone.198
The castle is on a bold promontory, jutting into the loch, thus built the
better for defense in those times when no man's house was safe. Now all
that remains of this old castle is the outer walls; and thus, has fallen the
home of the Bruce and the Lords of the Isles. We reached Oban not late
in the afternoon; and after a little preparation at the "Caledonian Hotel"—an excellent inn, if the landlord and waiters would not lie, so as to
keep a traveler as long as possible—we started on a walk to look at
Dunollie Castle, which stands upon the summit of a great basaltic rock,
precipitous on three sides—thus built, too, and just upon the verge of
the sea, for the purpose of defense. Recording our names and our far-off
homes in a book kept at the lodge, we began to wander around the
walks, running by cliffs and under trees, with a broad view of the sea, so
as to make it a delightful residence. The castle is in ruins. A fierce eagle
is kept to scream—I don't know why—in the recess of one of its walls,
and it is the eagle whom Wordsworth apostrophizes in one of his poems. A modern house is built here now, in which the proprietor lives,
the descendant of the McDougal, I suppose, who was engaged in the rebel wars of the last century.
Oban is a large village, with a fine bay, and much trade. Here all the
steamboats stop, that go to the western islands, and up the great Caledonian ship canal across the country to Inverness, thus making it a point
between the business of the west and east of Scotland. Three or four or
five steamboats touch here every day. But, notwithstanding all this, it is
one of the most difficult places in the world to get out of, after you get
in; for a traveler is such a nice goose to pick, and the season for picking
him is so short, that the hotelkeepers and opposition steamboat managers will lie up a shower or a storm on the ocean, or lie all the steam out
of a steamboat's boiler, without making up even a wry face. They lied us
out of our senses, and would have kept us more than 24 hours, if our
One legend identifies the king responsible for transferring the traditional coronation stone from Dunstaffnage to Scone in 843 as Kenneth MacAlpin, 36th King of
Dalriada (Kenneth I: 810-858)
198 Footnote in original: "Robert Bruce held a Parliament here in 1307, where nothing but Gaelic was spoken. The rebel Earl of Argyll landed here in 1685." [Brooks'
information about Bruce is partially incorrect. His source appears to have been
"The Picture of Scotland" by Robert Chalmers, pub. 1827]
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tongues and our legs had not done their duty in popping questions at
everybody, and trotting everywhere. We "pottered" (isn't that the
word?) with some drunken Gaelic boatman about taking us to Staffa to
see Fingal's199 cave—but they were so abominably drunk, that I at last
concluded, even Oban was preferable to their companionship upon the
sea. We called in a barber, who, in attempting to shave us, came near
cutting our throats. We then took his scythes, and see-sawed over our
own faces, groaning inwardly at every jump the razor made. I happened
to break the crystal of my watch. My barber told me he was a watchmaker too; and I rolled up my eyes, thinking I had met a Yankee countryman of mine; and then I was fool enough to let him put a crystal in,
and alas! my poor watch has not ticked since—and the Lord knows
when it will. I have not a doubt that, if I had had a hole in my shoes, he
would have been a shoemaker also—and probably a tanner besides.
We left Oban in the evening of the 30th, in the steamboat "Highlander"—an old crazy, rickety concern, that has had the numb palsy a
thousand times, but now perchance just puffed a little to get a guinea or
so. Soon we approached the lands and the castles that Scott has sung of
in the Lord of the Isles. The fertile island of Lismore—the only fertile island here—and all from which the proprietor gets an immense revenue
for so small a place—was on our right. The ancient castle of Ardtornish
soon appeared,
"Ardtornish on her foaming steed,
'Twixt cloud and ocean hung;
Hewn in the rock, a passage there
Sought the dark fortress by a stair,
So strait, so high, so steep
With peasant's staff, one valiant hand
Might well the dizzy pass have manned
'Gainst hundreds armed with spear and brand,
And plunged them in the deep."

At Aros, where we touched on the coast of Mull, there are ruins of another castle which the Lord of the Isles sometime dwelt in, and which
the clan McDonald for a long time kept. Along, on our right now, was the
coast of Morven, so celebrated in the songs of Ossian, and on our left the
199

Fingal — Name may be derived from the Irish mythological hunter-warrior Finn
Mac Cuill

hills and heathy vales of Mull. Moldering fabrics, once the homes of ancient chieftains, are all along these shores; and the traveler must be dull
of imagination, whose thoughts will not rise higher and higher, as he
views the havoc time has wrought, in this, so emphatically, the land of
song. Tobermory was at last in sight, as "midnight" approached; and
soon we were wandering in its streets, and clambering the huge hill that
overhangs the town. The twilight was not overlong, when we laid down
in the little cabin of the steamer upon the benches scattered there, and
snatched a sweet, though disturbed, sleep.

★

20. Staffa and Iona
Oban,
July 2, 1835.
There is no dodging this hateful place. You can't get around it—and it
haunts me yet. Here I am, and here I am not likely to be long, if I can get
out of it. June 30th, at 3 o'clock in the morning, we left Tobermory, from
whence I wrote you last, in our steamboat "Highlander," to make a visit
to the celebrated islands of Staffa and Iona, both of the Hebrides, or
Western Isles. We went up the sound of Mull, and around the island, and
by 7 or 8 o'clock, we were within sight of Iona, which we passed in order to make our first landing at Staffa. Our object in visiting Staffa was to
see the celebrated Cave of Fingal, or Fingal's Cave, which, as a geological
curiosity, is one of the greatest, if not the greatest, in the world. It is the
British Niagara, not that it is a cataract, for as such it would be a failure—but it is a natural curiosity, exciting as much wonder, if not terror,
as the far-famed cataract of our own land.
As we approached the coast of the island which, by the way, is small, not
over two miles in circumference, I could with a glass easily distinguish
some of the peculiarities of its formation. With some difficulty, we made
a landing, for there was not a little sea there, not from the steamboat directly, but from that, into a large boat, which some of the neighboring
islanders, who understand the art of dodging the surf, keep for the purpose of taking visitors ashore, many of whom resort here from all parts
of the world. The moment we landed, before ascending even the first
elevation, we found ourselves treading upon the tops, or capitals, of
huge basaltic pillars, that seemed composedly piled together, not as if by
Nature, nor by the hand of man, but by some convulsion of the elements.
As we clambered further up, we found these columns, or pillars, covered
with earth, on which the grass was growing—but wherever the sea
could reach them, and lay them bare, the same pillars were to be seen
strewn about in a regular confusion, if I may adopt such a phrase. Now
the pillars slanted much, now a little, now they were almost horizontal,
anon they were perpendicular, which, as they were worn away, formed
staircases, as it were, that you could ascend and descend with ease.

But all these wonders were nothing, when compared with the last object
we visited on the southeastern promontory—Fingal's Cave. No description can give the faintest idea of it. The very best I ever read, left but a
sorry impression, when compared with the great reality. It seems as if
some fearful powers had been shaping rocky columns, in very sport, to
show what they could do in imitation of man, and, when they had done
laughing at their play, had hurled them all together to form some misshapen place of worship, arched over, and propped up with threatening
pillars. The sea that comes roaring in might have been their chant. Imagine, if you can, some rocky island of precipitous sides, thus hollowed out
for three hundred feet, with arches and pillars, cathedral-like, all of columns of basalt rock, some sixty feet in height, and where the sea comes
booming in at every rush of the tide. I crept along over the tops of the
basalt columns, as far as it was safe to go, and when l stopped, and tried
the voice, the sound was that of many screams, as the voice was broken
by the unequal surface. The sea-gods might have had a temple here. If
the Romans had known this place, they would have made it the throne
of Neptune, and installed his trident here. Laborious and difficult
enough, indeed it is, to reach this place, and often rough and stormy is
the way—but when once the traveler is here, he never will regret that
he has come—for a picture will be on his mind to last his life.
Tradition has connected this stupendous cave with the name of Fingal—
but there is no reason to believe it associated with his memory. Strange
to say, this great curiosity was almost unknown till the middle of the last
century, when Sir Joseph Banks200 was induced to visit it by a native of
Ireland, whose descriptions made it known to the world, and thus
stimulated enquiries. It is of the same formation as the Giant's Causeway,201 in the same longitude, and not many miles off, and the same violent effort of Nature that produced the one probably also produced the
other. The average diameter of the basaltic columns is about two feet,
but they often extend to four. The number of their sides vary from three
to nine, but the pentagon and hexagon are the prevalent forms. Fingal's
Cave, however, is not all that is to be seen here, though the most reJoseph Banks (1743-1820) — British; 1st Baronet; naturalist and botanist; President of the Royal Society
201 Giant's Causeway — Natural structure of basalt columns located on the coast of
County Antrim, Northern Ireland
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markable of all the curiosities. There are besides the Cormorants' Cave,
the Boat Cave, and the Clamshell Cove, all wonders, if the stupendous
wonder of Fingal's Cave did not overwhelm them all.
At last, not wearied nor satiated, we left this solitary island—solitary I
say, for if not companionless among the other islands, yet not a soul
ventures to live upon it, so terrific are the winters and the storms—and
embarked again on board our "Highlander." Iona was the next object of
curiosity—Iona or Icolmkill,202 as it is often called—which Dr. Johnson
visited in his famous Highland tour, and which he has described as the
"illustrious island which was once the luminary of the Caledonian regions,
whence savage clans and roving barbarians derived the benefits of knowledge and the blessings of religion."203 Oh, what a reverse of the picture
now, and what a contrast with what it was once! This little island, that
was indeed, in its better days, a luminary, is now a most deplorable object to behold. I do not know whether even the moral training the mind
must have, in visiting such a scene, repays the traveler for the miseries
he suffers. Think of this, the chosen burial place of no less than sixty
kings, the place where a Roman pope thought of seeking the last decades of Livy,204 now inhabited by a people in the most abject condition,
without the spirit or the pride of the savage, and yet with all his poverty,
whose palaces now would be but pig-sties in our happy land; and such a
people, living too, where the asylum of learning was during the Dark
Ages, where it was a glory to live, and a pride to die, now trampling
recklessly over the broken coffins of Scottish, Irish and Norwegian
kings—with their miserable hovels wretchedly contrasting with the ruins of the proud cathedral their fathers reared! Think of the havoc Time
works—of the changes he effects! What Rome was once to Italy, this little island was to the people here—and what many a proud city is.
As we landed from our boat, flocks of children, who spoke not a word of
English and who understood no other words than a penny or pence, met
us on the quay, or wharf, with shells or pebbles, for which they expected
a little reward—as a tribute, it may be, from the stranger who should
visit their renowned isle. They followed us in masses, every step we
took, from the moment we landed to the moment we left.
Icolmkill — Name from the Gaelic, referring to the cell of Saint Columba
Samuel Johnson. 1773. Journey to the Western Isles of Scotland
204 Livy (c.60 B.C.-c.17 A.D.) — Titus Livius, prominent Roman historian
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The first object that attracted our attention, after passing the miserable
huts of dust and stone that stood in a range along the coast, was the Relig Oran, or the tombs of the Kings. This is the holy ground alluded to by
Shakespeare in the tragedy of Macbeth,205 as assigned for the sepulture
of Duncan's206 body. It was a chosen place, because a Gaelic prophecy
that foretold the destruction of Hibernia and Scotia, exempted Iona from
the general deluge! Thus, Norwegian Kings and a King of France sought
this famous cemetery as a last place of rest. The Lords of the Isles too
are buried here. But the appearance of this once renowned graveyard is
now enough revolting. The tombstones, the dilapidated coffins, the
sculptured images upon them, are now thrown confusedly in the way of
every passer-by. Mitred bishop and crowned king are huddled together.
The earth has sunken down in some places and engulfed the memorials
with it. All the tombstones are defaced. Hardly the letters of an inscription can be deciphered. I never saw a more melancholy wreck of proud
mortality. If the flood of the Gaelic prophet did not come, other men—
another race—has come, who know not, and who care not for the dead,
and who have wrought a mischief, the flood could not have done more
ruthlessly. I left this desolation. The crowd of children tumbled over the
gravestones after us. A garrulous guide, who blubbered out broken English, flourished his cane and gabbled on after us. If I could have been
alone, I would have been sadly happy—but to have one's sacred
thoughts thus profaned, it is insufferable.
We entered amid the ruins of the cathedral—once the Pantheon of this
region. Its yet-standing walls were crumbling all about. The rubbish was
strewn roughly here and there. On broken images, the owl might sit and
brood undisturbed. The rock never need fear. Here is the recumbent
figure of an abbot who died three centuries ago. There, within the choir,
carved on the pillar, is the ludicrous figure of an angel with a pair of
scales, weighing souls, and the devil keeping down that, in which the
weight lies, with his paw. Over our heads is a tower, whose arches are
ornamented with bas-reliefs; under our feet a broken-headed abbot
again, upon whose tombstone some part of the ruins have fallen. Thus,
in ludicrous confusion, has Time left this grand work, even as he has left
King Macbeth of Scotland (c.1005-1057) — Reigned 1040-1057; commemorated
in Shakespeare's play Macbeth
206 King Duncan I of Scotland (c.1001-1040) — Reigned 1034-1040; died in action
against the forces of Macbeth.
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a thousand others, and as he will leave what is now. A nunnery was
here, as well as a cathedral. Its chapel is yet partially standing. The
monastery was formerly the repository of the most ancient Scottish records, and its library is said to have contained some valuable treatises of
literature. Truly did Dr. Johnson call it the then luminary of these regions—but how deep is the darkness over that luminary now!
This island is the property of the Duke of Argyll. It is about three miles
long and one broad, and there are upon it about 450 or 500 inhabitants.
The part near the coast, where we landed, exhibited a most unpromising
appearance; but I presume that there must be some good land upon it,
as the Duke of Argyll contrives, or his agents do for him, to wring a
rental of 1,200 dollars per annum out of the people, some way or other.
Thanks be to somebody—I don't know to whom they are due—a school
is now kept there, and a church has been lately erected, which will do
some good to the poor and ignorant inhabitants. The schoolmaster gets
a trifle, and but a trifle for his pay, but as he acts as a guide sometimes,
and he is a very good one too, strangers commonly add something to his
annual pay.
Soon we were off again on board of our "Highlander," and slowly creeping back the very same way we came toward Tobermory, and through
the sound of Mull. I killed time as well as I could, half-sick from the agitation of the water, and half-frozen by the cold. Toward night, we were
at Tobermory again. I did not tell you before, that this now the principal
place in Mull, was the very place where a man-of-war ship of the famous
Spanish Invincible Armada,207 put in, after the dispersion of the fleet,
and that here she was blown up by one of Queen Elizabeth's208 agents,
thus producing a terrible slaughter.209 Here there is a post office and a
custom house now, and it is quite a modern fishing and trading village.
We did not stop here long, and then only to take the sheriff and some
other of the principal men of the place on board. This high dignitary of
The attempted Spanish invasion of England in 1588, led by the Armada (Spanish
Navy), was thwarted by English and Dutch warships. Many Spanish ships were
subsequently dispersed or wrecked by storms.
208 Queen Elizabeth I of England (1558-1603) — Daughter of Henry VIII and Anne
Boleyn; ruled 1558-1603; rival of her relative, Mary Queen of Scots; unmarried
and childless
209 Destruction of Spanish warship — Despite centuries of investigation, details of
these events remain unclear.
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the island of Mull found out that I was an American, and we therefore
had some very pleasant conversation on board. He was a very civilized
and well-behaved man; I say this because he seemed surprised to find
Americans, so civilized as we flattered ourselves we were, in this far distant part of his world. Indeed, if either of us was to be a savage, I think
his locality would give him the better claim, for though there are no Indians about him, yet there are people not far off, in a much sadder condition of life. While we were chatting, the boiler of our steamboat began
to hiss and sizzle, (if there is such a word, and I have no dictionary to
look and see,) when all at once I saw our sheriff in the greatest consternation, running about, and crying "let down the boat,"—"make a signal,"—"run her ashore," when, lo, I found that he had actually believed
we were to be blown up in the most approved Mississippi fashion. I
knew that if the boiler intended to blow us up, it would never have given
us such a long warning, and as for the boiler itself of such a boat, I did
not believe it had the power to do us much mischief. I therefore told
him, pretending to sit down with great unconcern, "that this was nothing, only a specimen of what we had in our country every other day." I
never shall forget the look of horror he shot at me. He shied off, and got
ashore as quick as possible. Half of the British people believe, I am inclined to think, that the blowing up of a steamboat with us is only a feu
de joie.210
Here we were in a pretty condition. Oban, where we were bound, to take
another boat, was yet some twenty or thirty miles off. The boiler, an old
rusty concern, had given away gradually, and was now in no condition
to be mended. After a long debate, and much grave consideration,
though it was near midnight now, we resolved to walk down the whole
length of Mull from Aros to the ferry, and there take a boat over to Oban.
On we started, when it was nearly one o'clock, but it was not dark long,
for at two o'clock daylight appeared again, and the streamers of the
morning soon overspread the east. On we went, over hill and over valley; two Englishmen joined our party, and our number was therefore
five. Mull had seldom seen such a number on her out-of-the-way heaths
before. No fields, or but very few for cattle whatever, were to be seen.
Indeed, these people have to import the bread they eat, for which, however, they have the cattle raised on these heaths to pay. But poverty was
visible on every side. There was no wood—no coal. Nothing but peat is
210

feu de joie —(Translation) firework

burnt in their huts; and the odor of this, where there is no chimney, is
almost unendurable. Even at night, the doors were broadly open. A dog,
perhaps, kept watch, and that was often all the guard. The road, and
what is remarkable in all Great Britain, even in the poorest districts, was
very good. I never shall forget the horrid "yaw" of a Highlander, over
whom, while sleeping in his cart that his horse was slowly dragging
along, we uttered one united scream, that made him leap from his sleep
into an attitude of terror to find such strangers here, at such an hour,
amid these solitudes. Thus, our time passed pleasantly on. Our Englishmen, as is usual, assaulted us on the subject of the Indians and slavery,
and we played off these Highlanders here, whom the Duke of Argyll was
compelling to live in a condition as miserable as any population on the
earth. By seven o'clock, our twenty miles over, and we were seated
down, half-awake, and half-asleep, to a comfortable breakfast, which we
relished much the more for taking so much "exercise" in the early morning.
This place is called Auchnacraig, and here we took a boat for Oban, distance only nine miles; but the wind was ahead, and the sea was so high,
that it was past one o'clock when we reached here. I would have given
much to be out of the villainous thing, for the sea so knocked about and
so drenched us, that even my suit of Indian rubber armor was hardly a
protection. I was sicker than I was at one time in crossing the Atlantic.
England ought to have a patent right for these little short "nasty seas,"
as her people call them. At last, Oban was reached. Our Gaelic boatman,
for here were Gaels again, as are a majority of the Oban people too,
speaking but a murderous English (at home, only in their native tongue)
begging some "grog" of us; but we were too sickly, and had become too
sick, to be generous in that way. I mention the fact, because it is a common occurrence all about here. Drunkenness makes fearful havoc here,
whenever poverty can get the wherewithal to buy.

★

21. Glasgow
Glasgow,
July 4, 1835.
July 2nd, toward evening, we left Oban in the "Rob Roy" steamer for the
Crinan Canal, and, overcome by sleep, little of which I had for the two
nights past, I laid down upon a sofa and went to sleep; and though I
passed through a distance of forty miles, the first idea I had was that of a
hunch the clerk of the boat gave me in order to get his fare—and this
was about the time we were preparing to land. The "Rob Roy" was an
excellent steamer—for a British boat, mind you—and we had not been
long in going the forty miles. Usually, the boats go through the Crinan
Canal, which is about nine miles long, intended to connect the navigation of the Clyde with that of the western Highlands, and thus saving a
distance of 120 miles through the somewhat dangerous navigation
around the Mull of Kintyre, but, as the Crinan Canal was now under repair, we were obliged to ride over to Loch Gilp (nine miles) in a cart, and
there we arrived between twelve and one o’clock at night. I was too
sleepy to see anything, if there had been light to see, but “a nodding,”
“we’re all a-nodding,”211 was the principal part of my occupation. We
made a lodgment at Loch Gilp on board of another steamer—and she
was far under way on the morning of the 3rd before I was awake,
though my bed was as hard as the floor, or rather was the floor, my pillow a mat covered with my handkerchief, and my covering—nothing at
all. Nevertheless, the sleep was delicious. “Blessed be the man,” as Sancho Panza said, “that invented sleep.”212
The place whence the steamer started is called Lochgilphead—not so
much euphony in that! and the name of our steamer was the "Dunoon
Castle"—a so-so boat. We sailed down the Loch Fyne, and I aroused up
at a place called Tarbet, that was full of fishing vessels, and full of people
too. On we went further down Loch Fyne, but anon we turned to the
north to go around the island of Bute, and soon we were in the Kyles of
Bute, as they are called, a narrow strait north of the island. Then we
211
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We're all a-nodding — Traditional school song
Miguel de Cervantes. 1605. Don Quixote (adapted)

turned south again, passing along the coast of Bute, and the more fashionable watering place of Rothesay, where are to be seen the remains of
an ancient royal castle, all covered with ivy, except its walls. Rothesay
gave the title of dukes to the eldest sons of the Scottish kings, which is
continued to the heir apparent of the British throne. About here now,
the Marquis of Bute213 has a splendid mansion, surrounded by one of the
finest woods of which the country can boast. Soon we were in the Firth
of Clyde, turning northward again. Dunoon was passed. Greenock was
soon in sight—a busy bustling place, that has so much trade with America, with a custom house of Grecian architecture, (all I saw of the city)
beautiful, and of beautiful materials too. Steamboats are thick here.
They were whizzing past us in all directions. But our steamer made but
a short tarry, only to let out old, and to take in new, passengers. Port
Glasgow was not far off—a port subservient to the use of the Glasgow
people some miles above, and made much use of before the river Clyde
was made as navigable as it is now. Beyond here, behind the town, are
some noble hills, but now miserably obscured in coal smoke. Opposite is
the coast of Dumbarton214 and Argyllshire, abounding in gentlemen's
seats. The celebrated Dumbarton Castle—a rock shooting up to the
height of 560215 feet out of the alluvial plain, where a river joins the sea,
measuring a mile in circumference, terminating in two sharp points, one
higher than the other, and sprinkled over with houses and batteries.
This rock is of basaltic nature, and has probably been projected out of
the earth by some strange convulsion. It is supposed to be the Balclutha
of Ossian, and the Dun Britton of the Caledonians; and Dun meaning castle—hence the Dunbarton of the present day. The castle makes a figure
in all Scottish history. In former times, it was deemed impregnable, and
as it commanded the Clyde, and the Highlands in part, its possession
was deemed of the utmost importance. But, in 756, Egbert, king of
Northumberland, reduced it by famine.216 In 1571, a captain Crawford,217 with a body of soldiers in the service of the Regent Lennox,218

2nd Marquis of Bute (1793-1848) — John Crichton-Stuart; wealthy aristocrat,
landowner and industrialist
214 The spellings Dumbarton and Dunbarton have been used interchangeably.
215 Dumbarton Rock — An eroded volcanic plug; the ctual height is 240 feet.
216 Capture of Dumbarton Castle — A joint force of Picts and Northumbrians held
the rock for only a few days.
217 Captains(?) Thomas Crawford and John Cunningham led the successful attack.
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scaled the rock and ramparts under cloud of night, and at daybreak,
took the place from Queen Mary's friends. Here, Sir John Menteith,219
who is represented as the betrayer of Wallace into the hands of the English, took that famous hero. The highest pinnacle of the rock is now
called Wallace’s tower, probably from its having been the place where
he was confined. Even now, this fortress is garrisoned and the sentinel
is seen on his round, for at the union of England and Scotland, it was one
of the four fortresses stipulated by the treaty, to be kept up in the country; Stirling is another.
Nearby, and emptying into the sea here, is the river Leven, whose vale
Smollett220 has made so famous in his beautiful ode to the Leven Water.
Humphrey Clinker too has a locality here, and here Smollett was born,
and here is a monument to his memory, with an inscription by Dr. Johnson. But the Leven is no longer what it was in Smollett’s day, that rural
stream filled with bowers of birch and groves of pine
“And lasses chanting o’er the pail,
And shepherds piping in the dale,"221

for, as its waters are so limpid and so pure, its banks are covered with
bleaching and print fields.222
At Dumbarton, the Clyde begins to change from an estuary to a river. We
passed Dunglass Castle, where was the fort which terminated the Roman wall in this direction. Think of these Romans sending their legions
and building their walls here! The current of the Clyde was now
hemmed in by a stone wall on either side, so as to deepen the water, and
make it navigable in low tide. Vessels of all sizes, shapes, and character,
now thickened upon us. Now came a steamer, with its train of thick
black smoke. English steamers have no fireworks, such as our boats
[4th] Earl of Lennox (Regent Lennox) (1516-1571) — Matthew Stewart; leader of
the Catholic nobility in Scotland; from 1570, regent for his grandson, James VI
219 Sir John de Menteith (c.1275-c.1329) — Scottish nobleman during the Wars of
Scottish Independence; in 1305 captured William Wallace, whom he delivered to
the English; later supported Bruce and received large grants of land.
220 Tobias Smollett (1721-1771) — Scottish poet and author; qualified surgeon;
translator of French and Spanish literature
221 Hector Macneill. The Pastoral or Lyric Muse of Scotland (adapted) (1808)
222 Bleach(ing) field — Green space where newly manufactured cloth was spread
out to whiten in the sunlight.
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make. Anon, we were passing some larger ship that some other steamer
had in tow. A river that would hardly be called a river with us, so small,
so narrow, so confined, that steamers pass almost side by side when the
tide is out, is here made to bear on its tide all the commerce of a great
city of more than 200,000 inhabitants. We passed some beautiful seats
too. Anon, whole tiers of steamers were in sight, and, from the number, I
might have fancied I was on the New Orleans levee, but the boats had
masts, or were much smaller than the Mississippi boats in size.
By two o'clock—and we started at 6 from Lochgilphead—we had found
our luggage waiting for us, in a most delightful hotel in Glasgow, and
there, after a change of apparel, so that we hardly knew each other, the
landlord, I am sure, having mistaken me when I came down in another
garb, so that I had to tell him that I was I, but in another dress—we began a stroll over the city, and its suburbs, and to deliver a letter or two,
so as to see what was to be seen as rapidly as possible. As the cathedral
was one of the most interesting sights of the city, we started to see that
first. Of this cathedral, it is remarkable as the only church of ancient
Scotland that is saved from ruin, or fanatic zeal. In 1579, the furious reformers did attempt to pull this down, but the craftsmen of the city, with
a feeling that will honor them with all posterity, threatened death to the
person who should dare to remove the first stone. The magistrates, to
preserve the peace of the city, were under the necessity of engaging to
preserve the cathedral, but a compromise was agreed upon, on condition that the saints and images should be knocked down, so that as one
of the old historians says, "the idolatrous statues of saints being taken out
of their neuks, and broken in pieces, and flung into the burn, the auld kirk
stood as crouse as a cat when the flaes are kamed off her, and a' body was
alike pleased."223
Almost all the towns of any antiquity owe their origin to the situation of
a castle, a religious building or a seaport. This town undoubtedly owed
its origin to the cathedral, around which the first streets of the town
clustered. The cathedral now—it was never fully finished—transept and
all, is a stupendous dusky fabric of Gothic architecture, with a gloomy,
rather than an elegant, aspect. Perhaps the most interesting part of the
whole cathedral is the vaulted cemetery, underneath the eastern division of the cathedral, where the declivity of the ground makes allow223

Episode quoted by Walter Scott in Rob Roy

ance, as it were, for an inferior story. Here there is a half-subterraneous
range of sepulchral vaults, in which divine service was regularly performed till the beginning of the present century. In Rob Roy, a vigorous
sketch is given of its appearance, and the impression which it made
upon Francis Osbaldistone. It is, in truth, of itself, a profound and gloomy
cemetery, and the glimmering light only adds more horror to the scene.
An extensive burial ground surrounds the cathedral, almost completely
floored over with tombstones, which here lie flat upon the graves. On a
high bank, opposite the cathedral, is a monument, with a colossal statue
of John Knox, who, says the inscription, was the chief instrument, under
God, of the Reformation of Scotland.
We next looked at the colleges. It was too late in the day to get into
them. The Hunterian Museum, that the celebrated anatomist, Hunter224,
bequeathed to this institution, we also lost sight of, for its keeper's wife
was just on the point of death, and it could not therefore be seen. A large
piece of ground is, behind the college, formed into a park or green, interspersed with trees and hedges, and always kept in grass, as the students' walk; but, over it and about, the thick coal smoke—from I know
not how many manufactories—is so annoying, that it is the very last
place one would visit for the pleasure of a walk.225 But I cannot describe
all these things, nor is it worth the while. The charities are numerous.
The manufactories are many and rich. There is a botanic garden, of
nearly six and a half Scotch acres. The walls of the town hall are decorated with trophies and full-length portraits of the British sovereigns,
commencing with James VI of Scotland. I read at the Tontine coffeeroom—which, with a liberality elsewhere almost unknown in Britain, is
freely open to all strangers—New York papers, items, scraps, ship news,
old advertisements and all, fumbling over the paper, over and over
again, just to try its feeling, and welcoming the sight, as of old friends
whom I had not seen for many a day. There is a monument in this city to
Lord Nelson, of course, for, as I said before, any city of any pretensions

John Hunter (1728-1793) — Scottish surgeon; his anatomical collection is preserved in the Royal College of Surgeons, London; a further large, diverse collection, including works of art, is held at Glasgow University.
225 By 1835, Britain's industrial revolution had advanced to the point that air pollution was a major urban health problem, which Brooks encountered both in Glasgow (Letter 23) and London (Letter 29).
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must have a monument to him. Sir John Moore,226 who was born here,
also has a monument to his memory. And King William III227 is on a pedestal in front of the Exchange Rooms. But I have forgotten the Royal Exchange—an edifice intended to afford the merchants, in the West End, a
public newsroom and place of meeting for business. This is said to be
the finest building for this purpose in the world, and probably this is no
exaggeration. The wonder is, "how could so much money be raised as is
necessary to put up such a building?" The answer, that it was raised, lets
one into the idea of the wealth and liberality of the merchants here.
I was delighted with the little I saw of the people of Glasgow. Pity such
good people should live in such a cloud of sooty smoke. Indeed, it is the
only republican city on this island of Great Britain. The people are
Whigs, and very Whiggish too. They discuss political matters with all the
American good sense. Commerce and wealth do not seem to have upset
their equality. There is not here that continual fret and roar, that there is
elsewhere in this country, between the upper and the lower classes of
society. They love the Americans too, and admire our institutions. The
little fact of their open reading rooms speaks volumes in their favor. I
went into a bookseller's here, and he discussed our affairs with great intelligence, for a Briton, mind ye. He showed me a file of American autographs that he had collected—but how would many of our great men be
humbled in their pride if I were to write out the questions he put about
them—his entire ignorance of who they are—though he, among all the
intelligent men I have seen here, is about the best informed in American
matters. How remarkable is this difference between us and the British.
We know all about them, all their history, all their politics, all their distinguished men; and they know little or nothing of us. I argue, that this
ignorance is not so much in their praise. They will wake up, by and by,
from their Rip Van Winkle228 sleep, and learn that the world is yet going
on. This bookseller showed me some American books that he has reSir John Moore (1761-1809) — Born in Glasgow; British army officer; Lieutenant-General, killed at the battle of Corunna in the Peninsular War; commemorated by a monument in St. Paul's Cathedral
227 King William III of England [and II of Scotland] (William of Orange) (1650-1702)
— Dutch prince; Protestant; invaded England in 1688 by popular invitation and
deposed King James II of England; reigned jointly with his wife Mary.
228 Rip Van Winkle — Character in short story of the same name written by Washington Irving; sleeps for over twenty years, and wakens to a changed world.
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published—but "I was obliged," said he, "to mingle English extracts with
them to make them sell." Fiddle de dee.

★

22. Independence Day
Glasgow,
July 4, 1835.
This is our National Anniversary, on which is the celebration of that
great day that gave existence to a nation, undoubtedly the freest, and
the happiest on the globe; and, if God, in his providence, continues to
protect us, destined to be the greatest too. No true-hearted American, I
am sure, wherever he be, can forget the day, with all its proud associations; and if he be in a foreign land, and thus enabled to draw a contrast,
the more will his love of home be aroused, and the more will he feel the
responsibilities and duties that attach to him as an American, to whom,
as one individual at least, has been entrusted such a bequest from his
fathers.
The more I see of the Old World, the more I am convinced that a man
must be educated a republican, aye, must be born a republican in a republican land, or at least go through the training of years, before he can
have the feelings an American ought to have, before he can shake off
these trammels and these prejudices that the Old World fixes upon him.
I do not believe, I repeat, that our institutions would as yet fit the people
here. They are not used to the enjoyment of such blessings as these impart. They have never tasted their sweets. Their habits of servility and
love of rank are too firmly fixed. They came into the world with them,
and they will not leave them till they die. Their children might be made
republicans of, but I doubt whether they could be. They have liberty—
they are not slaves; they prize the blessings of freedom as much as we
do—they seem to be restrained in nothing but the laws; but there is a
servility, a struggle for rank, and such a forgetfulness of man's own dignity that give them full power, and they would become intoxicated with
it and run mad in licentious revelry. Am I understood? The British people, I meant to say, are as free as we are, to all outward appearances—
but such is the slavish adulation of power, such their long submission to
it, such their hold on antiquity, strengthened by customs, by associations too, of old cathedrals, ruins, common fields of glory, the fame of an
old nobility; such their state of society, trappings, pomp, parade, show;

such the habit of tradesmen, workmen, farmers of being more than
civil—servile too—that God only knows what would happen if all such
things were broken up at once.
I'll give you a single instance of a British free-man. We entered a miserable hut after dark, near the Crinan Canal, out of which the peat smoke
was streaming, with a stench strong enough to knock a man down. Upon
enquiry, I learnt the man was a tenant of some "noble lord," and that he
was a voter too. "And for whom do you vote?" "Oh—for my master."
Think of the confession, and yet, go where you will, the tenantry never
blush to tell you they vote for their masters! Hence, the Tories of England, having the larger part of the landed property, have "the country" in
their favor, while the Whigs have the cities and towns. Hence the reason,
too, why the Corporation Reform Bill229 is unpopular with the first, and
popular with the last, for it will give them more members in Parliament,
and, therefore, give them more power.
From all these considerations, a moral is to be drawn. My object is truth,
and if I can, to do a little good—and I therefore cannot help it, if what I
say may sometimes be painful to our pride. The truth then is, "the good
society" of England, taken as a whole, is better than ours—not that we
have not got circles of such society (congregations, here and there) but,
as a whole, we have no such "good society" as the English have. The
educated men here are better educated than ours. Their knowledge is
wider. Their topics of conversation more abundant. There is in this society too, a greater sentiment of honor than there is in much of ours. The
esprit de corps230 is stronger. When principle with them cannot be depended upon, honor can, for the court of Man, who adjudicates on this,
they often fear more than the court of heaven that tries the other. Their
society is close. Ours is open. Mere wealth will never take a man into
theirs. It will, into ours. "Gentle blood," and fame or acquisitions, are
passports there—so with us, but not so strong. Here, the division of the
castes is broad, and is seen and felt. Among us, the division exists, but is
never seen, and seldom felt. The man who is born in a certain sphere
here, expects to stay here. With us, he is for getting out of it as soon as
possible. Wealth will give him a passport higher. Wealth won't help him
Corporation Reform Bill — This led to the Municipal Corporations Act, or Municipal Reform Act of 1835.
230 esprit de corps — team spirit; common loyalty shared by members of a group
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here. The man who is up high here, seldom looks upon those below. He
stands on their heads, to leap yet higher, and is for keeping as few as
possible from coming after him. Hence, the real good society is very
close, made up of the men who really stand highest in the country—and
of the most acquirements—and there is therefore a refinement in it, peculiarly belonging to such men, that influences their actions, all their
conduct and conversation, and makes it as a circle, the most charming in
the world. Hence too, the British struggle for fame and knowledge with
an impulse different from ours. I venture to say, that if they will confess
the truth, it is not so much glory itself they seek, for the sake of glory, as
for the purpose of getting into a better society, mounting one step
higher over the heads of the circle in which they are.
The society-principle here is the great impelling lever of British ambition. Lord Nelson was willing to die if he could repose in the society of
the kings and nobles of Westminster Abbey. This leads to many curious
exhibitions of character. Our landlord here in Glasgow is perpetually
telling us, an American—"that the most respectable people of the town
call on him." I ask him about persons to whom I have letters, hereabout.
One of them, he recommends me to deliver immediately—for he is a
cousin to some lord—Rattletrap or other! I searched for a lodging in
London, and every other house I went, had been inhabited, so they said,
by Sir somebody or Lord somebody, commonly "Members of Parliament," as if this would keep the bugs out. I often laugh in men's faces at
this ludicrous love of rank. I went in London to the review of some
troops by the king and queen. A man, very poorly-dressed, pushed
through the crowd, and getting a glimpse, said with a long-drawn breath
"now I am satisfied;" and then he wildly flourished his hat in the air.
This love of doing something, so as to attract attention of men in higher
rank, shows itself in a thousand ridiculous ways. Notoriety is sought for
with fierce avidity. The very poorest classes have the contagion. In London, you will hear the strangest and most indescribable noises made by
the street criers, who are only doing, in their line, what Col. Evans231 is
doing in his, in raising British troops to fight in Spain—seeking attention. The singers, there too, contrive to sing songs in all manner of ways.
The advertising men, carrying printed banners, put on in the most fantastic habits. Our tallest negroes get good wages at this business. All
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over London, you will also see, this man is bootmaker to his Majesty—
that man is tailor to the Royal Family—this man is cutler to the King,
that woman is milliner for the Queen, and so on, through all the trades.
One Signor Bertolotto, who understands the taste of the English, hawks
handbills about there, stating that his extraordinary exhibition of "the
Industrious Fleas" is patronized by her Royal Highness the Princess
Augusta,232 their Majesties the King and Queen of the French—and of
the Belgians, &c. &c.233 Thus does this appetite for rank have a taste at
everything, high and low!
Now, in saying that there is a choicer society in Great Britain than there
is in America, I do not mean to say that the principle upon which it is
founded is to be desired by us; and in speaking of this choice society, I
do not mean to speak of the fashionable society of London, for example,
which, though better I think from what I hear, (though I know nothing of
it, than the mere fashionable society with us,) is nevertheless not the
choice society that is so charming, and to which all classes here give
their acknowledgements. I believe it is a fact, quite demonstrable, that in
monarchial and hereditary governments, the few are better off than in
the republican, while the many are in much worse condition. I need not
say that, that government which best administers to the greatest happiness of the greatest number is the most desirable for mankind; and this
is precisely the difference between us and England. Property is so concentrated here, and so transferred from father to son, that all the intellectual tastes can be better gratified than they ever can be with us. For
years the few must be better off, but never, under such a form, can the
many have the happiness that is enjoyed with us. Again, when a man is
living here, he keeps his eye upwards, and fixing his aim high—whether
he be the scholar or the politician—he seeks to fit himself for the society
in which he is to move, and he avoids doing anything that shall degrade
him.
Now, my countrymen, I am sorry to say, many of them, in this matter,
play two parts. There is, in the United States, as great a love for an educated and a polished society as in any country on earth; and I was going
Princess Augusta Sophia of the United Kingdom (1768-1840) — Sixth child of
King George III and Queen Charlotte
233 The Italian Louis Bertolotto's flea circus was exhibited as early as 1832 in Regent
Street, London.
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to say more, for it sometimes displays itself, on this side of the water, in
a title-hunting spirit that, at times, makes me ashamed that some men
are my countrymen—particularly, when I hear our institutions impeached by men who are bound to be their defenders, and who, without
them, would have been but the mere worms that much of the European
population is. I was about to say that, in the affair of society, many of our
countrymen have two faces, one for this good society that they love as
much as any person can, and the other for the multitude with whom
they think it popular to decry it—there, before them, associating it with
aristocracy and with all other hard names, as if it were a disgrace for a
man to wear clean clothes, or to know as much, or more, than the great
body of the people have time to know.
Now, when the people of the United States cease to love to be lied
to234—and it is really melancholy that so many do love a man who will
ever flatter or cajole them, more than him who tells them ugly truths—
then they will throw overboard these two-faced people, and the sensible
portion of the good society will aid them in the clearance. The people
will learn too, when this time arrives, and, I trust, some day or other, it
will, when the young men of America learn that office is not worth having at best, and never worth having unless it is won with honor; and that
there are other fields in which an honorable ambition can be gratified
than that of the lowest politicians; rising as our literature rapidly is, and
increasing as our book-reading population is, so immensely in the great
West—the people will learn, I say, some day or other, that to be an educated man is no dishonor, that to speak English well is no disgrace, and
that acquisitions and severe labor, or a great intellect, or a remarkable
taste, or the service of one's country, may constitute a society into which
it would be an honor to be admitted, and in which it is no disgrace to be.
Then they will learn that the man who decries such acquisitions is no
friend of theirs, but one who, in administering to their bad passions,
seeks to unman them, and make them his machines for some servile
purpose. They will also learn that most important fact, that aristocracy
is not always in manners, nor dress, nor situation in life, but in the heart,
and that he who has the softest words for the people on his tongue, may
be as black there as midnight darkness.
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The view one has, even here, in this the happiest of all the European
world, of the sufferings to which men have reduced themselves by not
thinking for themselves, and of the difficulty of ever escaping from this
factitious state of society, makes one feel more anxious than ever for the
destiny of the millions who are so soon to people America. The feeling,
the heart is sound yet in America, with the great mass of the people of
all parties. Will it continue so? Will it not be misled—flattered away,
acted upon and sported with? Talk not of corruption out of the United
States. There is no more here that deserves the name than there is there.
There is tyranny, wrong, and outrage here, added to corruption, but
there is as much corruption now with us, in proportion to our population, as with any people, of all kinds, moral and political. Will not this
corruption be too much for the yet sound hearts of the people? Will not
the inundation of the educated-to-be-servile, the rank-and-powerhunting mass of the Old World, now poured upon us, be too much for
us? I press these facts upon the people.
I see one salvation (but there are some others) and that is the education
of the whole people—the whole education, not the half—of the whole
people, not in the free schools alone, which are often now but the mockeries of schools—but a free education in the high schools, the academies, and, what is as important, in the colleges, to such of the people as
choose to resort there, paying their board and clothes bill alone. To support a government of equality, there must be something like an equality
of knowledge; and as we cannot retrograde, we must go onward. I think
I see that the greatest mischiefs, under which we now suffer, arise from
the inequality of education, and it is a shame that a people who will tolerate no inequality should not make more efforts to do away with this
most crying inequality of acquisition; for, do they not know that knowledge is power, and that the man who has two ideas, has more power
than the man who has but one? True, we cannot change the intellect God
has given us, but we can cultivate it, set it in motion, and thereby approach an equality of acquisition.
If Property will not do this duty of society, of educating the whole people, it must be made to do it. King Numbers must insist upon his rights.
Property has an undoubted right to what it can legally and honestly
amass, but if Property asks defense from enemies and support of the
law from King Numbers, King Numbers has a right to claim Education

from Property—not an education to be grudgingly doled out, but a generous, a republican, an American Education. All these considerations
force themselves upon me here, with more power than ever, because I
see, or think I see, that much of the sufferings of the poorer classes here
arise from the inequality of education—from ignorance, I may say, and
hence, perhaps, the inequality of property; for, educate a man well, and
you put him upon as good a footing as his neighbor. The more a man
knows, the more he can earn. The more he knows, the better can he till
the soil; for, educate him well, and not a sod is turned up, nor a stone
rolled over, nor a blade of grass touched, that he does not have an idea
from its sight, and the power of turning that idea to his profit.
From this inequality too, of education, arises the very division of parties
here. The Tories, including almost all the nobility here, and a very large
share of the wealth, have under their control the most ignorant of the
population here, the tenants, who hire of them their lands and the servants who do their menial offices, and when it is necessary, they make
voters of; while the Whigs, with the Radicals, have the great middling
interests, the merchants in general, the farmers who own their lands—
the mass in short, of the self-acting population. Think you, if education is
here equal, that cunning and worldly wisdom could thus lead Ignorance
to inflict injuries upon itself? Thus it is, that it is so difficult here to effect
Reform, and to keep up with the spirit of the age, for landed Wealth here
uses Ignorance to sustain its power. Ignorance sings hosannas to Rank.
Rank uses Ignorance, pays it in feeding and burying, feeding it generously when alive and giving it six feet of earth when dead. Think you, if
there was an equality of education, if the book and the newspaper entered every house, if the Free School was everywhere—if to the power
of bones and muscles, there was added the power of Knowledge—a
King would cost two and a half millions of dollars a year, when there are
some whole families that cannot earn, with the labor of 14 [hours] a day,
one dollar and fifty cents a week, that whole Provinces would be starving, as they now are in Ireland, when even the old clothes of George the
Fourth could be sold for $75,000 after his death!
Excuse me for thus wandering homeward with my thoughts when millions of my countrymen at home are rejoicing over a day, the value of
which they cannot fully know till they test what it won for them, or see a
people in the Old World who have no such glorious day in their history.
Permit me to tell them one honest truth, that they are all better off as a

mass—and educated, as a mass, better than the mass here; but alas, not
so much better educated as I believed them to be before I came here—
as they now believe themselves to be, and as hundreds will tell them
they are, on the days of election. Truths will do them more good than
flattery. God knows, that if I have one all-absorbing wish, it is for my
own land, and to preserve it from contact with everything European, but
its intellectual taste. The fashions, the prejudices, the principles, the
condition of these here are all unsuited for us.
To be an American in heart and deed, is all I wish to be. Excuse, I beg
once more, this obtrusion of my feelings upon you. If ever an American,
wandering abroad, has seen in some foreign port, as I have seen in this,
the flag of his country unfurled in honor of the day, proudly fluttering
over some American ship, then he will share with me those feelings
which are better felt than described.

★

23. To Belfast and Dublin
Dublin,
July 7, 1835.
I have taken a leap, you see, since my last, over the channel; and here I
am, with Teddy O'Rooke and Patrick O'Flannagan, among these eccentric
people—with all heart and no head, (I speak of the mass,)—loving liberty more than all other people and enjoying less of it—pursuing the
substance and catching the phantom—daring anything and suffering
everything—with a chivalry that infuriates but never aids them—
capable of being made the best people on earth but now almost the
worst—jovial in everything, begging or burying, (I speak of the wakes,)
starving or fat— fighting for fun as well as for glory—or, as the couplet
has it—
"In ruction delighting,
Laughing, while fighting."235

Indeed, I never knew what to make of the Irish, as a people. They do not
come under any of the common descriptions of the human race. They
are as widely different from the English or Scotch, as the channel that
separates them—with much better materials to make men of, and not
yet half so much of men. I don't know here, half the time, whether I
should laugh or mourn, for the very beggars are such wits, and beg so
humorously, that though their appearance betokens an extreme suffering, yet their countenances are so jovial, that one is puzzled to know
what to make of them. Half of my time, I fancy it is all acting, and that
Dublin is a great theater—for such splendid pictures do you here see, of
the height of affluence, mingled with the lowest poverty, that you cannot
believe this to be real life, that exhibits such gorgeous edifices and trappings here, and such degradation there. It looks like a play, an odd farce,
that some ingenious man has got up, in a huge theater, to put men in the
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highest and lowest possible conditions of life, and that here he has
grouped them by way of contrast. If I jump out of the way of some nobleman's carriage, I fall, perchance, into a circle of beggars. If I take my
eye from the splendid college, or more splendid bank, it falls upon the
rags that hardly cover the nakedness of some miserable beings. Thus, is
there collected here, all that can delight, and all that can pain the eye.
Pleasure is sadly mingled with pain. There is more splendor, and more
poverty collected in one single point here—a view, say, from the bridge
over the Liffey at the end of Sackville street—than I have seen anywhere
in England or in Scotland: for here, you have a view of the bank, the colleges, the custom house, the magnificent quay, of every rich livery that
passes, and also of the thick groups of ragged beggars who crowd here
to beset every stranger as he goes along!
I must, however, take you back with me to Scotland, from which, if I
have leaped, I have leaped very unceremoniously. I did not go to see
Bothwell Castle near Glasgow, so famous in Scottish history, at which
many will say Pro pudor!236 —but I had not time. If one stops here to see
all the interesting old castles, he will stop forever. Nor did I visit the
Falls of the Clyde. I have seen enough of British waterfalls, not to be
tempted out of my path again. The Scotch lovers of scenery complain
bitterly of the manner in which the romance and poetry of the Clyde,
near Glasgow, have been destroyed by cotton mills, coal pits, &c. &c. In
this respect, it must resemble much of the wild scenery in New England.
A writer here, in describing this country about here, exclaims in indignation, that "it is in fact mill-ridden—fairly subjugated, turned, tormented,
tousled and galravished by the demon of machinery. Steam," he adds, "like
a pale night hag, kicks and spurs the sides of oppressed Nature, and smoke
rises on every hand, as if to express the unhappy old dame's vexation and
fatigue."237 There is too much truth in that.
Toward the evening of the 4th, we embarked from Glasgow for Dublin.
Steamboats were putting off for all points of the compass. An iron
steamer, I remarked, passed us with great ease, gliding through the water, without making half the disturbance we made, which, I can assure
you, was not inconsiderable, as we threw up large waves on both banks
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of the narrow Clyde. As we went along, I could not help remarking a
trait in Irish character. As we came near a little village, I believe it was
Kilpatrick, a hundred or more Irishmen, who were there at work with
their wheelbarrows, began a most tremendous hurrahing, in honor, as I
saw, of one of their companions who was in our boat, bound to Dublin:
and then the fellow himself was so elated by this acclamation of his
countrymen, that he leaped and roared like one insane, fired with an enthusiasm which but few people are infected with, in the manner that the
Irish are. Every Irishman, in short, seemed to be ordering their companion to do some little errand for him at home. Now, nowhere but with the
Irish, would there be such an outbreak for a companion's departure, as
there was here. These are traits of character which, when well-directed,
make the Irish the best-hearted people in the world.
Rapidly we left the men of Glasgow, (for in common parlance here, men
live in Glasgow, folk in Greenock, and bodies in Paisley—as in Lancashire, where they classify the people of the different towns from gentlemen down to chaps—the difference between which, any physiologist
will tell you)—and soon after dark we began to feel the pitching of these
hateful seas. Our beds or settees were so arranged, by turning the seats
into beds, and fixing a framework above them, that one man slept just
above another, with but little to separate them. and here the heels of
one passenger were in the face of another. Now, I will leave you to draw
your own picture of the condition of human beings shut up in a hot, pestilential cabin, too cold without, to let cold air within, and too hot within,
to venture without—particularly when Neptune, that rascally old sea
tyrant, is exacting from all severe tribute, for venturing to go over his
rough domain. However, "blessed be the man that invented sleep." All the
ills of life are over when one is asleep. Morpheus238 took care of me—
and Neptune growled in vain. You see, I am becoming classical at once.
By the next morning, at 9 o'clock, we were entering Carrickfergus
Lough, into which the river Lagan, on which Belfast stands, empties itself. The tide was out, and it was with much difficulty that we reached
Belfast by noon. Here we spent the day. Belfast looks very like an
American town, and is nearly all of brick. So much does it resemble
some of our American towns, that when I saw some American ships in
port, the illusion, for a while, amounted in my mind to a reality. Belfast
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is flourishing, and in it there seems to be much wealth. It did not at all
resemble what I supposed an Irish town would resemble—for, in it, I
saw none of that squalid wretchedness that soon became visible in
other parts of Ireland. The northern part of Ireland, in which the Protestants have full control, is much more prosperous than the southern part,
where the people are saddled by two religions, which quarrel so fiercely
together, that either seems to be a curse instead of a blessing—for, I am
sorry to say that religion, or rather what is called religion, can be made a
curse as well as a blessing, as both Catholicism and Protestantism are
made in many parts of the island—the Protestants plundering the poor
people under the character of law, and the Catholics in revenge destroying property, and refusing to partake of the blessings that an education
in a Protestant school might give their poor ignorant children. Belfast
exhibits all the signs of the flourishing town. The charity institutions are
very numerous. The buildings are good, without being remarkable. Belfast, you know, is celebrated for her linens.
We debated, at Glasgow, whether or not we should go to see the celebrated Giant's Causeway, which would have cost us, to and fro, an outof-the-way travel of a hundred miles; but, as we had seen the superior
specimen at Fingal's cave in Staffa, we concluded to start for Dublin at
once, which was distant 104 English miles, and 80 Irish miles, for there
are two kinds of miles here—eleven Irish miles making fourteen English
miles—a fact which it is important for an American to understand even
in America, when he is reckoning distances with an Irishman there. The
morning that we started, there were in the coffee-room a party of
twelve Americans without ourselves, three in number, and in the coach,
we found three more, bound with us to Dublin. I was delighted with the
precision with which we moved. At the very moment appointed, we
started. At every stopping place, the time of our arrival was checked.
The guard had in his hand the waybill, and the time, beyond which the
coach must not be at certain stopping places, all along the road. All was
as regular as clock could manage it.
From Belfast to Lisburn, 7 Irish miles, the ride was very agreeable. The
banks of the Lagan here, which we kept, are fertile, and much adorned
with elegant residences, hedgerows, raised footpaths, woods and
copses. Hillsborough, a pretty town, with plantations of trees, and cultivated environs, next met our attention. Dromore was the next considerable town, and this is near the river Lagan, with a cathedral, and a Ro-

man Catholic chapel. But it is of no use to put down all the towns I
passed, where they are so thick as they are in the Old World. About here,
or soon after, the beggars began to appear, thronging our coach, and
begging a penny "for the love of God."—beggars of every age, some with
eyes but without arms, some with legs and arms and no eyes. ragged
and filthy, more wretched structures of mortality than I had ever seen
before. "For the love of God, give me a sixpence," they would begin, or
"give me a penny. I have not had anything to eat—I don't know how long."
If you exhausted your pockets of pennies, more would throng around
you, and beg the harder. If you chatted with them, the Irish wit would
leak out, amid all their affliction. They clung to the coach till the very
moment it started—and thus it was, all the way to Dublin—only, the further we advanced, the thicker the beggars became. Loughbrickland, "the
lake of the speckled trout" was passed. I mention this place to say that
on this Lough the Protestants were driven, in the great rebellion, and,
the ice breaking, hundreds sunk to the bottom.239 Newry we also passed,
said to be the most flourishing place in the country of Down. But as we
went on—on much further than this—the country began to look much
worse, and the people much more miserable.
We passed a place, I think it was Lord Clermont's240—a beautiful place
on the banks of a beautiful rivulet, near the sides of a lofty hill, all buried
in a thickly-clustering wood—and this seat any man might envy the
possession of, were it not for the contrast of this beauty with the horrid
ugliness—the dreadful poverty all around. Why, this was a paradise, but
the other prospect was a—I cannot find a word to answer my purposes.
How can a man live and be happy there? How can he see such sights,
and live in such an Eden himself—such muddy huts, such beggary, such
human degradation all about him! I do not wonder that the Irish nobility
flee their homes, if they are such as this. A man with half a heart could
not endure such existence there. There must be something wrong in the
man himself, when there is about him such a picture, though how this is
in this particular case, I cannot say.
We passed immense peat bogs on the road, used as fuel—quite the only
The event mentioned by Brooks occurred close by, at Lough Kernan, during the
bloody Ulster rebellion of 1641. Two contemporary depositions give a figure of
eighty fatalities (not the "hundreds" stated here).
240 Clermont — The title of Viscount Clermont had become extinct in 1829.
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fuel, at least, with the poorer classes. How strange this phenomenon is,
of the ancient forests thus ruining the land on which they were; and I
did not think before, that a removal of this peat, and an approach to the
ancient soil, was a service to the land! This peat is bought and sold often
by the single piece. The poor retail it, as we might be supposed to retail
bricks. It is carted about, and sold at fairs or carried to market, and
hawked about as other things are.
We passed Dundalk, which was the bulwark of what was once termed
"the English Pale,"241 and was surrounded on all sides by strong castles,
and castellated mansions of the English barons. Now it was the Monday
of the Fair, and it was so full of people, that though the guard blew fierce
blasts from his horn, we could hardly make a way. Drogheda too, we
passed—a town that Cromwell stormed and took, and near which was
"the battle of Boyne."242 Balruddery, famous for cakes; and that, is all, is
the only name of a town I will write again till I get to Dublin. but, before
I get there, I must tell you of its miserable villages on this, the northern
suburbs—all so horrid, and wretchedly poor—with no walks, no cleanliness—thrown up of stone, or made of stucco, but all so miserably done
as to make you think, even the rapidly galloping horses go slow. The environs of Dublin are unpromising. All is unpromising, all about—and
you begin to think that Dublin is not worth the coming to see. With this
impression, you enter the city—you reach Sackville street, the Broadway of the city. and all the splendor, that you then begin to see, is therefore magnified the more.
We travelled the 104 English miles in about eleven hours, over a macadamized road of course—as good as need be, for safety and rapidity: and
we were no more fatigued than if we had been sitting in our rooms. So
little was the motion that we could have read all the way with ease.

★
The English Pale was that part of Ireland, adjacent to Dublin, which was directly
under the control of the English government in the late Middle Ages.
242 The Battle of the Boyne was fought in 1690 between forces of the recently installed British Protestant monarchs, William (of Orange) and his wife Mary, and
the deposed king James II (of England), resulting in a memorable victory for the
Protestants.
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24. Around Dublin
Dublin,
July 7, 1835.
Dublin is full of things, "too numerous to mention." One can’t "finish up"
one of these European cities in a day, and describe it in half a page, as he
can our new cities of the growth of yesterday, with no antiquity that one
knows anything about, no public buildings which have stood for centuries, and in which all the great men of centuries have figured. Dublin has
not so many such buildings, nor that kind of antiquity which some other
British cities have; but, nevertheless, there is much in it that one wants
to see. Take the Bank of Ireland, here, for example, not yet but little
more than a century old—and how much there is of interest about it,
remarking that it was once the Parliament House of Ireland. Grattan243
shone and sparkled here. So did Curran.244 Castlereagh245 figured here.
Here were then tumultuous Parliaments, and those fierce outbreakings
of that brilliant Irish oratory which so much captivates us when boys,
but which we get rid of so soon, when grown-up men. The sovereigns
and crowns of the Bank rattle here now. The peers and illustrious commoners, who acted their parts here, now tread a loftier way in the sister
island. I go into Trinity College, not far off; and here I see, among the
portraits of other distinguished men that were students here, those of
Burke and Swift:246 two great thinkers, and two of the greatest masters
of the English language, each in his way; and the way of the one as far
apart from that of the other, as from earth to heaven. There is an inspiration from the very busts of the students that I see ranged on pedestals
in front of the alcoves of the long library, and so many of them have
Henry Grattan (1746-1820) — Irish politician; campaigned for Irish legislative
freedom; opposed the 1800 Act of Union.
244 John Philpot Curran (1750-1817) — Irish lawyer, orator and politician; promoted Catholic emancipation.
245 Lord Castlereagh (1769-1822) — Robert Stewart, 2nd Marquis of Londonderry;
Irish politician; British Foreign Secretary; leading diplomat at the Congress of Vienna (1814-1815), convened to work out a European peace settlement in the aftermath of Napoleon Bonaparte's defeat.
246 Jonathan Swift (1667-1745) — Anglo-Irish satirist and essayist; Dean of St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin
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been educated here. Here is the charm of this Old World. We get lodging
places for our ideas. We have a home to put our fancies in. Antiquity is
not so much to me, unless I can connect it with some great mind that has
illuminated the earth, and of which I have thought and read from my
boyhood. I care but little for these old piles; but I can mark that the eye
of the student Burke has been upon them, that his foot has trodden this
pavement, that he got his learning from these books. Just as we can connect antiquity with war, with mind, with the bright spirits of other days,
we vivify, we spiritualize it, and make it talk to us, as it were, though it
be dumb stone or mute statue.
I do not know a grander view than that of Carlisle Bridge247 over the Liffey, connecting Sackville street248 with Westmoreland street, yet another of the great streets. Above, and below you, is the quay—that is, the
river walled in, as far as the eye can reach, with granite, all the houses
quite far from it. Thus, it is much better than the Thames, on which
buildings stand, and over which they hang. The Custom House is within
sight, which I can but describe by telling what it cost, and that was
$1,300,000, and it was ten years building. Four figures, representing Industry, Commerce, Health and Navigation, are over the pediment, on a
portico of five Doric columns. Allegorical representations are also on
other parts of it. Here too, can be seen, in Sackville street, a monument
to the memory of Nelson (yet another, you see!) in the center of the
street. The Post Office also is in view; and now, add to this the Bank and
the College, and you have almost the perfection of what art can do in
beautifying a city. The quay strikes me with the greater force, perhaps
for its utility, because two hundred years ago, it is said, all of this now
grand view, the College except, was covered with ooze, or rather with a
flat, over which the tide ran.
Dublin Castle is worth seeing. Strolling around, I fell upon it at the exact
hour of mounting guard. The first thing that struck my eye, I had just as
lief249 not have seen, not that it is so much to lose a day in the battlefield,
but to lose it in a shameful way. The flag of the regiment that fought at

Carlisle Bridge — originally built 1794-98; nowadays, O'Connell Bridge
Sackville Street — nowadays, O'Connell Street
249 Lief — Gladly
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Bladensburg250 was there a-flying—and "Bladensburg,” with a string of
Peninsular victories, was blazoned upon it. Now, any name but that
Bladensburg, for an American eye. If we had been beaten, why that is
the fate of war and it could not be helped; but to be whipped, in such a
way, with so many men at hand, and then to lose the Capital, I could
have eaten up the flag. I was cross with the whole of the grand show,
rich music and all. Not often, however, have the British won a trophy
from us. Westminster Abbey, and St. Paul’s in particular, tell tales
enough of American valor to make one forget such a mischance. I could
not help smiling, however, at the inscription in St. Paul’s over Gen.
Ross’s251 monument, where, after glorifying him for capturing the capital of' the United States, (London is the capital of England, Paris of
France!) they add that he was killed while directing a successful attack
on a superior force near Baltimore. Very well, our fatherland can play
brag over here, even better than we can, much as we have to brag of.
Poor France is served up in every nook and corner of Great Britain and
Ireland. A Wellington Monument is put up in Dublin, 205 feet from the
ground, with all his victories blazoned on the four sides of the tall
monument, and Waterloo conspicuous among them all. Thus do the
British delight the eyes of the French. Why may they not unfurl a trophy
now and then, won in America, after three millions only of people
snatched from them a world of empire such as ours is, after we taught
them a few lessons on their own element, the ocean, and ended with beginning to teach them some on land, as on the North frontier, and at
New Orleans. Ah, John Bull, you will brag as well as that lusty youngster
of yours over the sea, whom even now in his youth they call Uncle Sam.
It runs in the blood of the family. We glory in your French victories, in
part, because we have whipped you. You console yourself with telling
us, that it is because we are of kith and kin. Very well, say no more of
that Bladensburg.
Young Sir Walter Scott252 commanded the troops this day. That he was
the son of Walter Scott made me eye him sharply. He is a Major in a cavBladensburg (Maryland) — American forces were defeated in battle here in 1814
by the British, who proceeded to capture and burn Washington.
251 Major-General Robert Ross (1766-1814) — Anglo-Irish army officer; served in
Napoleonic Wars; commanded the sacking of Washington in the War of 1812.
252 Walter Scott (1801-1847) — Army commission purchased by his father, Sir Walter Scott; promoted to Captain and Lieutenant Colonel of 15th King's Hussars
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alry regiment here. I did not see anything remarkable about him, but his
mustachios, and military dress. A portly figure he has, rather heavy, I
should think; and I should think, too, he was of a dull temperament, but
how can one tell what one is in person, when on horseback? The troops
marching away, I looked around the castle. The Lord Lieutenant had his
apartments here. I did not attempt to get in, nor to buy in; and, by the
way, you can buy into almost every important place or house in the British dominions, the wife’s bedroom and all, if the wife happens to be out.
The castle has much about it that is interesting, but the story is too long
to tell. It is about 600 years old—but it does not look much like a castle,
when compared with Stirling or Dumbarton in Scotland. One cannot
help remarking, wherever he goes in Ireland, upon the number of
troops, not only in Dublin, where there are many regiments, but all over
Ireland, in villages and by-places—a regiment here, and a company
there. I saw the redcoats in many of the small towns from Belfast to
Dublin, sometimes where the soldiers seemed to be about as thick as the
people—and then there is a police in all the counties of Ireland, dressed
and uniformed as there is in London! So diligently are the English compelled to labor to keep the Irish from insurrection, or something worse,
which would probably be conflagration and murder.
Nowhere, probably, are there more charity institutions than in Dublin,
and yet nowhere have I seen so much beggary. These charities, it is said,
cost the inhabitants more than Poor Laws would. Hospitals of all kinds
seem to be here; and places to receive and relieve the poor; but yet,
beggary is not stopped. What can be the matter then, is more than I can
answer. I believe half of the beggars beg here for the very sport of it,
having lost all pride of character, and all sense of its degradation, being
too indolent to work in the Poor Houses, and too successful in begging
to make it necessary. There is a disease in the character of the Irish people here, and I can’t make out what it is. They are not so very ignorant.
Indeed, many of them are very shrewd. But they seem to have such an
innate love of rows, that there is no taming them. My friends went to the
races here, and they told me of the very pleasantest pugilism, where
men would pound each other as amateurs. I saw at a regatta (a boat
race) which I attended, many such fights. Paddy would dance there in
his tents one moment, with a companion, hugging him almost, and, the
next moment, whack, whack would go the blows. Lucky it is, that wood
is so scarce here, that the shillelagh can't be found everywhere. Indeed, I

have hardly seen wood enough in all the parts of Ireland I have been
over, to make many shillelaghs, so stripped is the country of trees. The
people are idle too. A regatta and a horse race, held the same day, drew
out of town almost all the poor population. What there were left,
seemed to be hovering about the house where troops were enlisting to
go to Spain.
St. Patrick’s Cathedral here holds the body of Dean Swift, and that is
glory enough for it, though it is not much of a cathedral after all. It is
said to have been built in 1190, upon the site of a church founded by St.
Patrick. Dublin is full of churches and chapels for all denominations;
Catholics nor Protestants have any great majority of numbers here,
though O’Connell is a representative of the city, and a Tory of the university—for universities send Members to Parliament here! I must pass
over what I might say of the Rotunda253 here, where people resort in the
evenings to a little Vauxhall to listen to music, and to promenade, and
the King’s Bridge,254 erected in honor of George IV’s visit to Ireland,
which is of one arch that stretches full over the Liffey, costing about
$70,000—to say that I visited the Courts of Law, and here again saw
lawyers and judges in their wigs, and boys thus metamorphosed into old
men. By the way, the royal coachman in London wears a wig—and so
does the Lord Chancellor, which again illustrates the fact, that there is
but a step between the sublime and ridiculous. The Courts of Law are
indeed magnificent. In the center of the building is the hall, a rotunda,
sixty-four feet in diameter, from which the Courts of Chancery, King’s
Bench, Common Pleas, Exchequer, and Rolls Court diverge, forming the
angles of a square. The intervals between the courts are occupied by returning rooms, jury rooms, &c. On the panels over the entrances to the
courts are basso-relievos of William I instituting Norman courts; John255
signing Magna Carta; Henry II256 granting a charter to Dublin;257 and
Rotunda — Building on Parnell Street occupied 1757 as a lying-in (maternity)
hospital. In 1759 an adjoining auditorium was built, providing fundraising entertainments, such as concerts. Together with pleasure gardens and a bowling
green, the place became a fashionable Sunday resort.
254 King's Bridge — Originally opened in 1821, this cast iron span is nowadays called
Seán Heuston Bridge.
255 King John of England (1166-1216) — reigned from 1199; Lord of Ireland from
1177; signed Magna Carta (peace treaty) with his barons in 1215.
256 King Henry II of England (Henry Plantagenet) (1133-1189) — ruled territories in
France, England, Ireland, Wales and Scotland.
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James I,258 granting a general amnesty.259 A coffee-room is one of the
apartments underground. Such a courthouse, as this is, is worth mentioning.
There is one of the drollest contrivances in this Emerald Isle, which attracted my attention so much, that I took the first opportunity to try it,
and that is a jaunting car: a wagon to ride in, turned inside out, used as
our hackney coaches are to carry people about town, in which two persons can sit on one side and two on the other, their legs and themselves
in a box over the wheels—back to back, with their feet a foot, or a foot
and a half from the ground. This is a very common private carriage too,
and for ladies it is very pleasant, as it is so easy to get out and in, for all
that one has to do is, just to take a step from the ground, without the
least climbing. In Ireland, such cars may answer the purpose, where the
people are so amiable, when they are not a-fighting, but in London or
New York, a man would lose twenty-four legs a day, if he had twentytwo more than he has.
Stopping one day longer in Dublin, and having an idle day therefore to
see company, I delivered some letters of introduction. They made me
acquainted with a society that I was sorry I did become acquainted with,
because, it was so painful to part and to leave such friends, even though
so new. I was almost obliged to fight my way out of the town, because
they were so kind, so urgent that I should tarry longer with them, and
because I began then myself to be unwilling to leave. What a heartlessness this traveling life must create, by and by. I remember that, as we
were averring protestations of everlasting friendship on board our New
York packet ship, just as we got inshore at Portsmouth, an order to get
ready our luggage put us all to flight, and, from that day to this, I have
not seen my companions of the voyage, nor do I ever expect to see more
than one of them again. I was going, when I was led off here, to say that
an Irish gentleman, in simplicity and yet elegance of manners, in warmhearted and yet unaffected civility, in all that distinguishes the true gentleman from the professor of gentility, can teach a lesson to any others
whom I ever met with. The society of Dublin must be delightful, if one
Dublin's first "Charter of Liberties" was granted by John, Lord of Ireland, in 1192.
King James I of England and Ireland (James VI of Scotland) (1566-1625)
259 The Irish Nine Years' War (1594-1603) was followed by the declaration of an
amnesty for the rebels in 1604.
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could stop to see it—but the world is big, and my time is short.

★

25. Irish issues
Ireland,
July 7, 1835.
Never is there a greater change coming over a man than that which
comes over a traveler, as he passes from England or Scotland to Ireland.
He falls among a people, who nominally speak the same language, and
who are under the same government—but they are a different people
altogether, and the countries have a different aspect. Mind you, I now
speak of the south and west of Ireland—for the north differs from those
as much as light from darkness. Everybody perceives this difference between England or Scotland, and Ireland, and everybody asks the cause.
That is a question more easily asked than answered; for an answer
would enable the government to administer a remedy. Something or
other has operated so as to change the character of the people. What
that something is, it is impossible to tell.
I believe it is two religions, or two irreligions—one oppressing the people in the way of tithes for a preaching they abhor, and the other by
working upon their passions and prejudices, leading them astray, and
plundering them of what little the first has left for their own support.
The established religion in Ireland is a monster of oppression, overwhelming a people who detest it, and whose first education is to detest
it, and many of its ministers. The Catholic religion, conducted by an ignorant priesthood, only versed in Ave Marias, perhaps the very worst
priesthood on earth, completes the picture. The one religion is ever pulling against the other. The outrage of one forces upon the wrongs of the
other, and the wrongs of the last, embittered by oppression, break out in
slaughter, conflagrations, riots, desolation. The people are thus pulled
two ways, and therefore stand still—at heart, really respecting neither
religion, but fearing either, just as superstition happens to produce a
fear. Protestantism can make no converts, because it attempts to act by
force. Catholicism will make no advances, because it has no inducements. Whatever one does, the other counteracts. The good that this
administers, that poisons. Thus, religion is made a party—and when religion is joined with politics, then come fanaticism, bigotry, violence, and

all such evils in the train. The great secret which we have, of having no
established religion, but keeping all in order, if I may be allowed the expression, by creating a competition, and thus putting all on equal
ground, the monopolists here will not, and do not, understand.
Now do not let me be misunderstood in these remarks. I am not entering upon a crusade either against Catholicism or Protestantism; I do not
say which is the religion. I do not decry religion. The very misfortune of
the Irish people, I believe, is that they have any of any kind, unless it be
the few dissenters, here and there—thus demonstrating what I have always believed, that religion is as necessary to a state as law; not an established religion, but a religion that shall influence what the law cannot
influence. Hence, perhaps, the more creeds the better. The more competition there is, as I said before, the greater the effort to do good. I look
upon religion as the medicine of the state. What suits one constitution,
will not suit another. What operates upon this mind, will not operate
upon that. This man you can only operate upon by fear. Frighten him to
be good. That man, love and affection can make go straight. Duty here is
enough. Principle there. The more creeds, now, that bring to bear these
various impulses upon men, the better will more men be. The preachers
will have hit more. More patients will be cured. Hence, perhaps, God in
his wisdom left disputable so many points in scripture, leaving that not
clear, which, of all things, we seek to be most assured about.
These remarks apply to the condition of the Irish people. The man who
expects a people to live happily, and freely, and orderly, without some
religion, is a madman. Law is not so strong as conscience. That little
whispering monitor acts within—Law acts without. Now the mischief in
Ireland is that parties, as to strength, are about equally divided. King
Number is Catholic, and is strong, too; King Power is Protestant, and is
stronger. A battle is, therefore, going on, night and day. The parties are
bitter. More is thought of oversetting each other, than of lifting up the
people. Protestantism relies upon law, and thinks little of conscience;
Catholicism relies upon numbers, and is ever marshalling them to overset law. The established religion keeps out competition. The dissenters
are like neutrals in the day of battle, scented by both parties, and the
consequence is—what it is—that Ireland is "blessed by God, and cursed
by man."260 If Lord Morpeth261 expects that his bill of partial justice will
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Quoted in The Dublin Penny Journal, 1834, 1:358

change the character of Ireland, he is mistaken. He must lop off the established religion there, or establish the religion which a majority of the
people profess, and thus elevate that. How can an Irish Protestant clergyman, on the Sabbath, speak to a hungry people of "the constraining
influence of" the gospel, when the other days in the week he is taking
from them their property, to pay for a preaching they are taught to abhor, and which is thus made abhorrent to them. Next, let the ministry, if
they would elevate Ireland, educate the Irish priests, not at home, but
abroad. Let them insist upon it, that they know something else than
Latin. Let them take away their savage spirit, by taking away the causes
that make them savage. The same good will be done; for how different a
man, generally speaking, is a French priest from an Irish priest!
Other evils, Ireland has to complain of than religious war, but they
spring, I believe, from this great evil. Her nobility fly from her, and withdraw their wealth, to support them elsewhere. Why? because religious
quarrels have made home dangerous to live in. Hence, they lose that
love for the people that the English nobility in general have, and they
only think of their estates as the means of supporting them, thereby insisting upon a rent, which it grinds the people to the dust to pay, and
have the system, perhaps, of rents, divided and subdivided, of which the
people so much complain. But I cannot account for the difference between "the peasantry" of Ireland and England. The Irishman has much
more of a republican bearing in his manner. He has not the servility of
the English. Often, even, he is rude, and if not insolent, troublesome at
least. The Irish beggar will never take "no" for an answer. If "the love of
God," his favorite phrase, won't bring out a copper, he tries his wit, or
the effect of a joke. The Irish yet seem to have lost all pride, but the
humblest Englishman is proud enough. A dormant energy, seldom excited, seems to be in the first, while the last is ever exciting his powers.
The Irishman is hot and feverish, when excited, but the Englishman is
cool, outwardly at least, but the more resolved for that. All England is a
garden. One third of Ireland seems to be a peat bog. Industry has done
wonders on the land of the first, but, what is industry, seems to be little
known in the last. The Irishman is contented with his hut, pigs and dirt.
The Englishman loves his garden and his flowers. Indeed, to have the
cause of their differences solved, would be one of the most interesting
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Lord Morpeth (1802-1864) — George Howard, British Member of Parliament;
supported reforms; in 1835 appointed chief secretary for Ireland

solutions in the world: for here are a people, under the same king, ruled
by the same parliament, and yet presenting such a different spectacle to
the world.
You must remember that these remarks, which I give you upon Ireland,
are made after but a cursory look at some of the best parts of Ireland
too. I saw a little of the county of Wicklow, that Irishmen boast of as
their Utopia, which is indeed very pretty. I did not see the lakes of Killarney, nor did I come to see them, so much as I did to see the people of
the west. But much of the west is now in a state of starvation. It is not
pleasant to travel for pleasure in such a scene. Indeed, I cannot say, after
Dublin is visited, that Ireland holds out many temptations for a pleasant
tour. There are so many drawbacks upon the bounties of Nature. The
fair prospect is so much marred by man. I had made up my mind to visit
the Shannon, and go thence down to Cork, to embark there for England
again; but, my companions not agreeing with me, I leave Ireland for
Wales.
Ireland, I can readily see, is a most important country for an American
thoroughly to understand, because so much of Ireland is in America
now; but when I tell you, that the very worst of the Irish emigrating
population are princes and nobles, compared with much of it at home,
you will readily understand my companions' objections to going farther.
And yet, Ireland has a thousand redeeming qualities. I love the people,
with all their faults. Their errors are all of the heart, not of the head.
Educate their children, for it is vain to think of taming such as are already wild, and what excellent men they make! The sons of Irish parents
make much of the very best of the American population. This shows that
the stuff is good, and only that something is wanting there. The great
fault of the fathers is, that any man who will cajole them, can do anything with them. O'Connell, for example, is doing Ireland an immensity
of good, but he does it by riding the Irish as horses, and then making
them pay his bills. There is not, according to all accounts, more of a despot on any European throne. See how he has shoved his sons and nephews into Parliament; see how he makes the poor Irish foot all his bills.
His principles are sound. The Lord help him for the manner in which he
advocates them, for, that they are sound, will be his only excuse.
Adieu to Irish harps, shamrocks and shillelaghs. I'll come and see you
again on your southern coast, if I can find two weeks of leisure.

★

26. Into Wales
Llanberis Lake,
July 10, 1835.
The morning of the 9th, we left Dublin on the railroad, an admirably
built railroad, intended to last for ages, for Kingstown,262 about six miles
from Dublin, so called because King George IV left Ireland from this
place, when he made his celebrated visit among his Irish subjects.263 A
column has been built upon a ledge at the point where he left the land.
There, the Dublin people resort much for pleasure, regattas, sea bathing,
&c., and there the steamboats leave for Holyhead, Liverpool, Scotland,
and many other points. An immense harbor has been built here at the
expense of the government. Here, too, can be seen, with pleasure, the
celebrated Bay of Dublin, which is very "clever"—"devilish clever," as the
English would say. I could not help remarking, on this railroad, a little
nicer division of society than I had before met with—and that was a triple classification of the cars of the railroad, distinguished only by a
variation of price, of course, into extra-good society, good society, and
the Tom, Dick, and Harry cars, where Paddy could ride as cheap as he
pleased. This is one rank more than in the English stagecoach, where
they put "good society", however, in the worst place, (inside—in prison,
I call it,) and charge it double-price for the jail.
Dublin was soon out of sight—palaces, beggars, dry lodgings, and all;
which last phrase you will be puzzled to translate, unless I tell you that
it is common in Dublin to put up placards of "dry lodgings to let", which
means beds without "anything to whet the whistle"—and all the Yankees
know what that means. Not three minutes after we were out of the harbor of Kingstown, we began to toss and be tossed sadly on the waters.
The winds began to blow, and the waves to curl, and then the rain came,
and then that old sea-god again, the rascal Neptune, on his white horses,
The Dublin and Kingstown Railway was Ireland's first railroad, opened in 1834.
Passenger carriages were hauled by a steam locomotive.
263 King George IV was crowned in London in 1821, and left straightway for a state
visit to Ireland (the first such since 1394.)
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trooping, thrashed the sea into such a foam that there was no living. I
grappled with him awhile, but he tripped me at last, and I was sick, sick,
sick, and not only I, but nearly all the passengers, and horridly sick too,
so that we all could conjugate the verb "to be", as the Frenchman did in
studying English from Calais to Dover, for—
I am sick.
Thou art sick,
He is sick,

We are sick,
Ye are sick,
They are sick.264

And such a sick time I never saw, but once before, and that was on one
of those little seas, the Bay of Fundy,265 with the ugliest, the must illconstructed waves in the world, that don't give you a generous toss like
old Neptune, but little side tripping-up blows that you are never prepared for.
After about an eight hours passage, horridly rough, (distance 68 miles,)
the island of Anglesey was in sight, and I never was more delighted to
see land. We landed toward evening at Holyhead, which is the great
point of connection between England and Ireland, where all the mails
start from and come too. This Holyhead is the Englishman's one end of
the world, the realization of the American beau ideal266 of a "down
east,"—the very jumping-off place, wild, ragged, ocean-like enough! We
stopped there for the night; and at our hotel, we numbered only fifteen
Americans, four of whom I had not seen until we reached the boat. This
morning, we left Holyhead Inn, quite early, for Bangor, or Bang-or, as
they pronounce it here, and there we took our breakfast. Bangor is 26
posting miles from Holyhead—24 in fact, for, mark ye, they have here
two kinds of distances, one the real bona fide distance, the other called
the posting distance, for which you are to pay, when you post in a post
chaise. Even Yankee ingenuity is not up to the little tricks, of which this
is but one of a thousand. We passed, upon the road, the seat of the Marquis of Anglesey, on our right, which is much admired, as commanding a
fine view of the Menai Strait that separates Anglesey from the mainland.
I noticed a monument to the leg that the Marquis lost at Waterloo, and I
Conjugation from "Sketches, Paul Pry on his Travels, Letter I" in The Literary Gazette and Journal of the Belles Lettres, 10:187-8, London 1826
265 Brooks visited the Bay of Fundy and Nova Scotia in 1834.
266 beau ideal — perfect type
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am told there is another on the field of Waterloo itself.267 The ride over
Anglesey was rather dull. The reader may remember that this island
was the last asylum of the Druids268 —but there are none of their venerable groves left, no oaks now, for all is bare and rocky, and it was cold
enough as we passed on. But, as we approached the Strait of Menai, then
the prospect brightened.
The celebrated chain bridge269 across the Menai, 550 feet in length, between the points of suspension, and 100 feet above the level of the sea
at spring tides, engrossed all our attention. The description of the
bridge, only, makes a little book, that they keep there to sell; and how
then can I impress you, in a line or two, with an idea of the wonder, for
wonder it is, almost one of the wonders of the world. Ships pass under
it, at full sail, if they choose, and with safety. It is no obstruction to the
navigation of this important strait. The weight of iron is fearful, and yet
the bridge, with this immense suspension arch, has a paved pass-way,
on either side of a foot-way that is in the middle, railed in! The erection
of such a bridge gives one an idea of the wealth of England. "Monstrous,"
"prodigious," "awful," a "devilish clever," the Englishman's sublime—I
should exhaust all my quiver, if I attempted to speak of this bridge as it
deserves. We hurried over part of it—and I could have tarried a day, but
the coachman spurred us on—permitting us, however, to walk across,
by means of which the toll-gatherer gets a penny: another of the English
little tricks of money-getting, which one here does not at all scruple to
pay! About these straits, I observed some beautiful country seats, and
there was a wide view of vessels of all kinds, as far as the eye can see—
but, in a few minutes more, we were in Bangor, which is the Welsh for "a
beautiful guise."
I did not stop to gather up statistics here, but after breakfast I went
strolling, all alone, and I soon found myself following after a train of
people who were going somewhere to see a castle, which I heard them
say was very "clever." Clever here might mean a Westminster Abbey, and
whatever an Englishman calls clever, an American ought always to
The Marquis of Anglesey's leg is duly mentioned and commented when Brooks
visits Waterloo later in his journey (Letter 101).
268 Celtic upper class, suppressed by the Romans in the 1st century A.D., with the destruction of their shrine and sacred groves.
269 Menai Suspension Bridge — Designed by Thomas Telford, completed in 1826
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see—for clever over here means grand, sublime, aye, all the adjectives
in Johnson's folio dictionary. By the politeness of the party going in, I
smuggled myself by the lodge, under their tickets, and after about an
hour's walk of a mile, was near, and in, the most magnificent castle I
ever saw, or even dreamed of: the Penrhyn Castle, it is called, has been
10 years in building, and not done yet! The best way to give a vivid impression to an American of such a beautiful-created pile of stone—such
a sculptured ledge, as it were—is to tell him its cost, and this, I believe,
is about $5,000,000! So I was told, but I can't believe that any man in the
world has such a sum to spend on a house. The baronial hall, the boudoir, the dining-room, the breakfast room, the library, the huge oak
beds, the satin papering, the chairs of ebony, the glorious sculpturing in
every niche and corner, all made me stare. If I should ever attempt to
build a palace, I would build—a rustic bower, for all attempts that way
with us, compared with this, is but the mock of mockery. The pleasure
grounds, too, were all that wealth and taste could make them. The
walks, the rides, the parks, the little chapel in the wood, the broad sea
off, the mountains in the distance, are all charming. Who could be the
man, you ask, that can afford such pleasures? He is the owner of a slate
quarry nearby, and a man of taste. A slate bed and a slate table, in his
palace, bespeak his business.
From Bangor, our luggage is with us, we can walk no more! We posted
to Caernarvon—nine miles in fact, ten miles by posting—where we
came to see the castle. This old castle is now in ruins. Its walls once covered seven and a half acres of ground, and the ruins now cover two and
a half acres. Its lofty turrets, rising over an embattled parapet, gives it
now a grand appearance, and the massy walls show its strength. Edward I270 built this castle, and the little room is yet shown in which Edward II271 was born. On our way from Bangor, we passed some beautiful
places, and a superb road was fenced with hedges on both sides—those
hedges that are one of the many charms of English scenery. We posted
next, about seven miles, to the Vale of Llanberis, (pronounced Thlanberis,) a most lone and wild place, but there is a hotel—as excellent a
one, all alone amid these mountains and this lake, as a traveler need
wish, and with the pompous name of the "Royal Victoria Hotel."
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27. Snowdon
Shrewsbury,
July 12, 1835.
I did not, in my last, dwell so long as I might have dwelt upon the solitary vale of Llanberis, and its more solitary lake, near which my last letter was dated. Immense slate quarries are in its vicinity. I found, about
there, some caricatures of the British great men who are represented as
speaking in Welsh, which is the universal language here with the mass
of the people; and thus, it seems that politics penetrate even these
mountains, among the miners here! The women here, as they do all over
Wales, wear hats; and, toting things on their heads, they understand
quite as well as the southern negroes do. Another thing that strikes the
attention of the traveler here is the excellence of the roads. In this narrow vale, of which I speak, all amid the mountains, is a road as perfectly
made as the very best of our macadamized streets; and so along in
Wales, all over Anglesey, even in the wildest places—such magnificent
turnpikes that the carriages roll over them as over a floor, and reading
or sleeping is fully in one’s power. In these low vales, too, and amid
these hills, the remnants and the ruins of Druidism are often seen. I did
not mention in my last that, about the Marquis of Anglesey's place called
Plas Newyd, are numerous Druidical circles and ancient monumental
stones.
My companions determined to ascend Snowdon, the far-famed Snowdon, and—the rogues! abomination seize them! for that is the hardest
curse I have the heart to pronounce on such good-hearted men—they
not only voted me down, but voted me up those rascally foggy mountains. I reasoned; I debated; I summoned a whole troop of logic, but that
tyrant King Numbers, was deaf as usual. Up we started, [...] at 2 o'clock,
A. M., to walk five miles, to see the sunlight of the early morning fall on
Snowdon's peak. Up—up we scrambled, even our guide lagging behind
us—now stumbling over the loosened rocks, now splashing in the
grassy spring. Llanberis Hollow was soon out of sight. Cwm Brwynog
(from Cum Brunog) was yet above us. Llyn Du'r Arddu was on our right.
Llechwedd y Re's steep cliffs did not stop us; and here, as you might
fancy, after we had pronounced such hard names, mouthing them as

well as we could, under the instruction of our Welsh guide, we were not
a little thirsty; and therefore, we sat down to take a drink from the cold
well; and, not forgetting the express injunction of every Englishman, and
our landlord too, we had taken a flask of brandy with us. I tell this to my
Connecticut friends that they may see to their stray sons, when they get
home, and deal justly with them, for I am in hideous humor, just now,
that they have led me such a way. On—on we went again. The wind was
piercing cold. The mists dampened our garments thoroughly through.
We could not see twelve feet before us; and by the time the sun was
visible in the glen below, we were on Wyddfa, Snowdon's topmost peak.
And what a prospect! Heavens and earth—I could not now see three feet
before me; and all below and all around was a thick sea of mist. I can assure you, I did not have a single spasm, except from shivering with the
cold; and with eager haste, we all hurried into a little hut of stones,
rudely thrown up for shelter. I had the pleasure of laughing at my companions, as they would have laughed at me, if I had not gone with them,
and probably hoaxed me too with a description of some "glorious prospect." I believe I have not a passion for ascending mountains, and from
all I can learn, and I have tried some few, it is sorry business at best;
particularly here, where so damp and misty is the climate that, only by
the merest chance in the world, you can get a distant view; Chimborazo
may be worth ascending, and Mont Blanc, "the monarch of mountains,"272 as Byron calls it, is at least worth talking about, but these twopenny hills such as this, of only 3,571 feet above the level of the sea, why
can't an American find taller hills at home and clamber them. ''Snowdon
has its days" said a guide, but this was not one of them. "It is bad for my
business," said the guide "and bad for ours too," we retorted.
We descended from this mountain, over some of the wildest passes I
have ever trodden and, wearied as we were, they did look—very well,
"as the morning light streamed upon them," amid the now-vanishing
mist. But the poetry of a scene is sadly disturbed when one has walked,
as we had by this time, over crags and mountain tops, ten miles or more
since two o'clock in the morning. I rejoiced once more when the wild
paths were left and I was upon the superb road that wound along in the
glen that led to the Capel Curig. Here, at this place, we found some
breakfast; and while this was preparing, I busied myself in looking over
the coats of arms displayed in the entrance hall of the hotel; for, I found
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a new fashion here, and that is a display of the coats of arms of the families who have "honored" the hotel with their noble presence. Whenever
a great character has stopped at any English hotel, in all probability
some cards will come out the day after, stating that such a hotel was
"patronized" by so and so, as, for example, "The Hen and Chickens," by
the Duchess of Kent and the Princess Victoria. The fortune therefore of
"The Hen and Chickens" is made, if but the princely footstep of this
young girl has trodden on its floor. When will the world learn to respect
itself, without servility or meanness on one hand and pride or insolence
on the other?
Capel Curig is a wild place, embosomed in the mountains. The travelers
to the peak of Snowdon make a point of stopping here, or at Llanberis
vale, and then take a guide to the mountains. I found that nearly all the
people spoke Welsh, and Welsh alone. I had no idea that these people
had thus preserved their language and that the inroad of the English
population had made so little an impression upon them. The coach coming along at 11 o'clock, we took our passage, and then were soon flying
along with the astonishing rapidity that the English coach almost always
travels with. The country through which we rode is almost as wild as
that of the Alleghenies in Western Virginia. The valleys are not so large,
nor the mountains, in such a range—and all the wood is gone— but the
views are picturesque and highly romantic. The great charm is in riding
through such a rough country, over one of the best roads, if not the very
best in the kingdom, ever winding around the sides of the hills, crossing
the bridge here and there, and now following some little stream that
runs rapidly over its rocky bed. The citadel of the Druids we passed, to
which Caractacus retreated after the defeat at Caer Caradoc.273 Corwen
we reached soon, near the valley of the Dee, as beautiful a place as man
can wish to live in. There had been a marriage of some of the gentry
there, and we passed under a triumphal arch, erected in their honor.
Again, we met the army of travelers from London and elsewhere. The
wood seemed to be full of "ladies fair," and every turn we took brought
us upon some private carriage.
I do not blame them for visiting this charming vale of Llangollen, (Thangothlen, it is pronounced, which would spoil the song of many a fair one
who sings of "the maid of Llangollen.") Llangollen vale, poets have sung
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of, and all the world has praised. It cannot be praised too much, for that
peculiar beauty that makes all England such a fairy spot. Antiquity, castles, ruins, art, taste, science, have all united to give this place a
charm.274 Here is seen Castle Dinas Bran, a Welsh fortress of great antiquity, situated on the very summit of a conical mountain. Not far from
here are the ruins of a house of Cistercians, founded in 1200; and then
there is the site of the palace of Owen Glendower, the valorous Owen
Glendower.275 Go on a little further, over this charming vale—and then
you see what man can do; for here, the Ellesmere Canal, on an aqueduct
of 1,007 feet in length, supported by 19 arches, crosses the river and the
vale of the Dee, as if no river and vale were there. I do not know why
Wales is not more celebrated than even Scotland, as a place to visit, for,
sure I am, Scotland can boast of no vale like that of Llangollen; but the
scenery differs so much, that it is not right to compare them.
Chirk we passed, near which the Ellesmere Canal crosses a deep ravine
on another aqueduct, built, as was the Menai bridge and the first-named
aqueduct by Mr. Telford,276 whose name has often reached America.
Oswestry too, we passed, near the canal that connects the Mersey and
the Severn;277 and we were in Shrewsbury, where I write you, at 8
o'clock, P. M., "by Shrewsbury clock"278 too, after riding, with great ease,
65 miles ourselves—the coach having come 108 miles since 7 o'clock in
the morning.

★

Llangollen still attracts many visitors to its "charm" by hosting an annual international music festival (Eisteddfod).
275 Owen Glendower, Prince of Wales — Led the final (unsuccessful) revolt against
English rule (1400-1409).
276 Thomas Telford (1757-1834) — Scottish civil engineer; noted for building roads,
bridges, canals, harbors and tunnels
277 The Ellesmere Canal was originally projected to link the Rivers Mersey and Severn, but was never finished as intended.
278 Humorous reference to a line in Shakespeare's Henry IV, Part 1, where the fictional character Falstaff claims to have "fought a long hour by Shrewsbury clock"
against Hotspur.
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28. Road to London
London,
July 15, 1835.
Shrewsbury we left, on the 12th at midnight, in the mail coach. I spent
the Sabbath there, but I did not see much of the place, for there were so
many different kinds of weather, that there was no pleasure in venturing out. I listened there to a political discussion, between an Irish Tory
and an English Whig; and I soon learned from that, and the interest with
which others mingled in it, that there is as much of a political storm in
this country now, as there has ever been in ours. The Tories are all up in
arms, breathing fire, fury and ruin; and the Whigs threaten, that if the
king does change the ministry, “they will play the very devil with him.” A
Whig here said he was a Whig because, before the Reform Bill, though
he kept horses and gigs to let, he could not vote, when a poor cobbler
who worked for him, “could vote as much as he pleased.” I did not see the
force of his argument, but nevertheless, I suppose there must be force in
it. The coffee-room got in an uproar at last. The Tory landlord cooled
down. I ate my beefsteak, and went to bed.
Shrewsbury, like many other English towns, is ugly as need be inside,
and very pretty out, just the reverse of the American rule; for our
wealthy people with their fine houses crowd into a city, and drive the
poor out; the English drive the poor in, and take the out for themselves. I
never have seen a more antique-looking place. The streets are narrow
and crooked, and the upper stories of the houses jut over: so that, in
some of the lanes, the third story on one side of the street is but a little
distance from the third story on the other side. On the banks of the Severn, near the city, is a beautiful walk called the Quarry, in which are
ranges of trees that overarch the ground, and form one of the most
agreeable promenades in the world. This is public property, open to all,
high and low. And such a walk as this, Mr. Buckingham,279 by a late bill
in Parliament, intends to give to every city in the kingdom. I looked into
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James Silk Buckingham (1786-1855) — English-born; Member of Parliament
1832-1837, advocate of social reform; his Plan of a Model Town, 1849, foreshadowed later development of the concept of "garden city".

many of the churches. How odd it seems to see a sexton in a livery! and
yet, all have on the liveries of the church. I call them liveries—the
church may have some other name. I saw the county jail, over the door
of which is a statue of Howard;280 and I spent part of the afternoon in
looking at a monument to Rowland Lord Hill,281 on which were inscribed all the battles be had ever been in. The historical reader may
remember that near Shrewsbury was fought the battle between Henry
IV282 and Hotspur;283 and at Shelton, two miles off, is the huge oak that,
it is said, Owen Glendower ascended to reconnoiter before the battle of
Shrewsbury. At Shrewsbury, 11 o’clock Sunday morning, we read the
London papers, that left London Saturday evening 8 o'clock, distance
154 miles. By the way, in London, the news-venders there "let out” the
morning papers during the day, for so much the day, or so much the
hour, to be read; and in the evening, they collect them, mail them, and
thus send them to their subscribers in the country, or the news venders
there. English newspapers have no subscribers such as we have, the
news-venders who make this a regular business, doing all the selling.
While in London, I shall “hire” a paper every day. More of this some
other time.
The move we made from Shrewsbury was for the valley of the Wye, the
scenery of which is celebrated, as well as Tintern Abbey,284 that is in it.
England is not the country for night riding—and I, therefore, lost many
fine prospects, and a view of the curiosities in many fine towns. Never,
before I came to this country, did I feel the sensation of "riding too fast,"
nor think it was very disagreeable to ride in the night, particularly when
one can sleep in an English coach quite as well as in a steamboat—but
here the coach often goes too fast, and I cannot thoroughly see all the
"wonders;" and as for night traveling over a country, where every spot
John Howard (1726-1790) — Born in London; philanthropist and prison reformer; first civilian commemorated with a monument in St. Paul's Cathedral
281 Rowland Hill (1772-1842) — Born Shropshire; British Army general, served in
Napoleonic Wars; Commander-in-Chief of British Army, 1828
282 King Henry IV of England (1367-1413) — reigned from 1399; also, Lord of Ireland; claimed kingdom of France.
283 Henry Percy (Hotspur) (1364-1403) — Born in Northumberland; fulfilled military and diplomatic responsibilities to the crown; rebelled, and killed at Battle of
Shrewsbury, 1403
284 The scenery near Tintern Abbey was publicized in an early poem of William
Wordsworth, whom Brooks had recently met in the Lake District (see Letter 12).
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is full of history or has left some relic of it, I have no more of it. Ludlow,
Leominster, Hereford, and Monmouth, we thus scampered through,
each (particularly the two first) a place of great interest, I now learn.
Approaching Monmouth, I did indeed get open my eyes, and by the aid
of a breakfast, at last kept them open, so as to see that I was entering as
pretty a country as I had yet been in, and that there were many prospects of extraordinary beauty. Indeed, all the vales of the little English
rivers are charming spots, particularly when they run winding among
the hills, varying the picture every mile or so, which, as the country is
not thickly wooded, if it has wood at all, always discloses to you the little
cultivated fields of various hues, making the landscapes perfect, and delighting even the dullest soul. I do not wonder that the English love a
country, for the ever-damp sky, the many little showers, give them the
greenest fields, and make their lands look the fancy of a paradise. All
they want to complete the charm is some of our Indian cornfields, of
which they have none—so as to vary the widespread verdure with, here
and there, a patch of real earth. Remember, I now speak of earth and
fields. I have no praises for their ever-clouded sky, and it is well that the
blessings of this earth are divided, so that, live where we may, each part
has some peculiar charm.
Fancy yourself traveling in such a vale, thus faintly pictured by that old
word charming, when, all at once, as you follow the windings of the
river, you come upon the ruins of one of these old abbeys, once so
thickly scattered all over England—its towers yet standing, its walls
covered with ivy—images grotesque and religious, peering out here and
there, and then the yew, the elm, and the oak flourishing on its very
summit! Thus, we fell upon Tintern Abbey, an abbey said once to cover,
with all its buildings, 34 acres, now in ruins, but not so much in ruins
that one can’t enjoy all the prospect with the liveliest delight. I have lost
that fresh feeling, alas! I never shall have it again, with which I viewed
Fountains Abbey,285 in Studley Park, the first ruins of any importance I
ever saw—but yet the situation of this remarkable vale, thus overgrown,
and thus marking the havoc of Time, renewed the pleasure. The opening
vista, as you have a view of the green hills, through the fretted window,
reminds you of a landscape as seen through a glass—and makes an impression that the traveler can never forget. We Americans who so seldom see such things, must enjoy them, I am sure, beyond any other peo285

Fountains Abbey —See Letter 10

ple on earth: for so strange are they, that we feel a thousand thoughts
we never felt before. A friend of mine who described this to me—and it
was the first he had seen—did it in such language that I half believed
him mad, but I could well understand his feelings, when I had my first
view of my first abbey.
Our baggage passed on with the coach, as we stopped to view Tintern
Abbey; and after our view was over, we followed down the valley of the
Wye to Chepstow, five miles, where there is another old castle, erected
about the time of the Conquest,286 the immense ruins of which overhang
the rocks of the Wye, and again astonish an American, when he sees
what huge structures bygone ages have thrown up. All over Great Britain, these prodigious masses of stone and mortar meet the eye, and thus
forcibly remind us, how strangely were mingled with our ancestors,
barbarism, war, and thirst for blood, with yet the power and the taste to
create such palaces as these; and then, such costly dwellings of religion,
as in the case of Tintern Abbey. No language can do justice to the magnificence of this country all about. The English taste has seized upon
every spot charming by Nature, and made it more charming by art. The
overhanging hills are used as points of observation to see the windings
of the Wye, and the now wide-spread Severn. The banks of the Wye are
adorned with walks and trees and verdant lawns; and every point
where Nature has given a beautiful view, art has seized and cultivated.
Alas, it will be a thousand years before we can see such things in our
own land. I fear we all love the city too well, and that the merchant,
whose wealth could beautify a country for which Nature has done so
much more than for England, will never leave his wharves and dirty
streets, to breathe the pure fresh air of the open fields. No one could
envy the use of that wealth, that thus made the wilderness blossom like
the rose, though thousands might envy the possession of the paradise it
could create.
“Chepstow finished,” as the tourists say, we started off on foot for the
Severn, to cross that for Bristol. Three or four miles’ walk brought us to
the Severn, which is here, toward its mouth a mile wide or more—and
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into which, or out of which, a wild tide287 is always rushing. We crossed
in a sailboat, but with difficulty, as the waters, rushing over the sands,
throw up high waves that often came into the boat. When we were over,
Bristol was yet twelve miles off, and we walked on, over rather a lone
road, till a coach overtook us, the temptation of ascending which a foot
traveler can seldom withstand, no matter how much he may enjoy that
variety of observation walking gives him. In Bristol, we had time to
spend but an hour or two, for we had fixed upon Bath as our stoppingplace for the night. All around, and in Bristol, are marks of opulence. The
merchants have little palaces to live in—but here, as everywhere else in
England, they seek the suburbs and shun the town. How on earth so
much business can be transacted here, on this little Avon, the quay of
which is now thickly crowded with vessels, is more than I can see. Why,
it would be too small with us to build a town upon, much less a city such
as this of 60,000 inhabitants. The cathedral here is well worth viewing—a fine specimen of Gothic architecture—with a square tower, four
pinnacles, and painted windows. I regretted much that I had not time to
see the monument of Sir W. Penn,288 the father of the Pennsylvania
Quaker,289 which is in one of the churches290 here, with his armor too.
But Bristol is not a place to be visited in an hour, or a day. I know not
where a tarry would be more pleasant.
But we hurried on. Before the sun was set, we were in Bath, twelve or
thirteen miles off—Bath, the celebrated city—the romance ground of so
many English novelists and lovers—the city that Beau Nash291 made so
famous—once the grand resort of all the English nobility—from kings
and queens down to baronets and knights—a classic city—but Trojafuit292 is about to be its motto—for Cheltenham and other places are
robbing it of all its glory. Its pump rooms and its baths, a thousand novelists will tell you all about. I was more interested in that strange sway
The Severn bore is a series of tidal waves, occurring about 130 days a year, which
move upstream against the river current.
288 Sir William Penn (1621-1670) — Born in Bristol; English admiral and politician
289 William Penn (1644-1718) — Born in London; son of Sir William Penn; Quaker;
founder of the Province of Pennsylvania
290 Sir William Penn's memorial is located in the church of St. Mary Redcliffe, Bristol.
291 Richard Nash (Beau Nash) (1674-1761) — Celebrated dandy; officiated at society events in the resort towns of Bath and Tunbridge Wells.
292 Et campos ubi Troja fuit — (literal translation) And fields where Troy once stood
(Virgil: Aeneid, III); reference to Bath's fall from dominance
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which that strange man, Beau Nash, once had here, than in the city itself—and I was, therefore, busy in looking up anecdotes of him. I found
two that show his power—and one was, when he snatched an apron off
from the Duchess of Queensberry293 in anger that she should violate decorum, by appearing at a ball in such a dress, and the other, his forbidding a dance after 11 o'clock, though solicited by the Princess Amelia.294
Such were instances of the despotic way of this master of ceremonies in
the Bath circles, who indeed made Bath what it is, and gave it all its
fame. Strange instances indeed of the power of fashion, where a man rising from humble life becomes the arbiter of elegance, and thus dictates,
as he did, to prince and princes even, what they should wear, and how
they should conduct. The poor fellow died at last at 88 years of age, neglected and poor; but a statute of his is now in the pump room, and he
has a monument in the abbey church, among other great men of his day.
Almost all the houses in Bath are built of stone—and it is an elegantly
constructed city, with about 40,000 people in it. Its chief business is—
Fashion, even now.
The next morning, we started for London at 11 o’clock, 106 miles off. At
Calne, we passed the Marquis of Lansdowne’s295 seat, on which there
are not only magnificent buildings, but beautiful pleasure grounds—an
extensive lake, numerous cascades, and a mausoleum. Oldbury Camp, an
ancient fortification on the summit of a hill, next attracted our attention.
On the side of this hill, a figure of a horse is cut out of the chalk rock,
which is visible some miles off; and it adds much interest to the roads,
for, when you first see if, it exactly resembles a white horse in the distance.296 At Froxfield, we went through what is here called a forest, remarkable as the only one in the kingdom belonging to a subject, which, I
suppose, no money could purchase, such a rare thing is a forest here. A
forest in England is worth having. A forest in America is worth having
Duchess of Queensberry (1701-1777) — Catherine Douglas née Hyde; London
society figure, prominent in fashion; patron of writers
294 Princess Amelia of Great Britain (1711-1786) — Second daughter of King George
II; reproached by Beau Nash for her non-compliance with dress conventions
295 [3rd] Marquis of Lansdowne (1780-1863) — Henry Petty-Fitzmaurice enjoyed a
lengthy career as a prominent British politician. The opulent family seat in this
reference was Bowood House, located in Wiltshire, between Calne and Chippenham (now largely demolished).
296 The Cherhill White Horse, near the Oldbury Iron Age earthwork, is of uncertain
date, being possibly as recent as the early 18th century.
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only for the timber or the wood—and the reason is, that we have so
many and they so few. At Fyfield, we passed a curious cromlech called
the Devil’s Den;297 and at Titbury Hill298 an immense barrow, famous for
the remains of a druidical temple. Reading, a large town, with beautiful
suburbs, we run rapidly through. Windsor was soon in sight, the residence of the king—and the English flag was floating over the castle, to
denote that he was “at home.” The Eton Montem299 was on our right,
where the Eton scholars sit on a certain day of the year, and exact tribute of every passerby, from the king to the peasant—a little robbery,
which time-honored custom has made a law that no man thinks of
breaking. Hounslow Heath300 was soon over, now stripped of its terrors
from robbery, and cultivated well. Here we met horse patrols, and police, preparing for their nightly duties around London. The gas lights
were soon in sight, ten miles off from London, running a length of
twenty miles or more, in the city and its suburbs. Houses, houses, all
houses! Streets and carriages innumerable! The long trail of mail
coaches passed, the guards sounding their bugles, and the coachmen
driving with furious rapidity. Again, at 9 o’clock, we were in that Niagara
of human beings that the world calls London—and, as little drops on
that great cataract, were tumbling along. The delight of such a day’s ride,
no one can describe.

★

Devil's Den — Large dolmen, originally part of a Neolithic burial mound.
Titbury Hill — (uncertain) Perhaps a reference to the Iron Age hill fort at Tidbury
Ring; or to Roman remains near Bullingdon, Andover, Hampshire. Neither place is
near the route taken by Brooks.
299 Eton Montem — Mound near Slough, Berkshire. The tradition described was observed by students of Eton College; it dated from at least the 16th century, being
suppressed in 1847.
300 Hounslow Heath — Location of the modern Heathrow Airport
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29. Immensity of London
London,
July 1835.
"One man is nothing—at most but an atom, a mere atom, an automatized
atom!" Horror of horrors—how many times has this London been emptied in the many past centuries! What do they do with the dead! Can the
earth hold them? How many feet deep of dead, think you, there are under the earth, hereabout? If the resurrection will be, as we think, what a
spectacle will be exhibited here! The two millions of people over whom I
am looking now, thirty years hence will be half gone: sixty years hence,
quite gone. A new race will be in these streets. Our day will be antiquity.
People will wonder how we looked and acted. The people's children's
children will be trampling over us. Two millions more of dead will be
added to the millions of millions under the earth. Other men will be in
St. Stephen's then.301 The St. James302 will have another king and queen,
if king and queen there be, and the worms will be eating this one, if then
he be not already eaten. Perchance his monument will stand up somewhere, as rusty as Charles the Second's.303 But old Thames will be what
he now is. He will not change. Whip up quickly your heavy horses, ye
draymen on Ludgate Hill. Others are hurrying to take your places. Drive
on, livery boys. Who will drive when you are dead? What will a thousand years know of you? What folly to pile up these huge masses of
stone! Old Time sends abroad millions of messengers, eating and gnawing the very stone, and by and by he comes himself, with his terrible
sledge, and strikes down what they have loosened. And you, Westminster Abbey, must also fall. He is at work upon you. By and by, rubbish
will fill your Poet's Corner. Aye, this old Tower, they are propping up
and propping up. Its turrets look as if they shake. There, is the monu-

St. Stephen's — Brooks refers to St. Stephen's Hall, rebuilt in the place of St. Stephen's Chapel, which space is now occupied by the House of Commons
302 St. James's Palace — Located in the City of Westminster; formerly, the principal
residence of the British monarch
303 The statue of Charles II, by Cibber, is located in Soho Square Garden. The "rusty"
appearance mentioned by Brooks refers to weathering of the Portland stone.
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ment erected in memory of the Great Fire.304 Who knows, but another
great fire will level even this dome in the dust. Sir Christopher Wren305
built this—and Sir Christopher Wren sleeps in a dark cell under my feet.
I have just been looking at Nelson's sarcophagus, under the very center
of this dome. Nelson died to lay in that gloomy place, to dispel whose
darkness, torches must be lighted, ere his tomb can be seen. Oh, what is
glory! A shilling is asked to see him, and the great painters, and some
others—the same sum that is demanded for seeing the beasts in the
Tower. What care all the mighty mass of human beings moving around
this church, who lie buried here! The huge clock is striking. How many
have died within the scan of the eye hence, since it first began to strike!
Why cannot we arrest the march of Time, and keep young, and ever
have such fresh feelings as I have now? The mischief is, I get used to
everything. What is new today, will be old tomorrow. Already London
seems natural—not so strange, so awful, as when I came here, almost
frantic with astonishment. I cannot catch new thoughts, but I instantly
lose them. What I see in the morning as wonderful, becomes old before
night arrives. If I write down everything as it first seems to me, I rave. If
I wait till I am cool, the phantom is gone, and I am spiritless. The sound
of the organ below startles me again. I hear its loud notes, swelling
through the dome, and rolling through niche and gallery. The preachers
in cathedrals ought to be giants, with giants' voices. If man had the
power of the organ, a vocal power like that, then he could speak fitly of
heaven in such vast aisles. He looks puny now, not like God's messenger.
The service of religion is below, and the service of mammon about; religion in the church, money-scrambling without. See the gold-getters in
the great Bank at my feet. In that Royal Exchange, nearly full of rich
merchants, the wealthiest on the globe, empires are bargained for.
And then, the forests of masts on the Thames, and in the huge docks, far
away. Myriads and myriads of streets and lanes! who can count them?
all full of people—and who can feed them? Whence do the people of this
empire obtain enough to eat! This puzzles me. If all this city drank from
The Monument [sic] is a 200-foot high column marking the spot where the Great
Fire of London began in 1666.
305 Sir Christopher Wren (1632-1723) — Prominent English architect; responsible
for rebuilding many churches after the Great Fire of London (1666), the best
known of these being St. Paul's Cathedral. A man of many talents, including anatomy, astronomy and mathematics.
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the little Thames, would they not drink it dry! How do they, I ask again,
get enough to eat—so many eaters and so few producers. What a
slaughter too, there must be each day, to feed them! What hecatomb of
cattle slain!
Such were some of my thoughts, confusedly crowded together, as I
stood upon the topmost gallery around the dome of St. Paul's church,
and from this great height, in the heart of the city, surveyed the masses
of men and things all about me. In trusting you with these thoughts,
such as must rush into every man's mind on looking at such a city, from
such a place, I give you a better description than twice as many words in
any other form can do. I can tell you, to be sure, that I overlooked the
dwellings of two millions of people, including the suburbs of London,
and I might amplify upon the thickness of the smoke, and the dusty light
it imparts to everything. For miles, you look upon dwellings. A rumbling
confused sound swelling upwards, as of armies marching, falls upon
your ears; you feel—and the feeling is a true one—as if you are looking
with a glass upon the heart of all the world, whence blood is rushing
everywhere, for no other city, anywhere, exerts such an influence on all
the world as London does. The whole world, in fact, centers here. Here,
mankind, if I may use the expression—seems to have come to a focus.
Whatever you want or fancy you want, money here will bring. Whatever
you wish to see, you can see. Even this very scene of London, with a
mock St. Paul's, is kept for show, at the Colosseum306 the other end of
the city, and it is perfect, too, with the smoke and all. And there, as if to
mock nature, is kept a tropical climate with tropical plants; a cave too,
actually made, with a real waterfall, stalactites and all; and then, as if
this was not enough to astonish you, you are taken to Switzerland,
shown Swiss cliffs, real cliffs too, more waterfalls, really made and true
to Nature; and then, from a Swiss cottage, you see Swiss mountains, (a
painting this) and boats in actual motion over it! Here, near Regent's
Park, in thickly settled London, is all this—all made: a steam engine (out
of sight) pumping up the water and turning water-wheels; and then cascades, with their rainbows too! I call it the heart of the world then, for
specimens of all the world are here. You can see anything, or have anything you want to have—of fun or frolic—of literature or science—of
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London Colosseum [sic] (1827-1874) — Formerly located near Regent's Park,
the building was designed in the style of the Pantheon at Rome. Its principal attraction was a 40,000 square feet, 360-degree painted panorama of the city.

pleasure or of labor, of whatever there is, that the highest or lowest
tastes of man can desire.
After a half-satisfying look from the dome of St. Paul's, I was fool enough
to clamber up into the dark ball, where the hot pent-up air, and the puffing of five or six fools like myself, made the air insufferable. I got down
the narrow and dark steps again, as soon as possible—and why I vexed
myself to climb up in that dark place was more than I can tell. This
height is 356 feet from the pavement of the church. The length of the
church is 500 feet. The ground plot, on which it stands, is two acres, 16
perches, and 70 feet. Then I took a stroll through the whispering gallery;
into the old library, where there is nothing remarkable, but the floor put
together without a nail; by the geometrical staircase, which is a curiosity; and among the clockworks, of the extent of which you will have an
idea, when I tell you that the dial is 57 feet in circumference, the length
of the minute hand 8 feet, and that the bell, which strikes the hours,
weighs 11,474 pounds, and has been distinctly heard 20 miles!
I had been into the crypt of which I have spoken before, and there saw
where Wren, Nelson, Collingwood,307 Reynolds,308 Lawrence,309 Barry,310
West,311 and others are buried; and have told you too, that we were
conducted about by the light of a lantern in this subterranean abode.
The rest of my leisure time I spent among the monuments, which British
pride and British generosity have clustered thickly together in the aisles
of this great church. Pakenham312 and Gibbs313 who fell at New Orleans,

Cuthbert Collingwood (1748-1810) — Born in Newcastle; Admiral of the Royal
Navy; partner with Nelson in several victories during the Napoleonic Wars; buried in the crypt of St. Paul's Cathedral
308 Sir Joshua Reynolds (1723-1792) — Prominent English portrait painter; buried
in St. Paul's Cathedral
309 Thomas Lawrence (1769-1830) — Accomplished English portrait painter; buried
in St. Paul's Cathedral
310 James Barry (1741-1806) — Major Irish painter; active in London; buried in St.
Paul's Cathedral
311 Benjamin West (1738-1820) — Born in Pennsylvania; self-taught painter; settled
in England; president of the Royal Academy; buried in St. Paul's Cathedral
312 Sir Edward Pakenham (1778-1815) — Anglo-Irish army officer; served with Wellington in the Peninsular War; commander of British forces in America in 1814;
killed at Battle of New Orleans; commemorated jointly with Major General Samuel Gibbs
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stand on one monument here. Gen. Ross has a monument here. So has
the Marquis of Cornwallis.314 Sir Isaac Brock,315 who fell at Queenstown,
(Canada) is represented as a corpse reclining in the arms of a British
soldier, while an Indian mourns over his fate. The design of Gen. Ross’s
monument is Valor laying an American flag upon his tomb, over which
Britannia is recumbent in tears, while Fame is descending with the laurel to crown his bust. The sculptor Flaxman worked the monumental
honors to Lord Nelson. His statue leans on an anchor. On his right, beneath, Britannia directs the attention of two young seamen to Nelson,
their great example. The British Lion on the other side, guards the
monument. The figures on the pedestal represent the North Sea, the
German Ocean,316 the Nile and the Mediterranean. On the cornice are
the words, Nile, Trafalgar, Copenhagen—but, as to the last, the less that
is said about it the better, so I think.317 Sir William Jones,318 Dr. Johnson,
Sir Joshua Reynolds, Admiral Rodney,319 Sir John Moore, Lord Collingwood, and the philanthropist Howard, each have monuments here, with
perhaps some forty or fifty others. The best inscription of all is that of
the builder of the church, "si monumentum requiris, circumspice,"320 on a
plain marble slab, over the iron gates leading to the choir.
Thus do Englishmen pay their tribute to the mind, manifest itself howsoever it may. The poet as well as the soldier, the architect as well as the
judge, the painter as well as the sailor—has his monument here. What
Samuel Gibbs (1771-1815) — British army officer; second-in-command to Major
General Edward Pakenham at Battle of New Orleans, where both were killed;
commemorated jointly in the crypt of St. Paul's Cathedral.
314 Charles Cornwallis (1738-1805) — 1st Marquis; British Army officer; surrendered to American forces at Yorktown in 1781.
315 Sir Isaac Brock (1769-1812) — British Army officer; Lieutenant-Governor of Upper Canada; knighted for thwarting American invasion attempts; killed in action
in present-day Ontario.
316 German Ocean — Former name for the North Sea
317 Battle of Copenhagen — Brooks' opinion on Nelson's victory is not clear.
318 Sir William Jones (1746-1794) — Anglo-Welsh lawyer and orientalist; "friend of
American independence"; employed in Bengal; philologist, postulated a deep relationship between the Indo-European languages; buried in St. Paul's Cathedral
319 George Brydges Rodney (1718-1792) — British naval officer; Admiral, with long
service career, including the Seven Years' War and the American War of Independence
320 Si monumentum requiris, circumspice — (Translation) If you seek his monument,
look around. Epitaph to Sir Christopher Wren, architect of St. Paul's Cathedral
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an inspiring place for an Englishman! What a stimulus to ambition! But
this, much less so than Westminster Abbey, after visiting which the
traveler will understand why Nelson associated victory with its vaults
and aisles, in the hour of battle.
English taste may love "the venerable look" of St. Paul’s as much as they
please, but, till I love a coal pit, I shall have no love for such a mass of
"lampblack” as this is on the outer side. The greatest piece of impudence
of which John Bull is guilty, and I could not say a harder thing, for he is
such an essence of impudence at times, is in bepraising the "solemn air"
of his sooty buildings. He lives in a climate that rusts and begrimes everything exposed to it, and therefore his country's "venerable look" —
denounces the bright cheerful aspect of American dwellings. The London coal soot is over half an inch thick, I should judge from the view, on
the walls of St. Paul's, and we are really told that this is "mellowed,'' "softened," "antique," "sublime." Why, we could make all America "sublime"
in a week or so by our pitch, tar and lampblack. Think now of the impudence of John Bull, landing in New York, for the first day in his life able
to wear a clean shirt all the day, snuffing our dry air in contempt, and
turning up his nose at our neatly painted dwellings! Think of his praising the "venerable aspect" of his smoked and sooty St. Paul's! Think of
his thus extolling the vice of his climate, and ridiculing the purity of
ours! Did you ever hear such ingenious impudence?
I say nothing of the structure itself. I have had no opportunities as yet to
compare, and thus to criticize, for I have not seen St. Peter's, nor have I
been on the Continent, where I am expecting to see wonders. Imagine a
huge church to be in the center of the Broadway of New York, or your
own principal business streets, and you will have an idea of the situation of this, and a faint one of the bustle all around. Thick as are the
people in Wall St., they are three times thicker about here. If they
walked as rapidly as they do there, no man would soon know his own
head and legs from his neighbors.

★

30. House of Commons
London,
July, 1835.
I felt a great desire to get into the House of Commons, for two reasons:
the one, to see those prominent men, whose names reach us, and hear
their speeches; and the other, to contrast them with our prominent men
in Congress. As it is not an easy thing to get into the House of Commons,
it being a part of the English system to throw as many obstacles as possible at the door of everything to be visited, I selected what I thought
would be the best night, and the easiest way—which was to buy in, giving the doorkeeper the fee of two shillings and six pence—about sixty
cents. The Irish Church Bill, or rather the bill to divide the surplus of the
funds of the Established Church in Ireland among the people, for the
purposes of education, was to be upon the table, and Sir Robert Peel was
to bring in the debate as the leader of the opposition.
I went to the entrance of the Commons Hall at 3 o'clock, P. M., so as to
have a peep at the preliminaries. About this time, and a little later,
scores of members came riding to the door; many on horseback, with
their servants to take care of their horses, and many in carriages, with
their servants in rich liveries. About 4 o'clock, "Stand aside, stand aside,"
was cried on all sides—and there then came along not a very tall man,
with his head and half his shoulders covered over with a wig, and a
whole posse of officers in his train. This wigged gentleman, thus escorted, was the Speaker of the House. Then there was a rush for the
stairs of the gallery, and soon these were filled, but the door was not yet
opened. When it was opened, and the doorkeeper had received his fee,
or a pass from some member—only one of which he is allowed to give, I
believe—we were ushered before the House of Commons.
I saw a not very large hall, not much larger than the hall of the Congressional library, not so large as the halls of very many of our State legislatures; with seats running lengthways on both sides, an oblong area in
the middle, fronting which, on the right of the Speaker, were the ministerial benches, where the Whigs sit, and on his left, the opposition,
where the Tories sit. Just before the Speaker, near a not very large desk,

which we should call the Clerk's desk, but not at his desk, were the ministry—Mr. Spring Rice,321 the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Lord John
Russell,322 and others, and directly opposite, not ten feet off, in front, on
the other side of the desk, were Sir Robert Peel and the focus of the opposition. The Speaker, perched in a low chair, back of the Clerk's desk,
looked very like an owl, as his face peered out the thick wig. Not a table
to write upon was before any of the members, the ministry, or Sir Robert Peel, nor was a table to be seen, but at the further end of the hall, and
this was small, narrow, and quite inaccessible. The seats for the members were in ranges, and they were crowded thickly together. I saw
some few members writing notes on their knees, and Mr. Spring Rice,
and other orators, thus took all their notes. There was no page—a little
fellow such as we have, to hand up petitions to the Speaker—nor a
"Tims - to bring more porter"323 —but every member handed up his own
petitions, and did his own errands. I saw Sir Robert Peel carry up a
whole armful of parchment, petitioning against the Church Bill of the
Ministry.
After some preliminaries, such as the settlement of a divorce case,
which must be a very sorry case, by the way, if not in the love list, in the
cost of the suit—for every private bill in Parliament costs about
$2,500—and after an odd-looking figure had come in from the Lords,
bowing and tripping most graciously, with the famous "black rod" in his
hand—then backing out, and making three more gracious bows, with
his face to the Commons, (as the Lords are never to turn their backs
upon the Commons,) requesting the Speaker to go to the House of Lords,
to receive the Royal assent by proxy to some certain bills. After this display of form and folly, at which I laughed much, and much to the horror,
too, of some good loyal subjects near me, Lord Morpeth got up from the
ministerial bench, and moved the order of the day.
Thomas Spring Rice (1790-1866) — Anglo-Irish Whig politician; Chancellor of
the Exchequer from 1835 to 1839
322 Lord John Russell (1792-1878) — British Whig and Liberal politician; twice
Prime Minister; principle architect of the Reform Act, 1832
323 Mister Tims — Doorkeeper of the U.S. Congress chamber. His name appears in a
fictitious anecdote claiming that Senator John Randolph (of Roanoke, Virginia),
had repeatedly asked him to bring him porter (alcoholic drink) while making a
speech. Published in Letters from Alabama on various subjects, Anne Newport
Royall, Washington, 1830, p.188
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Soon Sir Robert Peel was on his feet, and on his arms; his arms, I say, for
his exordium was more than half pronounced while he was lazily leaning
on the Clerk's desk, with his legs crossed—and this, too, all visible,
standing, as he did, in the open area! when every syllable of the hitherto
turbulent house was hushed, and all was still as the grave, save the lazily drawn out words that the orator was uttering. Anon, there was a
tremendous outcry of "hear, hear, hear," beginning in whispers and then
mounting to screams—first slow and distinct, and then booming forth in
one uninterrupted bellow; and all this was over some not very remarkable thing that he said, but rather over what he threatened to say, as he
stretched out his white pantalooned legs, and flouted the tail of his frock
coat, while throwing his arms in the air, betokening a spasm of oratory
in embryo. This enthusiastic cry of so many voices warmed up the orator, and for a while he stood upon both legs, and spoke like other men.
Sir Robert Peel spoke for some five or six hours, and delivered, as the
Tory newspapers say, the most splendid speech he ever made in his life.
In truth, it was a most adroit and skillful speech, in which he made a
most ingenious argument to prove that the Protestant Church of Ireland
receiving all the tithes, though making but a small part of the Irish people, yet had no surplus funds to give to Catholics or Protestants for other
purposes! I did not feel the force of his argument, but I saw its ingenuity,
and that amused me much. We have no such a speaker as Sir Robert
Peel—none of his class from Maine to Louisiana—that I have ever met
with. Indeed, his manner would not be tolerated with us—not that it is
so bad, but that it is so affected, so theatrical, so much the oratory that
the college boy brings from the schools. "I rise," says he, "Mr. Speaker,
under the deep—est (deep very emphatic and guttural) impression (very
low and common) of the magnitude (magnitude very loud again, in the
like tone with deep) of this subject, (low and common, and all slow)—
oppressed (loud and with a trill of the r) by the reflection (natural and
common) of my own inability (loud and rising) to do justice," (very low,
&c. &c.) and thus did this regular variation of tone, from every long to
every other long word, or rather this sing-song, continue throughout the
whole speech.
His enunciation is very slow and distinct. In his language, he seldom attempted any oratorical flights. In his manner, he was attempting it all
the time—and though he met with constant cheers from his side of the
House, yet such cheers, in many cases, only displayed either their party

feeling or their bad taste. As a matter-of-fact speech, I cannot say too
much in its praise, knowing what it was intended for. As an effort of an
orator, so far as the manner is concerned, it seemed to me to be in almost the worst possible taste.
After Sir Robert Peel had concluded, and the "hear," "hear," "hear," were
over, continued for at least ten minutes by full 200 members, screaming
as loud as they could, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr. Spring Rice,
obtained a hearing in reply. Mr. Rice was all unprepared, and, both in his
manner and his matter, he made a sorry figure. The speech, as a speech,
was beneath contempt, and yet his party, as a matter of course, furiously
cheered it when they could, and when his party towards the close found
that he said nothing, and would say nothing even with a cheer, they kept
a-cheering all the time, it seemed to me, on purpose, to conceal what he
said, so wild, so rambling was it, so wishy-washy. And yet Mr. Rice may
be a man of talents—a clever man, as the English say—but I am sure he
is no orator, and never can be one. Sir Robert Peel had given him a
tougher bone than he was prepared to gnaw—and all he did, or presumed to do, was to growl over it in furious tones. But when Mr. Rice sat
down, out came for him another yell of the "hear," "hear," "hear," the
Whigs evidently trying to scream as loud as the Tories did when Peel sat
down—and, were I called upon to give an opinion, I should say they had
the lustier voices, if not the lustier leader. Mr. Spring Rice would be a
fifth-rate orator in the American senate, to whom nobody would listen,
except "in a very dry time."
After the leaders of the two sides had concluded their addresses, a Mr.
Lefroy,324 the member from Dublin University, a Tory of course, began a
harangue—but such a hooting and yelling was there, that if I had been
disposed, I could not have heard one word in twenty. But the louder the
yells—and the cry of "hear," "hear," to drown his voice—and the cry of
"divide," and "question," too, the calmer was Mr. Lefroy. He delivered his
speech as coolly as if he had been in an iceberg—his chief aim seeming
to be, to disembogue325 it into the Times. All order was now over. Boisterous laughs were heard from every side—and then a hooting, and
then a yelling, which, if we republicans had made, the d___l would have
Thomas Langlois Lefroy (1776-1869) — Irish-Huguenot Tory politician and
judge; Member of Parliament; Lord Chief Justice of Ireland from 1852 to 1866
325 Disembogue — Discharge
324

been to pay. One, two, three, or four other speakers succeeded; one with
some success, and the others with none at all.
Sir Robert Inglis326 then got the floor, and began to speak good sense in
rather a prosy way. But neither Sirs nor Lords protect a man from outcry here. The later it became, and it was now past 12, the louder were
the yells, and the drowning cry of "hear," "hear," thus overwhelming a
miserable man in the very tempest of approbation. Sir Robert Inglis
looked a prayer, and begged an ear, but all in vain—and I really pitied
the poor man in such a turmoil. At last, a Capt. Forrester,327 I think that
was his name, cried out aloud against one of O'Connell's sons (and
O'Connell, by the way, has three sons and one nephew in the House) as
making an indecent noise, that he could no longer bear. O'Connell civilly
told him that was—not a fact. Here was a chance for a row and a duel. I
pricked up my ears—Sir Robert Inglis stopped. Half the House rushed to
the scene of action. The Speaker got up from his seat and waved his
hand. Forty voices were ringing at once. Oh, it was as delightful a row as
I ever saw! Young O'Connell danced about like a skipping rocket. The
Captain Forrester looked things of terrible wrath. At last, the Speaker
got a hearing and calmed the storm; and young O'Connell, at the
Speaker's request, being sorry for what he said, and Captain Forrester,
at the like request, taking back what he said, too—Sir Robert Inglis
again began, and the hooting began too. At last, at 2 o'clock, A. M., the
House adjourned, and yet no question was taken! I am quite sure such a
life would soon kill me. I don't wonder that Cobbett328 died, for he was
not brought up in this way.329
Having now heard the best speakers in Parliament, and seen the House
of Commons, I am going to express some opinions. I never saw, even in
Sir Robert Inglis (1786-1855) — English Tory politician; defender of the position
of the Anglican church; opposed Jewish emancipation
327 Captain Forrester — Not positively identified
328 William Cobbett (1763-1835) — English Member of Parliament; sought Parliamentary reform. Cobbett had died on the previous 18th of June, a short time before Brooks reported this debate.
329 Footnote in original: "The Times newspaper published the whole of this debate
next morning, with a perfectly accurate report of Sir Robert Peel's speech, beginning the publication a quarter before 10 o'clock, and ending at 12 o'clock. The labor of preparing and setting up such a debate, must have been immense."
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our House of Representatives, in the highest political times, such a scene
as the House of Commons displayed this night—and by a report in The
Times, I see that a like scene was acted again the night after. If such gentlemen have more of the gentleman about them than ours in our Congress, the more is the pity, for the sad use they made of it. They pay
more attention to their own personal appearance, I own. They may look
better; but that they behave, better, I utterly deny. I saw them sprawling
on the seats, wherever they could, and sleeping too. Indeed, the doorkeeper had to give one a punch to wake him up to go home, when the
House adjourned. Did Tocqueville330 ever see this, that he has written as
he has of us? I do not justify the vulgarity of manner that is visible in our
House, nor the disorder often disgracefully prevalent, but I say such
things are also seen elsewhere—not among men who properly value
themselves, to be sure. I only mean to say that England has blackguards
in Parliament, as well as the United States—and there are gentlemen in
Congress, too, as well as in the House of Commons.
I am rejoiced that I have had the opportunity, both here and often in the
United States, to see the best orators of the two countries, for long have
I wished to make a comparison, with intellect thus displayed in the Old
and the New World. I now know that such men as Clay, and Webster,
and Calhoun331 would make a figure here, much more brilliant than any
of the speakers of the present day, for there are none to match them in
extemporaneous speaking, O'Connell and Brougham except. The English
would laugh at Clay's mispronunciations; but then he would make the
House of Commons quake. His magnificent voice, swelling in its loftier
notes, would be such a burst of eloquence as they have not heard since
Chatham's332 days. Peel's struts, and Peel's airs would dwindle to nothing before this orator, whom Nature made. Oh, what would I have given
to see Webster in Spring Rice's place, foiling the sophistry of Peel! and
unfolding the great political truths of "No Established Church," "no
tithes," that we so well understand! The cheers of his Whig friends
Alexis de Tocqueville (1805-1859) — French diplomat and political historian;
best known in the U.S. for his work Democracy in America.
331 John C. Calhoun (1782-1850) — U.S. Congressman, later Senator, from South
Carolina; U.S. Vice-President from 1825 to 1832; argued for slavery, states' rights
and nullification.
332 William Pitt the Elder (Lord Chatham) (1708-1778) — British Whig politician;
accomplished orator; Prime Minister from 1766 to 1768
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would have then been given to a man, treating the subject so as to merit
them. We have in our Senate, I will not say ten men of better intellect,
but ten better speakers than Sir Robert Peel. There, he would be compelled to struggle hard to be a second-rate man. Sprague333 is a better
speaker. So is Frelinghuysen,334 so is Southard,335 Rives,336 or Leigh337
Never did a body need more of new leaven in it than Parliament of Parliament men. Brougham has a way of his own, and so has O'Connell—
but all the others whom I have heard have studied in one school, and
pipe one tune. Sir Robert Peel is now the last model. In the century to
come, every professor of oratory from Land's End to John O'Groat's
house, will tell his boys "to speak like Sir Robert Peel."
I not only know now that we bear the palm from the British in the claim
of eloquent men, but I think we must for years and years to come, from
the very nature of our institutions, the schools in which our young men
are trained, and the models they have before them. Eloquence is the
most powerful weapon an American can wield, and he who can use the
tongue to talk, and the pen to write, in a government so popular as ours,
must be a man of power, be he in whatsoever situation he may. We have
a thousand fields, too, for the display of eloquence and the English have
but one. Their courts of law, too, are much more rigid than ours in the
transaction of business, checking everything like display, and fastening,
as in our highest court at Washington, every man down to mere matter
of fact. We have the caucus, the convention, the stump, the numerous
assemblies of the people, then the many courts of law, then our State
legislatures with their excellent preparation, before our speakers tread
the Congressional boards.

(Perhaps) Peleg Sprague (1793-1880) — Politician from state of Maine; U.S. Congressman, then Senator; opposed forced Indian removal from Southern States
334 Theodore Frelinghuysen (1787-1862) — Politician from New Jersey; U.S. Senator
from 1829 to 1835; later, Mayor of Newark NJ; opposed forced Indian removal
from Southern States
335 (Perhaps) Samuel Lewis Southard (1787-1842) — Politician from New Jersey;
U.S. Senator; U.S. Secretary of the Navy; Governor of New Jersey
336 William Cabell Rives (1793-1868) — Virginia lawyer; U.S. Congressman, later
U.S. Senator; U.S. Minister to France
337 Benjamin Leigh (1781-1849) — Virginia lawyer and politician; U.S. Senator from
1834 to 1836; represented slaveholders; opposed South Carolina's insistence on
nullification
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Every man with us seems to have the impudence to believe that he is
born an orator, and it costs years often to convince him to the contrary.
There is no way of putting him down, till he puts himself down at last.
But few are afraid to speak somewhere or other, in the town meeting, if
not away from home—upon alewives and salmon! if not upon the Constitution and the currency. The gift of the gab, as it is often called, is a
universal gift in the United States. Not so here. "Poeta nascitur, Orator
fit,"338 is the doctrine prevailing here. A very miserable speaker is
hooted at and yelled down. Even American brass could not face a House
of Commons yell. The war-whoop is but a trifle to it. Upon my word, I
should have taken them all for North American savages, if I had not seen
the men. Hundreds, therefore, are afraid to speak, who can speak. They
have no little forums in which to flutter their wings and try their
strength; and oratory, like other trades, requires practice to make the
tongue go well.
The consequence of all this difference is, that as our field is greater, and
competition closer too, we have better speakers, and worse speakers
also, than the English have. We have more eloquence, and far more
bombast too. In manner, we are better off than they—in matter, often
the worst. Their speeches are closer than ours. The rant of our Congressionals would often make the Commons roar. Adjectives here must be
few and sparse; facts thickly crowded together, but they seldom or
never make the blood run quicker. They seldom touch the heart. They
never infuriate a popular audience, as Preston can. Their taste may be
better than ours, but, I must insist upon it, our eloquence is better than
theirs. There are many men at all our principal Bars—there are some,
too, in our State legislatures, who are far better speakers than Sir Robert
Peel. Stanley339 (I have not heard him) is more of the American school, I
am told. Graham340 is dull, and a bigot too. Hume stumbles and hobbles
like a London dray-horse. Lord John Russell is very dull, but much of a
man, nevertheless. Lord Morpeth will never set the world on fire.
O'Connell is an orator—and a sorry blackguard too. Brougham is less of
an orator, but more of an honest man. Brougham has been so great in
the Commons, because none were there greater than he. Nevertheless,
Poeta nascitur, Orator fit — (Translation) The poet is born, the orator is made
Stanley — (Perhaps) Edward Smith-Stanley (1775-1851), 13th Earl of Derby
(Lord Stanley)
340 Graham — (Perhaps) James Graham (1792-1861), 2nd Baronet
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he is a wonderful man. Heaven preserve me, if ever an Englishman here
should see how I have tomahawked the greatest dignitaries of the
State—and all in solemn truth too. I should be set down as a North
American Indian of the Pawnee tribe—and a fund might be raised to
"catch" and "civilize" me—such mighty men are some small men, here
set down to be!

★

31. House of Lords
London,
July 1835.
I have been into the House of Lords. As the gallery into which strangers
are admitted is not so large as that part of the Senate gallery over our
vice-president's head—and it holds the reporters, too!—it requires
much negotiation to get in, when an important debate is coming up. I
wanted to hear the discussion upon the Municipal Corporation Bill; and
I began my negotiation some days ahead. By the politeness of one of the
editors of The Times, who of course stands high among the ''noble
Lords," I obtained an excellent seat, without being obliged to come some
hours beforehand, as others did—many even of whom got no seat nor
eyesight either, such was the crowd. By the way, there is no accommodation for the people here. They are never expected to hear debates—
but only to read them—which are reported after all, as I have learned by
watching, with less accuracy than Mr. Stansbury341 often reports for the
National Intelligencer.
The House of Lords (the room, I mean) is not large—not so long, or
longer, than our Congressional library; not much wider. There is but one
gallery for visitors. There are two where the Lords sit, when the benches
are full below. The gallery for visitors is not quite so large as that in the
House of Commons; but this will soon be smaller, as "the ladies" are to
share a part of it with the gentlemen—a board partition, however, to
separate them. The Lords sit as the Commoners do—the Whigs on one
side of an open area, the Tories on the other, with no desks, no notetaking places, no benches to lean upon. The Bishops have a bench of
their own, a compartment rather, where they sit; part of them in wigs,
all in white gowns or surplices. They look very like old women in their
morning gowns, when they first get out of bed—perhaps. The Lord
Chancellor sits wigged, on a woolsack, before the throne, which is
341

Arthur Joseph Stansbury (1781-1865) — Presbyterian minister of religion at Albany NY; from 1821, reported U.S. Congressional debates for the National Intelligencer, the dominant Washington newspaper of the period; a contemporary of
Brooks

somewhat like a watchman's box; but the woolsack is covered over with
red cloth—very neat, therefore, but not so comfortable as an arm-chair,
as it has no arms, only an uncomfortable back. The clerks sit in front of
him, wigged too, and then there are wigged Masters in Chancery.
The Earl of Falmouth342 began, popping questions at the "noble Viscount" Melbourne. What an excellent idea this is, of bringing the Ministry face to face, and thus popping questions at them, and demanding answers. It keeps them in order, and tries their caliber. I should like to see
our Secretaries now and then catechized by the Senate or the House.
How often would they stammer! It is a fine experiment; and if the genius
of our Government admitted of it, I think it would work well with us. It
makes men responsible. This popping of questions led to a debate. Viscount Strangford,343 in a schoolboy tone, see-sawing up and down, let off
a speech against this Corporation Reform Bill. The Duke of Cumberland,344 the illustrious Duke, the King's brother, sputtered a little, but he
has nearly lost his voice, which is very lucky, as it would not serve him
much, if he had it. Lord Wharncliffe345 spoke very naturally for a British
senator, very coolly, very reasonably. He did not mouth his words, as
almost all the others do. Lord Melbourne then arose. I felt much curiosity to hear the Prime Minister. He speaks rapidly, is often involved in his
sentences, mouths some; thrashes the bench a little with regular
thumps, and is a passable speaker, but nothing remarkable. There is a
vein of manly sense, though, in what he utters, that commands attention. His air and tone are quite decisive. He commanded great attention;
and one phrase, that "no body of men could now trifle with the people,"
brought forth the "hear," "hear," very boisterously. One man, in the gallery near me, was so very frantic with approbation, that the doorkeeper
was obliged to take him out.

1st Earl of Falmouth (1787-1841) — Edward Boscawen; Tory peer; opposed Parliamentary reform and Catholic emancipation
343 6th Viscount Strangford (1780-1855) — Percy Smythe; Anglo-Irish diplomat and
peer; ambassador to Portugal, Sweden, Turkey and Russia
344 Duke of Cumberland and Teviotdale (1771-1851) — Prince Ernest Augustus, son
of King George III; from 1837, King of Hanover; active member of the British
House of Lords
345 Lord Wharncliffe (1776-1845) — Colonel James Archibald Stuart-WortleyMackenzie, 1st Baron; British soldier and Tory politician
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The Duke of Wellington got up after this. I should have known him by
his nose, as well as Brougham, for both have very remarkable noses. Say
what they please about the old Duke's want of brains as a senator, he is
no fool. Speaking is not his trade, I see. He drags his ideas out by main
force; and, as he has lost his teeth, and therefore speaks indistinctly, appearances are against his eloquence; but, nevertheless, I can see that he
is the soul of the opposition. They rally around him. They rely upon him.
They "hear," "hear" him, even when he does not say much to be heard.
Such a leadership is not surrendered to a man of no senatorial talent.
The Duke talks, too, very much in the style in which he would rally a
brigade. He does not argue, so much as he commands. He jerks out his
words when they come hard. He is energetic in his manner, but there is
no mouthing about him, no regular blows upon the benches. He talks as
if he had a job to do, and the quicker it was done, the better. When the
words stick in his throat, he sputters them out. When he does not pronounce them plainly, he sounds them again. The English language and
he are no friends. Verbs with him often have no nominative cases, and
the cases sometimes stroll through whole paragraphs, after the verbs.
Such is a little touch of the oratory of the man who made Bonaparte
miss one figure.346
Next, we had that odd genius, Lord Brougham—The more I see of him,
the more I am puzzled to classify him. I met him the other day in some
strange antics. This might be made a figure again and again. He rambles
about in the House of Lords like a wild colt. As an Austrian general once
said of Bonaparte, he despises all rule, all system; you cannot calculate
upon what he is at. Now he would flatter the Duke of Wellington, and
anon he would cuff him without much ceremony. He goes off like a
rocket, at times; never so brilliant. Then he will flounder and flounder. If
a man cries "hear" at him, just as likely as not, he'll stop and thank him.
If one says "no," he'll debate the question by the way, and jump right out
of the middle of a sentence. I found him once all wound up in one of his
gnarled sentences, and he himself was hunting for a corner to get out,
but all the time was plunging deeper in, and deeper and deeper did he
get in, working up language in all manner of parentheses, when, despairing at last of ever getting out of this maze, he burst out by cutting
the Gordian knot. Nobody can report him, or follow him at such times,
but on the jump. Association leads him off on every side—and then at
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last he will come back again. But he is always interesting, always instructive too, because he seems to know everything. He mingles in everybody's talk; "hearing" this one and "noeing" that one, now crying "oh,"
and anon crying "yes." If this lord says a good thing, he tells him of it. If
that a bad one, he lets him know it. He will say a bitter thing with a most
good-natured voice, and as for "order," or for doing as other people do,
that is the last thing he thinks of. No man commands more attention, but
few have more influence, and yet no man trifles more with his own
power, or hazards it more. He is a lusus naturae,347 I can't classify him—
but if I were the House of Lords, I would give him anything to get out of
it, for he is spoiling their trade; first, making them seem mean, by way of
contrast with him, and next, upsetting all their dignity. Lord Brougham
belongs to the House of Commons. It is a pity he ever left there.
The Duke of Newcastle,348 who, I believe, is not very bright, next had
something to say—but what that something was I don't remember, as it
did not make much impression. Lord Wharncliffe again. Earl Falmouth
again. Earl of Ripon349 next, each with short speeches of two or three
minutes. Lords seldom hold out long. Speaking in public is out of their
line, hereditary legislators as they are. The Earl of Winchelsea350 next
got the floor—a real schoolboy orator, now so loud that he split his
words to pieces—now so low, you could not hear him—alternating thus
up and down, mouthing words and mangling tones abominably—I
rather think the Earl of Winchelsea has more zeal than sense, though
what he said tonight was not so bad, excepting his favorite phrase:
"from the bottom of my heart," interwoven in his speech always, when
ideas did not come up as fast as he had words to clothe them in.
Brougham again, and an interlude with the Duke of Cumberland, who
can't be a wonder—except in his grey mustachios. Then Lord
Lyndhurst,351 in a plain, natural way—nothing oratorical about him,
lusus naturae — (Translation) freak of nature
4th Duke of Newcastle-under-Lyne (1785-1851) — Henry Pelham-Clinton; British nobleman and politician; opponent of electoral reform
349 1st Earl of Ripon (1782-1859) — Frederick John Robinson; English politician;
Chancellor of the Exchequer from 1823 to 1827; briefly Prime Minister
350 10th Earl of Winchelsea (1791-1858) — George Finch-Hatton; English politician;
opposed to liberal measures, such as the Reform Bill
351 Lord Lyndhurst (1772-1862) — John Singleton Copley, 1st Baron; born in Boston, Mass.; graduated from Cambridge University; lawyer and Tory Member of
Parliament; three times Lord Chancellor
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with some few sensible enough remarks. Wellington once more, just in
anger with Melbourne's threat, that the Lords must not trifle with the
people. Melbourne, in reply, that it was no threat, only an admonition.
Lord Ellenborough,352 with a small voice, and a few indistinct remarks.
Lord Mansfield,353 nothing remarkable. Lord Plunket,354 clear and lawyer-like, natural, and no mouthing. Lord FitzGerald,355 tripping up his
heels, and quite adroitly. Earl of Wicklow,356 plain and sensible. Earl of
Westmoreland,357 saying, "we cannot debate this further, this late hour of
the night"—and a laugh—for it was only eight o'clock, and probably he
had been asleep.358 I never knew much of these men—some of them at
least. I should like to know how near I have hit their real characters. The
Lords met at 5 o'clock and adjourned at 9 o'clock. The question was
upon hearing counsel upon the Corporation Reform Bill. We should
have debated the question a month in Congress. They settled it at one
sitting. Counsel were admitted. The Tories were in favor of it. The Whigs
were opposed to it, but made no opposition. The Tories sought thus to
delay the bill. The Whigs wished to push it ahead. Sir Charles
Wetherell359 and Mr. Knight360 were the counsel admitted.
I did not get any particular impression of any extraordinary dignity in
the House of Lords. Dukes, earls, viscounts, marquises, and bishops are
men, like the rest of us, with warm blood, and hot tempers at times. The
excitement was not a little on this party question. Since this night, it has
broken out in the House of Lords with some violence. The Earl of Winchelsea has been a little raving. There is more dignity and more order
Lord Ellenborough (1790-1871) — Edward Law, 1st Earl; British Tory politician;
Governor-General of India from 1842 to 1844
353 Lord Mansfield (1777-1840) — David William Murray, 3rd Earl; born in Paris;
British Army officer; peer
354 Lord Plunket (1764-1854) — William Plunket, 1st Baron; Irish politician and
lawyer; Lord Chancellor of Ireland on two occasions; supported Catholic emancipation
355 Lord FitzGerald (1783-1843) — William Vesey-FitzGerald, 2nd Baron; Irish politician; held office in Houses of Commons and Lords
356 4th Earl of Wicklow (1788-1869) — William Howard; Tory peer
357 10th Earl of Westmoreland (1759-1841) — John Fane; British Tory politician;
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland; Lord Privy Seal
358 Brooks' speculation about Westmoreland's wakefulness — he was 76 years old.
359 Sir Charles Wetherell (1770-1846) — English lawyer and politician; opposed
Catholic emancipation
360 Mr. Knight — Not positively identified
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than in the Commons, probably because the men are older, generally
speaking, and because there are not so many of them, they numbering at
the most 425, (never all there, as they vote, if they choose, by proxy,)
and the Commons numbering 628. I heard no remarkably impressive
speaking, but that of Lord Brougham, and he was not eloquent. Lord
Melbourne, I presume, lays no pretensions to the orator. Some of the
speakers would be ridiculed as being greener than sophomores. I should
think there was a want of intellect there. Men often, I see, lay claim to
attention from their rank, rather than their brains. The Duke of Cumberland would have his quietus361 after a two days' life in the American
senate. There is a bad taste in the manner in which many things are
done here, but the business-like energy with which things are pushed,
for example, allowing Sir Charles Wetherell but 24 hours to prepare in,
one cannot praise too much. The English politicians do know how to
dispatch business better than we do, always excepting our last night of
the session.

★
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have his quietus — receive a discharge from his responsibilities

32. Sightings of royalty
London,
July, 1835.
I went to the Haymarket Theatre, not so much to see the queen,362 who
was to be there, as to see in what manner a queen was received, and
how things were done. She came "in state,” as it is called, by a private
door, attended by outriders, four footmen in gorgeous livery, a coachman in a wig, and was received at her private door by a company of the
guards. By the way, soldiers attend all the theaters here, and act as sentinels. She and her “maid of honor,” with two gentlemen (“noble lords,” I
mean, for a lord is not a gentleman here!! it would be vulgar to call him
so,) went into a private box in the second row of boxes, and this private
box was next to the stage. The orchestra struck up “God save the King.”
The multitude shouted, not very heartily, and the queen bowed very
graciously, or as the newspapers have it, “Her Majesty graciously condescended to acknowledge,” &c. &c. By and by, the Duchesses of Cambridge
and of Saxe Weimar363 came. Queens and duchesses look very much like
other people, as the Duchess of Saxe Weimar was far from being pretty. I
like the looks of the queen. She looks spirited, and as if she had a good
share of intellect, and I rather think this is necessary, for, according to
all accounts, the king is not so bright as he might be. For though “by the
Grace of God” he has been made a king, much intellect was not mingled
with the grace. If it be not treason, I will say that he looks very stupid,
and probably is so; but I will not say so, till I get back to America.
The queen was neatly and elegantly dressed, but quite simply. Our fine
ladies put on ten ribbons to her one. Indeed, none of the boxes exhibit
near so much dress as our boxes do on great occasions. Some of the first
families in London were out to see the queen, and how plain were their
dresses, compared with ours! and yet it does not cost half so much to be
a lady in the Old World, where they manufacture all the fine things, as it
Adelaide of Saxe-Meiningen (1792-1849), Queen consort of William IV, King of
the United Kingdom.
363 Princess Ida of Saxe-Meiningen, Duchess of Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach (1794-1852)
— sister of Queen Adelaide
362

does in the New, where we import them. But the fine ladies here manage, nevertheless, to keep up a distinction between themselves and their
underlings; for here, a mistress will not allow her servant to have a
parasol, nor to wear silks, for they cost so little, that she could get them
quite readily, but then she might eclipse the fine lady! Now the inability
to play this little tyranny in the United States creates a world of trouble
among my fair countrywomen. Is not this the reason why they have so
many fashions, and change dresses so often? I know that the eye that
only regards dress, will be often puzzled with us, on a Sabbath, to distinguish the lady from the lady’s waiting maid; and is it not this sad confusion of flounces that makes them so often indignant at vulgar audacity? By the way, everybody should dress as he, she, or it chooses, in such
a country as ours, following no European fashions, as they are almost
always invented on this side of the water, to conceal some deformity;
and then the manner would soon let one know who or what the other is.
But, to return. The queen went home when the play was about twothirds over. The people applauded, and she bowed again and again from
her box. What an odd state of civilization! But the thickness of a board
from her and her suite, were females in the lowest state of female degradation! a sad confusion this of the high and low! How strange the
spectacle, to the eye of a republican, who was reared in a republican
country, is that of a crowded theater, where all are watching earnestly
at every turn of the play, every movement of one woman only, distinguished in nothing but that she is a queen. Alas! John Bull will, I fear, if
he ever sees any of my lucubrations, think that I am very green in the
ways of the world—but I cannot help it. These things look as oddly to
me, as our New Year’s levees at the President’s house do to him. I do not
understand how one man or one woman is born to be better than another, and to have a higher rank, as long as he or she lives, with the
power to transfer it to his or her children. That one man can make himself better than another, I can very readily understand. Indeed, I would
not live in this London, unless I was the king—for no man has any objection to having power—the people who surrender more than is necessary of it, are the only dolts—or at least Rothschild,364 with money
enough to drive eight horses abreast, and put half of London in satin and
lace, with gold fringes for a livery. For to have rank “by the grace of
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Rothschild — Nathan Mayer, Freiherr von Rothschild (1777-1836), banker who
settled in England in 1798, and is said to have been the richest man on earth.

God,” or money enough, to use it as you please, is very necessary in this
strange structure of society, where no one man is born in as good a condition of life as some other—the king except, and where to be anything,
without infinite difficulty, you must be born to be it. I must tell you, John
Bull, it is a very comfortable thing to come into this world, feeling that in
our own veins runs as much “noble blood” as in those of the first man in
the government. There is no fret and irritation then about society, all
one’s life. This odd structure of your society, is the reason why so many
of you commit suicide. It is horrid to feel all one’s days, that the dolt was
born to be, in spite of everything, a duke, an earl, or so, and that you
must ever be plodding under him. To get rid of the reflection, you shoot
yourselves by squadrons. Is it not so, John? Come, hold up your head,
and answer to Brother Jonathan.365
"A cat," says the proverb (is it?) "may gaze upon the king"—and therefore, concluding that a stray republican might be allowed this liberty, is
costing a little too much of negotiating, a form and fuss to be presented
at Court—and Mr. Vail,366 having had a hint, as I have been told, though I
do not know, nor even him as yet, though my good friends in Washington and New York have given me letters to him, which really it is not
kind to use, such a crowd of Americans now rush over here, and thus
bore a cheap salaried secretary to death—yes, Mr. Vail, having had a
hint that he thrust a little too many of us no-titled republicans before
royalty—I thought I must see the king at Woolwich, at a review there,
for the first question that might be put after my return home might be,
“Did you see the king?”—for, I am sorry to say that my countrymen,
though no great lovers of kings with that name, love men in power quite
as much as other people, over here; and, as for lord-hunting over here,
and lord-feeding at home, too many of them in it make themselves appear very ridiculous. Do not misunderstand me. I hate affectation in either extreme. A lord is just as good as any other man, be where he may,
and much better than many men, if he has won his title, as Brougham
won his, or Wellington his. In a land of rank, rank is worth having and
the American is a fool over here, who does not yield it all the outward
respect that other people do, but, stop there—don’t hunt after it. It is a
triple disgrace to a man born and bred out of its pale.
Brother Jonathan — Personification of New England; emblem of the early United
States, comparable to the later Uncle Sam
366 Aaron Vail — Chief United States diplomat in London (1832-1836)
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But the review at Woolwich. The crowd was immense. Where do so
many people come from? The king and queen were there—and a whole
mob of dukes, earls, lords, baronets, and other such people, all in their
military dresses, richly fitted up and making a long retinue of splendor.
It was no small work to get a peek at royalty even here, so surrounded
by a cortege, guards, officers and police. However, I understand the science of navigating through a crowd, having been practicing it these four
years, and bidding an American friend to follow after, I soon put him
and myself as near the “royal presence,” as ever the vulgar herd on such
occasions are permitted to come. “Here he is,” says one, “here,” “there,”
“here.” “There’s the queen,”—“this side,” “that”—and the wives clambered up the husbands' shoulders to get a peep at the king and queen. I
came near getting into trouble. In my earnestness to see the show, and
after straining my eyes to get a peep, and getting a full view of all—then
forgetting myself, and among whom I was, in my disappointment at seeing so heavy a man, I exclaimed to my companion—“What, that stupid
looking chap there, the King!” “The King! His Majesty! a chap!” reiterated
a man by my side, full of wrath, as he took down his cap from the air—
and overflowing with loyalty, “Who the devil are you?”—“The devil himself!” I replied, with as much good nature as I could put upon my countenance—and thus by my impudence, was probably saved from a public
quarrel. Here was a lesson for me. Always respect the prejudices of the
people among whom you are, and never shock them.
I do not know how many troops there were, and it does not matter
much; but there were more than I ever saw before on one field. A regiment of foot guards took care of his majesty. The horse guards, noblelooking men, all six feet high or more, in a superb uniform, kept the line.
The flying artillery367 gave us a mock battle upon the plain, and a glorious sight it was, for, somehow or other, I cannot even now get over my
boyish love of drums, fifes, bugles, and cannon-smoke and thunder. Say
what we may, we all think the more of a man who has killed his scores
in battle, and been half-killed himself. Glory, glory, glory makes men
mad, as well as boys. The mortars and howitzers then cracked away.
Sappers and miners were showed up. Rockets and bombs were let off,
and one poor bugle boy was hit in the leg, and came screaming with terror over the plain. What inventions men have to slaughter each other
367
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by! Let any man go into the Tower of London, and see the machines of
destruction, invented since the era of the Norman, and he will be surprised by the perverse ingenuity of man.
The king and queen sat down to a “déjeuner à la fourchette,”368 as they
call a breakfast, meal or lunch—eaten as this was at 3 o’clock P. M. The
review was not over till after 6 P. M. The king then returned to town,
and gave a dinner party at 8 P. M. After this, he had an evening party, at
which there was a concert. At seven o’clock, I was so fatigued that I
could hardly stand, and at nine I was asleep. I mention this to show that
the life of a king is not a life of ease, for if a young man could not stand
the review out, how could an old man of 67 years, for so old is the king,
stand so much more fatigue? After all, I think I should alter my mind,
even if I lived in London, about wishing to be a king.
I have seen the Tower, or rather have spent three hours in looking at its
curious and terrible curiosities, and yet saw little or nothing of the hundred of things to be studied, and studied, in this great storehouse of the
past, so thick with an awful history. I have wandered and wandered in
the aisles of Westminster Abbey, that city of the mighty dead, where
every footstep falls upon some reverend history, and in whose niches,
and over all whose wall, profusely scattered, stand the monuments and
statues of the men in whom Britain glories, and in many of whom, as our
ancestors, we may glory too. I have gone to Crockford’s,369 that pandemonium of the living, the great gambling house of the little great men of
a great city, and seen the tables on which fortunes are nightly lost and
won. Yes, I have seen much, much more than all this, but years and years
of residence would yet leave London unseen. I must hurry to the Continent. I am now weary of description, and ten times as much as I have
written might be profitably written of this great den of human being—
but, when I return, you shall have at least the particulars that would be
likely to interest an American. I go to Rotterdam, thence to the Rhine,
and will write you as often as possible.

★
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Crockford's — Gentlemen's club, founded in 1823 on St. James's Street, London;
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SUMMARY OF VOLUME ONE — BRITISH ISLES
LETTER 1 (At Sea) On board a sailing packet heading from New York for England —
Seasickness — Danger from icebergs — Livestock on board as food supply — Fine
food for cabin passengers — Costs of passage — High quality of accommodation —
Sea fog near Newfoundland Banks — Reading books is Brooks' principal pastime —
Merits of Chateaubriand, Cooper and Irving as American writers — Fine weather,
good speed — Marvel of navigation by instruments — Enjoyment of calm spells
LETTER 2 (Portsmouth) Gale of 24 hours drives ship south, beyond Ushant — Becalmed — Passengers devise games to pass the time —Sightings of Belle Isle and
Lorient (south coast of Brittany)— Cost and rate of money exchange — Entering
English Channel —Approaching coast of England — Boarded by pilot — Portland
and Isle of Wight in view — The great power of Britain is not commensurate with its
small size — Approaching Portsmouth
LETTER 3 (London) Common cultural of language and literature — Coach ride from
Portsmouth to London — Excellent macadamized road — First impressions — Delighted at landscape and Springtime growth — The American visitor enjoys both
the novelty and the antiquity — Contrast of respective country's scenery — Preference for wild nature versus orderly country houses — Unshaped new land versus
tidy, diminutive England
LETTER 4 (London) Cost, speed and comfort of coach travel — Visibility and use of
uniforms and livery — How to tell a servant from his master — Coachman and passengers — Class system — Timetables and punctuality — Licensing and regulation
—Mail coaches and distribution network — Novelties: coinage, rule of the road,
stone and brick as building materials — quirky naming of public houses — Immensity of London's population and history
LETTER 5 (London) Portsmouth immigration procedures — Health questionnaire
— Persistent boatmen — Major British naval base — American flag scarce but beautiful — Nelson's Victory preserved — Bribery at Customs — Superior standard of
English hotels — Communal dining arrangements missed — Proliferation of coffeerooms
LETTER 6 (London) Tipping servants: a perfect nuisance — Porters, waiters, chambermaids, bootblacks, coachmen and guards on land — Stewards and cabin boys at
sea — Degrading relationship between the servant and the served — Socially degrading — Tantamount to begging or slavery
LETTER 7 (London) Immense city — So much more than New York — so opposed to
Daniel Boone's vision of independence — Convenience of the penny post — Novel
sights, uniforms, buildings — Charms of St. James's Park — Appeal of the West End

— Regent Street — opulence on display — unlimited opportunities for shopping —
temptation of window shopping
LETTER 8 (London) Political meeting at public house in London — Large and vociferous number of participants — Seeking to repeal stamp duty on newsprint —
Speakers: Lord Brougham, Hume, Fox, Wakley, Grote, Col. De Lacy Evans, Dr. Bowring, O'Connell — Power and responsibility of the orator — Poor level of public
knowledge about America and its people — Tax equivalent to twice the cost of the
newspaper — Mistake to underestimate the level of education in England
LETTER 9 (York) Holds an important place in English history — Site of many battles
with invaders — Modern town is ugly, belying its one-time importance — London's
air pollution impels Brooks to travel — Departure at an early hour with a companion — Take steam boat down the Thames, busy with shipping, bound for Hull — Up
the river Ouse via Goole and Selby to York — Towers of the Minster come into view
— Impressed by its enormous size, and the effort and expense that implies — Lifelike carvings of early kings — Guided tour — Relics —Extensive view of town and
countryside from Lantern Tower — Return to cathedral under darkness — Supernatural imaginings
LETTER 10 (Pateley Bridge) Village — Yorkshire dialect speech incomprehensible
— English ridicule Americans' way of speaking — Resolves to see the people by
travelling light and on foot — Coach to Ripon — Treatment of the poor in England
and Ireland — Ripon Minster small in comparison with York Cathedral — Pleasure
grounds of Studley Park — Overwhelming beauty — Extensive and costly landscaping — Ruins of Fountains Abbey — Deep impression on the American visitor — Romance even in midst of decay — B thankful that America is free of such "monuments
to priestly extortion ... and sad corruption" — Beautiful surroundings impossible
without English laws of inheritance.
LETTER 11 (Clapham, Pennines) Day spent walking on Yorkshire moorland —
Breakfast at Hebden — Grassington — Moor deserted of houses and trees — Cattle
and sheep grazing — Local dialect impenetrable — Poor enunciation widespread in
England — Astwick — Praiseworthy pub at Clapham
LETTER 12 (Borrowdale) Gentle walk from Clapham to Kirby Lonsdale — Fine
scenery around Ingleton — Unusual footwear equipped with iron nails — Pretty
bridge over River Lune — Chatting with local residents — Salmon for lunch — Stage
coach to Kendal — Manufacturing town — Verbal crutches: "you know", "clever",
"nice", "nasty" — Morning stage coach to Ambleside, on Lake Windermere — Scenic
view from Bowness — Costly country villas — Superiority of American scenery —
An over-rated waterfall — Rydal Water — Visit with the poet Wordsworth — Hospitality — Talk over lunch — Doubts on long-term success of American system — A
second walk — Rydal Hall visited — Elderly lady of Grasmere — Guide obtained —
Wordsworth's farewell — Long, tiring walk over mountains to Borrowdale — Comfortable beds in public house

LETTER 13 (Carlisle) Late start after long day's walk —Cart ride to Derwentwater
— English practice of charging for everything — The Niagara of the Lakes — Houses
seen all around — Keswick — Thwarted visit to Poet Laureate Southey at Greta Hall
— Skiddaw covered in mist — Caught by torrential rain — Visit with Scotch woman
in stone hut — Obliged to continue walking in downpour — Refused food and lodging at isolated house — Village with five pubs, all full — Finally successful in finding
bed — Fun at Rosley Fair — Horses, drinking and dancing — Carriage ride to Carlisle
LETTER 14 (Melrose) A world of rank: forms and appearances — Gretna Green: resort of runaway lovers — Walk to Longtown — Breakfast and a barber — Eskdale
and Langholm — Taming of shrews — Hawick, Teviotdale and Selkirk — Thousands
of sheep — Sutor ceremony — Hogg, the Ettrick Shepherd — Bypass Ettrick and
Yarrow — Walk to Abbotsford, home of late Walter Scott — Reveries in the Baronial
Hall — Memorabilia — Lasting written legacy — Walk to Melrose Abbey — Pleasant
and secluded location — Puritan destruction of idolatrous religious images — Another comfortable night's rest
LETTER 15 (Edinburgh) Intemperance — Galashiels — Sites unvisited and lamented — Salisbury Crags — Calton Hill: its monuments — New Town: tasteful architecture — Old Town: tenements, wynds, closes — Praise for the English Poor
Laws — College — Holyrood House — Charitable Institutions: laudable
LETTER 16 (Edinburgh) Scotland's Courts of Law — Former Parliament House —
Lord High Advocate at work — Absurdity of wearing a wig — Climb to Edinburgh
Castle — Crown Room: Scottish Regalia recently put on display — City of culture
and learning — Inclement climate — Beautiful women
LETTER 17 (Loch Katrine) Leave Edinburgh in pouring rain — Steamboat to Alloa
— Bannockburn — St. Ninian's — Stirling Castle — View to the Highlands — Pure
English spoken by Highlander — Surfeit of American tourists — Doune Castle —
Callander — Ben Ledi, Ben Venue, Ben A'an — Loch Vennachar, Loch Achray —
Trossachs — Day's end
LETTER 18 (Loch Fyne) Scott's writings are greatest gift to Scotland's tourism —
Trossachs scenery comparable to American — Justifiable exaggeration in speech
and writing — Boat on Loch Katrine — Goblin's Cave — Echoes — "Ellen's Isle" —
Imagination: boundaries of fact and fiction — Inversnaid — Open-air religious service in Gaelic — Loch Lomond — Tarbet — Arrochar — Loch Long— Glen Croe —
Rest and be Thankful — Cairndow Inn
LETTER 19 (Tobermory) Inverary thick with Campbells — Herring fishery — Merits
of post-chaise for group travel — Beautiful Loch Awe — Ben Cruachan — Loch Etive
— Taynuilt — Nelson and Waterloo commemorated — Connell — Dunstaffnage —

Oban — Dunollie — Strained relations with the locals — Ship for Mull — Overnight
at Tobermory
LETTER 20 (Oban) Steamer to Staffa — Impressive basalt pillars of diverse shapes
and sizes — Fingal's cave portends the supernatural — Sir Joseph Banks — Other
caves — Iona's illustrious past — Burials: Kings of Scotland, Ireland and Norway —
Burials: Lords of the Isles — Utter abandon of graveyard and abbey — Extreme
poverty of local inhabitants — Landlord: Duke of Argyll — The Schoolmaster — Return voyage — Ship's boiler failure — Obliged to walk — Shipboard: pouring rain
and seasickness
LETTER 21 (Glasgow) US Independence Day — All Americans should feel proud, especially those in a foreign land— Republicans are born, not made — Habits of servility and love of rank — Adulation of power — In an election, the tenant farmer
blindly votes for his master — On many counts, the English society is superior, favoring the creation of a capable elite — In England, ambition seeks to rise in the society — Drive to be noticed — Monarchical hereditary systems concentrate property and wealth in fewer hands than Republican ones — Some American politicians
regrettably adopt a populist posture, deriding learning and spreading lies— Growing country needs people who can think for themselves — Call for free universal
education, at High Schools and Colleges — Knowledge is power, knowledge favors
productivity — On election day, truth will do the people more good than flattery
LETTER 22 (Glasgow) Overnight steamer — sound sleep — Lochgilphead — Another steamer — Loch Fyne — Tarbet —Kyles of Bute — Rothesay — Greenock, a
busy bustling place — Dumbarton Rock and Castle — River busy with boats of all
sizes — Glasgow hotel — Reunited with luggage — Glasgow Cathedral, survived the
Reformation — Gloomy cemetery — Tontine Coffee Room — Royal Exchange —
Open Reading Rooms — The only "republican" city in all of Great Britain
LETTER 23 (Dublin) Difficulties of classifying the Irish people — Contrast of extreme splendor and extreme poverty — Departure from Scotland by steamer —
Down the Clyde — Cramped, uncomfortable sleeping accommodation — Carrickfergus Lough — Belfast on the River Lagan — Comparative wealth of Protestantcontrolled North of Ireland — Punctual and comfortable coach ride — Assailed by
beggars — Immense peat bogs supply fuel — Dundalk — Dublin
LETTER 24 (Dublin) Notable difference between England and its neighboring countries of Scotland and Ireland — Ireland's stalemate between opposing religions —
Vested interests of Protestant landlords and Catholic priests — Mass of people
caught between in a religious war — Religion is necessary, but not the prevailing
established religion— The more creeds the better — Differences between Irish and
English peasantry — Famine conditions in the West of Ireland persuade travel companions not to tour further in the country

LETTER 25 (Dublin) Much to see in Dublin — Bank of Ireland was formerly Parliament House — Once the scene of brilliant oratory — Trinity College commemorates
its distinguished students/writers — Such mental connections bring ancient places
to life — Custom House architecture — Post Office — Quay — Dublin Castle, changing of guard — Troops commanded by son of Sir Walter Scott — Unhappy commemoration of battle at Bladensburg — Monuments to Nelson and Wellington, victors over the French — Uniformed troops and police present everywhere — Their
visible presence is the price Britain pays for Irish subjugation — Unable to explain
the prevalence of beggary — Is it something in the character? — Evening entertainment at the Rotunda — Magnificent Law Courts — Charm and advantages of the
jaunting car — Curtailed friendships are the bittersweet lot of the traveler
LETTER 26 (Llanberis) Three classes of rail travel — Take ship at Kingstown — Seasick (again) — Holyhead — Anglesey — Bangor — Menai strait and bridge — Penrhyn Castle — Caernarvon — Llanberis
LETTER 27 (Shrewsbury) Universal language is Welsh — Ascent of Snowdon —
Summit in a mist — Capel Curig — Coach ride on excellent road — Corwen — Llangollen — Chirk — Oswestry — Shrewsbury
LETTER 28 (London) Political discussion in the coffee room — Attractions of
Shrewsbury — Night riders lose the view — Tintern Abbey — Chepstow — Wye
Valley — Boat across the Severn — Bristol wealth — Bath — Beau Nash — Antiquities beside road to London — Arrival
LETTER 29 (London) Immensity of London — Insignificance of a single lifetime —
View from the dome of St. Paul's — A city to satisfy all man's wants and fancies, of
the highest and lowest tastes — marvelous representations and reproductions at
Colosseum [sic]— Cathedral dimensions, statuary, tombs — Objectionable covering
of coal soot on all buildings
LETTER 30 (London) Visit to House of Commons — The Hall — Ceremonial aspects
— Debate on Irish Church Bill — Sir Robert Peel, Tory, leader of opposition — Mr.
Spring Rice, Whig, Chancellor of the Exchequer — Disorderly behavior from party
benches — Opinions on competence, style and content — Further speakers — Adjournment — Best American oratory deemed to be superior — Why is this so?
LETTER 31 (London) Visit to House of Lords — The Hall — Ceremonial aspects —
Debate of Municipal Corporation Reform Bill — Face-to-face questioning of government minister — Low opinion of speakers
LETTER 32 (London) Haymarket Theatre — The Queen and retinue in private box
— British versus American women's access to fashionable clothing — Objections to
system where rank is acquired by birth — Fascination with the power of monarchs
is widespread in America — Woolwich military review: both King and Queen in at-

tendance — Perils of an indiscreet remark about His Majesty — Sights: The Tower,
Westminster Abbey, Crockford's gaming house — Off to Rotterdam and the Rhine
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